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INTRODUCTIOi1

The pUrpose of this study is to develop and evaluate a variety
of IOOthods for teaching study skills in the social studies with a
i'ourth grade group.
Definitions
For the purposes of this �udy the writer accepts the £oll0trlng
definition o£ social studies.
Soeial studies are ·t;hat, portion of the social sciences,

sel.ected far instructional purposes and coqJoStld of History,

Geography., Sociology, Pollt.i.cal Sci.once, Philosopey., Anthro
pology, Psychology., and which develop those knowledges, skills,
att.itu<iea, and habits., pert� to man.t s relation to man and
to bis pcysical environmant.. l
For the purpose of this stu<tv the follol-ti.ng de.finition of stucy
will be used.

ustuey is a big term inol.Uding maey different varieties

of activities, and varying degrees of difficulty and responsibilit:,,IJ2
de.fining the problem., collacting ., organizing and avoJ.uating data ,_ and

testing conclusions through use, with the necessary at.titudes,
1A definit.ion developed by the sut111l8r class o£ 1951 of Education
327 Teaching the Social �udies in t,he Elementary School ,.

2strayer, Georze D .., and Mm.•sw&-rthy., Na-om, H-ow to Teach (New
York i Macnti.Uan Company, J.918) ., p. 222.

2
independence, being unprejudiced, and suspension of judgment.

It is in

its highest sense the reflective process of assimilating knowledge, an d
reorganizing experience into a creative whole £or the satisfaction o f a

.felt need.
For

the

purposes of this study

the

following def1Ili.tion of study

skills for the social studies will be uaed.,.

Social. studies study skills

are those skills., both external and internal, whose mastery is neces
sary, for the f'ull rellliza:t;ion of the goals belong-.lng to the social
studies, "1. acquiring i"unc'tional information, 2. anal;yzing
probl.ems, and 3 .. practicing desirable social relations.. n3

social

The external

skills are the use 0£ dictionacy, inde.Y.., table o_f contents-, atlas,
almanac, encyclopedia, reference books, charts, graphs, maps, pictures.,
and social. e,,;pres.sion through oral and written reports, group planning,
group discussion, dramatizcrt.ion, and presentation in musical, graphic,
and three dimeneional forms.
The internal skills are crit:Lcal thinking and certain attitudes
or .frame of mind.

While attitudes are not general.l;r recognized as

skills, one must master certain attitudes to do effective stuey. 'rhese
atti•cWi,es are willingness to euspend judgment., regarding subject. matter
as a means to an end, regarding all authors as subject to bias and
error, willingness or ability to ·work independently, w.i.l.lingness or
ability t.o sustain interest, ability to make Vigorous and sustained

3 .Anderson, Howard R., Forsytll, Elaine, and Morse, H. T., Th$
Measurement of Understanding
· (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
19$), p. ?1.

3
application o£ mind to the assimilation of ideas, and reoogn:i.Z:i.ng the
dignity and worth of' the individual ..

Critical thinking invo1ves ability

to understand spoken and printed information and all its varied aspects,
defining probl�ll'..a, by'potheca.tion, collecting, interpreting and evalu
ating data., organizing data, drawing conclusions; and verifying conclusions.
The hypotheses in this et"tldy- Will give more detailed aspects of
stuey- skills :for the aociru.. studias.

Importance o:£ This Stucy
·The development and evaluation of a va,rlety of methods for
teaching stuc\r skills in the SQcial studies in the .fo�h grade is
iJ:Jportant i'or the follo1d.ng reasons:
i.

Social studies hold a central pos:1 tion in the eletnentary

school CU!'l"ieulum because their aims coincide with the aims of general
education.

John Michaelis states, lfThe social stud:f.es make a rich

contribution to the growth and development of chil.{iren because tbe
central function of the $OCial studies is identical w:i. th the central.
purposes of education�-the development of demoera.tio citizemshi.p. 114
Again, he says
The social studies have a unique contribution to make to
the development of democratic behavior. The meani..ng of
demoere.tic values and processes can be clarified through
41'.ichaells, John u., �ooiaJ. Studies for Children in a. Deinocr!5:l
p. 2.
(New York: Prentice Hall, 19>0

5,

4
actual use and through study. Since the social studies are
concerned primaril;y with human relationships and W'.i.th man as
he intere.ets with hie envirO!"llOOnt, they sre of primary im
portance in developing insights, understandings, and con
c.epts related to democratic 1deals. 5
Compare the above stated contributions and see t-hat they coi.n
ciqe with the aims of education as set f.arth int.he

1951 booklet

by the

Tennessee Curricul.wn Planning Collllllittee;
a..
b.
c.
d.
e.

JlW.stery of f'un.¢:un_ental. skill.$
ability to work in groups
form <ies:i.rahle mental attitudes
learn to cope with unforese�n problems that may arise
unch»,-stand thel•ela.tionships of acti"lflties to persistant
lite problelll$.
2.

Study ski.Us are necessary for the mastery of soeiaJ. studies

because:
(a)

Functional information cannot be �quired without some use

of the external sk.Uls ,.
As an illustration, a child is st,u(\ying life in .foreign lands,
in order to unc.erstand the inter-�penaenoe of peonl.e.

He w"ishes to

report to bis class on hon people in Cbina provide themselves with
clothing.

Re goes t.o the library to find xriaterial on the subject.

mu.st know wba.t reference .material to go to.

He

He must uae an index to

locate the 1:mteriaJ. in each book and in so doing he must understand
a.1phabeticaJ. ar:range.ment.

At the same t• he ma.y- possibly be called

upon to use a dictionary to understand certain terms used and possib:cy
to pronounce them.

He mnst understand printed material an d be able to

select pe..-rtinent facts in order to make an adequate report.
>Ibid., p. JO.
6:rennel;Jsce Curriculum :Planning Committee Report (Unpublished
Report, Nashville, Tennessee, 1951), p. 7.

5
{b )

Social problems cannot be analyzed without critical think

ing and the attitudes necessary for good study.
( c)

Practicing desir.nble social. relations is the visible outcorae

of cl""lt.ical tlt;i.nking wit11 a backeround of functional information nnd the
proper attitudes.

·ro illustrate., suppose cbild.ren are setti."'lg up class

organization for opening exercises.

'!'hey are ooncerned with what kind

of acti v-lties are appropriate £or the period, in lihat order they shall
occur and t-rho shal.l preside .

They must evaluate a var-lety o f' activities

and organize i n order of importance and the amount oi' time each will re
quire.

They wst select a person who is dependable and tactful despite

the fact that th-ey may be tenpted to elect their best friend who may
possess :fe�, of these qualities .
) ..

These study skills will aid in the maS'tery of other subjects

because they cont-ribute to the coals that the other subjects have in
common:

(a) mastery of the fundamental skills

(b) abil:i,ty to work in groups
( e) £or.mat1on of desirable mental attitudes

(d) learning to cope with unforeseen problems that � arise
(e) understanding the rel.at.ionship of activities to persistent

life problems.

As an illustration of the mastery of f'und&uentaJ. skills, it will
be seen later in this study (see page 104) how social studies study
ski.Us may also be used in science uni.
ts and other subjects.

Soi10 of

6
these ski.lls are defining the probl.e:111 eypothecat:ion, coll.ecting, evalu
ating and organizing data, arriving at conclusions and varL.�cation.
Methods the teacher used to promot.o the ability to liork in gr-ou.ps
and the i'onnation or desirab1e mental attitudes will be illustrated in
Chapter ll, pages 49-53.
Throughout the year every effort waa :made through class discus
sions to help children to u nderstand the interdependenc8 o£ all people
and the pla.ce eaeh person and occupation holds in relation t,o othel"
peoplo and occupations. In thie

1-1.iy

understandint t-he reiati.onship of

activities to pereist.ent life problems vas increased.

4. These stu<t" skills mll havo trant3.fer vaJ.uc in helping the
ehild meet persistent problems of l:brJ.nc because critical thinking
l!hich invo1ve3 prob1cni sol\'"lng techniques and uh1ch is cne of the study
aki.lls, does just thet. Frederick Ma.reham states, "Procedures of'
cri'l;ical tbinl:ing ere not puculilU' to the social studies. n7
Tbe tenconcy to cut across 6Ubject matter lines a.'1.d wrk in
lerge .fiel.ds of a(:!tiVi.ty and 32..rge bloel:a of tin".e ::r.ako� nzr'.',ur.u].y fo1..
some transfer vtilue.

Suppose a study of China is under �ay. An

inquirJ into o.coupation of many of the peop1e -will lead into r... si.ucy of
conservation wbich is also in tho sciE'.nce cm�nculum. Here the problem
o.ppr.aach w.ill function.

1M.ercha'i"1, Frederick G . , Tee.c ,. - Critical 'l'hink,_'tne in the Social.
studies (Washington, D. c. ; lJatdonal Council for Social Studies, 19 ,

p. !Ji.

Contradictory to this statement concerned With transfer- value,
H.

'l'.

7

Morse and O. H. MoC\lile say "• • • critical ability and reflective

thinking tend to develop along With lmowledge and understandings in
separate fields rather than as universal or generaJ.l.;y transferable
value. u8
"Tests administered. by Uni.versit7 of Minnesota show low correla

tion in the ability to ' think clearly 1 in one field and •thinking
clearly• in another."9

The writers' statement should be amended to say that there Will
be trans.fer value where conscious effort is diredted toward transfer
value through teaching wit..h sillli.lar procedure in other f-ields.
'l'est of Basic
The writers of the Manual for Iowa-Everz•Pupil
'
Skills state,
Bventu.al.ly then, the pupil ta final status � th reference
to these skills (those for which the test was constructed)
will depend, not so much upon the amount of isolated drill
he has received o.n them., but upon the effectiveness with
which instruction in all subjects has been integrated or
correlated to the end af providing adequate opportunity for
the correct applieat.ion of these sk:Ula in a natural setting. 10

Edna McGuire st.ates that there are akills that ha-ve their origin

in othe1· subject.a

such as:

'1',,

and G. H. McCune, selected Items for Testirl;g
Bz-rorse, H.
.
Study Skills (Washington, D. C. s N. E. A., 1940), P• 16.
9Ibid., P• 17 .

lOspitzer, n. F • ., and Horn, Earnest, and sta.tf, Examiner• s
Manual f.or Te.st B1 Iowa..Eve§tsPtrp1,.l Test of Basic Skills (Neli York:
Houghton Mii'i'lin Company, l }, �• !5 .

8

a.

oral and written composition

b. dramatizaticn and aspects of reading
c. fine and indu-&trial. arts. 11

These may begin in the language arts.

5.

Teaching

SOU!>

of the skills ai"')parently should begin in the

lower grades .
Wallaoe J. H.owell concluded, &f'ter a stuc;\v of thts kind in
George M. Doven Sehool., Elmira, N .. Y1., that "intensive work in teaching
proper work study skills should begin �t l.P-a.et in Grade IV, since the

greatest improvement appears in the intenmdiate grades . nl2 His study
� includes grades four, five and eight and is limited to the external
skills. He .found greatest progress was made in grad�s five and six.

Judging from the amo1mt of written material dealing d irectly With stuc\f
skills one woulc) conclude that little attention is given to them before

the level of the sixth grade in most instances ..

George D. Strey-er places stuey skills in the lower elementary

school because

Power to stuciy is a very gradual growth. It must proceed
slowzy from the sinple to complex. Knowing how to study is
not an inborn gift--it does not come as a mati.er of intuition.,
nor does it come in some Jey'sterious way when the child is of
high school age.. • • • Mor can we expect the upper grammar
grade of high acboo1 teacher to do this. 13
�eGuire, Edna., "Social St�dies Skills in the Elementar.y School, "
Social Education XVI (New York; Anier:tcan Book Company, Decend)er 1936),

l 2tfowell., Wallace J., "Work Study Skills of Cbi.ldren in Grades
IV-VIII, 11 �lementa Sphool Journal, Vol.. L (Chicago ; Universit.y of
� 19.50), P• 369.
Chieaeo Press, Marc
13straye-r, Oeerge D., and Norswortey, Naomi, How to Teach (New
Yorkt Macttli.llan Company, 1918), p .. 222�

9
Bessie W. Stillman in 192-8 stated in t be introduction of her
book an training children. to study".

uwe ha'Ve not reached the point

where exami nation on method of stu.czy, is advocated as the main test of
the learner• a progress; but the t,imo is cert� com.nq. ul.4
As far back as 1909 Linda B. Earhart stated.,
Carefull,y conducted experiments have shown that pupils in
the elementary school a.re capable of using all or the factors
of logical stud,y. Observations ha.Ve shown that they are given
little -opportunity to use them. The teacher is the most active
elel!lent in tb.e sehool room anrl she usu.ally controls much or all
of the work. Sho herself' knows vezy 1ittle about- thoughtful
study, and conseq,uentl.v she cannot give much intelligent
t.rain:i..ng in its use. 15"'
P • J. Zimmers, in his book on teaching children ho� to study,
states,
The a.L11 of many class periods, especially in the loWer
gradea, wst be to teach pupils to master lessons in the
teacher 1 s presence, not. primarily for knowledge but to lea.m
to study properly. . .. • Tr:;tjning in the right hab-1.ts of
study is a pupil' s greate.st need end ehould, there.fore, be
the principal aim 0£ many class periods. 16
6. J'lllius Boraas states that effecM.ve thinkin& devolops through
act,ual practice. lie says,
The teaclle:!'." will give be-st aesistanc� by stiraulating too
pupil to r11� now �tter.pts llhen he has �coi:oo discouraged,
and by calling attention to the sucoessful though't.s t.hat
lhstillman, Bessie w., Tra;i.ni� Chi�ren to St-u� {!Jew York: D. c.
Heath and Company, 1928), p. KVi.ii.
lS'r:a.rb.arl., Lulda B., Teac;hing Children to Stu?? (Mow York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1909}, p. 78.

16ZiroJners, P . J., Teach
ioys and G:i.,:d.s Jiow to Stu� (Madison,
Wisconsin; Parkor Company, �22), p. 2li.

lO
have been overlooked ar to the defects which should be
eliminated., Providing ·t.he pupil verifies the advice by his

own pra.ctice. 17

Frederick March.am., speaking of cr-ltical th!nking, whieh is a
c ombination of sld.lls says,
• • • as a.. rul.c the best wa,y to achieve an objective is to
provi&3 instruction to that end. This rule epplios to cri
tical. thinking. It bas a. claim to be regarded as one of the
main obj ec·tives in the teachiil{, of tho social science a i)oth
in schools md in colleges .and. should accordingly be given
prominent place in the program. • . • We learn t o l:lefine a
problem. or draw a conclusion by being spocifictlly taught. to
do $0. A:s t·ro ha�e already said, the e.reat error is to assu.'l'le
that ohjooti�es Wil.1 be attained vlthout specific instruction.18

7.

Scarcity of l!;-ritten materiel. dealing directl;:; with stucy

skills for the scx::ial. studies fo-r thio c;rade level, indicates that here
is a need for research in this area.

There are sta"lclard tests to be

administered, the.t serve ..:.s a guide as t o what should be taught.

How

ever, these tests do not cover all skills.

tl-10

'The writer .found o�

research studies conducted in grades onywhe� near this gra4e. level.
Neither were concerned with all the skill.s.

On upper grade levels

t11ere are a few concerned 'With si.ngle skills such as � reading and
grap,.11 reading.

There have been a Jllllllber of studies done on critical

thinking, which ia a combination of many sl:ills and attitudes, but
these too, are on higher grnde levels ..
social studies roo thods books.

The best material found uas in

HO'W'ever .• the .fourth grade seems to be a

neglected grade, in that it is saldoro. specificallJI' ment,ioned o:r used as

17Boraas, Julius, Teaching to Think (Nev York:
Company, 1922), P• 34.

Macmillan

l�.fa.rchrun, Frederick,
Stu<li.es (Washington, D. C . : ��������������:..;:.,;;;�
p . 41.

11
an U1u«bration .

Most oft.en to appear b'J name are first, second, .fifth,

and sixth grades.

Therefore, sn.y positive findings from this stucy

Will contribute to educational aims.

Setting of This Study
A nu.'llber o£ teachinu nethods were dP,veJ.oped. .md evaluated by
means that t-r.ill oe set :forth in another part of this stuey,.

A fourth

grade group t� used at Mccampbell School in north Knoxville, Tennessee,
from September 1952 th.rough Ma)� 1953.

The thirty-one children w.ith whom

this eJ.;:pe:-inpnt ttafl conducted varied £ram. other fourth grade groups whom
the writer has taur;ht in the last five ycors, in that a lari;e majotity
of tho children t-tere in appraximawly the same social lovel anc. enjoyed
a good h o:.ae ba.ckcround.

Virtually all the pnronts cxr.ibited interest

in their cbi.J.dren in pr0Vidi..11g books in the homo, tr�vel, vholosomo
recreation, and close cooperation with the school.

The IOOntal ability,

social adjustment, chronolor;ical •![;CS, mid economic background of the
children wore not greatly different from other groups.
The econon'd.c background of this croup \:Uis stable ; OOV€4"l of 'the
p�·-rt.$ were prafessional people; the oth�l'$, non-profosaionnl but
regularly arcyployed.

T'oore was .one indi&ent cbild •in t
' ho class but he

moved away in tho le.te i'a.Ll. .

'!'be child who took his p1ace uas simil.ar

t o the other chil.dren in all respects.
In order t o knoW ho-.-1 each child was rela:ted to the group and the
eocial implications for group work and t o know i.f the social situation
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tlas nonnal., a sociometric -test was administered to the gro-up in ear],y
October. The t-wo questions asked were:

(1) Who a re tba three people in

this room you would rather sit by? (2) Is there Sl:lY one person you would
positively not want to sit by? The test revealed that there was one
i solate in the class. Three children were singled out for the negative
response> but 'they, in turn, were chosen by each other or by other ehil
dNn. A large majority
other.

0£

tm ele.as were on friendly terms With each

(See Fi.gure l and Table I for an analysis of the te$t.) All

cbildren1 s nwnes u::,ed in an:;- wq in this. study are fietitiou.s.
Mary Frances .Andrews did a study in sociometry entitled A Soci
ometry Stu& o.t' Some of the Soc.ial Conditions i n Urban Fourth Grade
Groups . She has defined an is°'late as one who receives one-half o£ the
choices he makes and a star a-s one who recaives one and one-half' as
many choices as be makes. 19 The writer has used isolate to imply one
who received no choices, Comparing tbe findings of Mary Frances Andrews
With the situat,ion of the children in tbia school roODlj there are twelve
stars and eleven isolates as against the average found by Mary Frances
Andi-ews of seven each 1n approrima:tely the same size gl°oups. In this
room there was one who hild no choice returned .as against an average of
three that Mary Frances Andrelrs found. The sociogram mmm in Figure l
reveals a very large 111n group" and a vary large nout group." This
group is at-ypical to the extent that it differs from the .findings of
Mary Frances .Andrews .
19Andrews., Mary- Frances, ttA Sociometry Study of SOIIB 0£ the
Social Conditions in Urban Fourth Grade Group�" (Unptiblished M. s.
thesis., The University of' Tennessee, 1949) ., p. 71.
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TABLE I
CUOICES RECEIVED IN SOCIOMB'l'RIC TEST
ADM'f!t!ST.ERED IN FALL 1952

Name
(fictitious)
Dan

J�

Julia

Freda
Ladd
Jal"IV3s

Eliz-a.beth
Oet>oldin-e

Ben

Rebecca

Molly

Mary Ann
J • D.
Penny
Robert
Sam

Dillard

Pansy

Sue
Ernestine
Mary

Lucile

Barbara

nart-on
J. '!'.

J . c.
Gert..e

Bilzy
Pan
B.. ii.

Votes
Received

Megative

Response

ll
8
8

8

7

7

6
6

5

�

$

4
4
4
4

s

3

:,

3
2
1
1
l
l

4

1

l
l
1

l
0

l
12
!i
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Accordi.n3 to the norms given with �� Weekly Reader test, 20
administered in September, the el.ass in reading skills, was just l-Ihere
it shou].d have been, 4.0.

This was of course the average; some

children rated higher, eo100 lower.
The chronological ages of the children, as of September, ranged
from seven years, six months (one child this age) to ten years, three
months ( one child this age). The other children were well within eight
and nine years old,.
normal.

The moan was nine years, two months, which is

(See Table II . )
The mental ability of the children ranged from I.Q. 77 to 139.

The mean I.Q .. was 100 ..

(See Table II tor details.)

Seven of the children had been in the l-1riter• s third grade the
preceding year.

These children had been in a split group of third and

fourth grade children.

These seven children readily guided the in

coming class into the established procedure� of classroom. activ-lty, such
as pupil planning and pupil eondu.eted daily opening exercises, pupil
initiated housekeeping duties, and methods of group and individual
reports.

timitations of the Study
The teacher wa� absent .f-r om the class nine weeks in the middle
of the wi."lter and required to sit ctr move about on crutches six weeks
20oray, William S . , and others, ? Wee!sz: Reader Test Form hM
�
(Columbus, Ohio: American Ed. Press, 19 �) ., �4-
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TABLE II
AGES AND MENTAL ABILITY OF 'Ch'IL!F.Etl I.S
MEASURED BY OTIS SELF-AilIDUSTERnm TEST OF �NTAL ABILITY

Name
(fictitious)
Freda
Julia

Ooroldine
Joe

Ladd

J. D.
Dan

Barbara.

Lucile

Maq Ann

Reece
Gene
Molly
Ben
James

Barton

Rebecca
Pansy

Ernestine

Mary
Sam

---

"

Pel1Il1'

Dillard
J. T.

J. c.
B. W.
Elizabeth

I

Pan

Robert
Sue

Billy

?
1 ' .

Years

7

8

9
9
9
9
8

9
9
9
9
8
9
9

8

8
9
9
9
8
9

9

Months

I.Q.

6

139

10

8

7

5

2

8
0
0

6

2

10

7

0

10

102
100

l

99
98

10
7

3
9
9

94

0

92
91

10

9
9

99

3

0

9
9
10

99

97
96
96

0

9

9
9

128
124
122
116
llO
no
109
106
106
105
104
10.3

l

5
8

3
7

5

95

94

89

84

81
77
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more, due to a knee injury and resulting operation.

This lost time, no

doubt, affected the amount of progress the children made.

Both the

methods o:f the substitute teacher and the values placed on certain
aspects ot learning were great,J.y different from those of the writer.
These nine weeks from November 10 to I:ecember 2 and January

4 to

February 17 were at a time llhen children nonna.11.y do their best work,
after having settled da-m from summer vacation and before the warm days
begin uhen they are restle$s and tbjnldng of the coming vacation.
The author realizes that the findings of an exp1oration carried
on in so small a group and £or so short a time is rather limited in
validity.

Identical explorations carried on with other fourth grades

and the findings compared, wou1d be of great value.

It is hoped that

these findings may- inspire others to make similar e?Cf)lorations and
compare the findings.
compare her

ow,

Since the writer has no group with which to

she cannot state exactly the super-lority or teaching

where nethods are aimed directly at iraprovement in stu.qy skills over
that where little or no effort is consciously directed at study skills.
There are some skills such as social expression, defining the
problsm, hypotheca�ion, app� generalizations, and propaganda
an�is, and the attitudes defined earlier> for which there are no

adequate tests at this grade level. However, th9 Iowa Every-Pupil Work
Stuey- Skills Tes}: gives norms for those skills which it attempts to
test. 21

These are the external. skills.

A note to the teacher w1th

21sp1tzer, a. F . , and Horn, Ernest and staff, Iowa Ever!-Pupil
.,
Work-Study Skills Test (?law York: Houghton Mifflin, 19li5), p .
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this test admonishes her not to lay too much emphasis on norms, since
the valoo of the test is for diagnostic purposes.

Nevertheless., it

gives some basis for comparison with other groups and provides a scale

tor

N.ting progress made.,

The Steck Company A Teet of Study Skills 11as

also administered . 22 It at.tempts to teat both wcternal. skills and cri
tj.cal thinking.

The external skills were all included in one subtest so

tb.at charting progress in indi'Vidual skills was difficult and in some
cases impossible.

The skill of graph and table reading was included in

this test, whereas it had been Ollii.tted 1n the Iowa test.

This was

probably due to the !act that the test took in a wider grade range.
There are no norms given so that this test is only useful in plotting
individual progress . The fact that the test is designed for grades
four through nine eonstitutes a problem in that the area of learning
extends mer too many grades. Tho fcmt that there are so many items
that a fourth grade child Will not understand tends to discourage
pupils.

Poi."!lts gained in the Iowa test were not comparable to points

gained i n the Steck test.

In bath t--ests the '<iriter found that the

el.ement of guesstng could not be eliminated.

Children uho were ver:,

poor students made rela.tivel;y- high scores on 'the first test and there
was no corresponding increase > in either of the teats, administered in
the spring.

In some cases the guessing was so pronounced that the

$-eCond test scores were lower than the firs-t.
2 2Edgar, J. W., and .Manuel, H. T., A Test of Stucy- Skills
(.Austin, Texas : Steck Company, 1940), p . 11.
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Related s1,1.1dies
There have been a number of other studies and books which are
related to this study.

It is the purpose of tile writer to discuss, in

this sactioni, the relationship o£ those studies to ·this one.

Detailed

aspects of those 2nd othor studies will be discussed as approp:riate in
later sections.

The material dealing with tl'l..e fourth grade level was

very scarce .

In fa.ct, in no pl.ace was the work confined to the fourth

grade alone.

Material on IOOthods was only £air� helpful.

Linda B. Earhart did a stuey entitled Systematic Study in the
E1ementary School 'Which she later re-m-ote in simpler and fuller form,
entitled Teachiny. Children to Stugr.

This work was primarily done with

sixth and seventh grade children, however, the fourth grade was often
mntioned.

She divides logical study (which is apparently synonymous

with eritical think:i.ng in the minds of many writers) into- two kinds
(a) inductive (b) deductive.

'l'he elements in

a" she lii;tts as (1) col

11

leeting data., (2) selecting or eval.uating data, (3) organizing data,
(�} scientific doubt,

(5)

hypothecation,

(6)

verification,

me111orinng, (8) preservation of self in and through study,.

(7)

place of

The elements

in dedtwtive study ffb" are (l) begin with general lmowledge, (2) neces
sity of understanding the problem, (3) gene:rallza.tion, (4) st.udy o f
tynical forms, (5) use of analogy, (6) doubt as source of the 1,roblem,

(7) collecting data, (8) sources of

data,

(9)

organization o f ideas,

(10) evru.u.stion, (ll) suspension of judgment, (12) testing -the theory,
(13) memorizing, (lh) self-expression and self-development thro-ugh
deductive study.

20
She raises the questions ; (1) Do ohU.dren possess the ability
to study lQgical�?

( 2) Are chiltiren taught to study logical.zy?

(.3) Can they be taught to stuqy logically? She concluded that children
can be taught to stuc\v logically but that very few are.
Lastzy and moat h.elp:tully she gives suggestiOns for training
children to study. These are c

(1) Teachers should so direct experi

ence so that problems will arise naturally out of a child's conscious
ness of need.

(2) Children using the net-1 type of study need not be

under rigid discipline but need to respect the rights of others.
(3) Children need to recite lou<il.y enough, clearly, and concisely.
(4) They must. learn to criticize and talce criticism, thus learning

(.5) Children should learn to state questions cor�ctl;y- and

initiative.
briefly.

(6) They learn to place value on ideas by making questions

for paragraphs or sections and giving captions for pictures. 23

This is a very old book, pub-liGhed in 1909, but very helpful and

quite inspiring. It both suggest:ed methocla for teaching end ideas for
some hypotheses for the present study.
Bessie

to stucy.

w.

StillJnan has written a book entitl&d Training Children

Tbis bQok was the outgrowth of her work with sixth and

seventh grade chil.dren in the ttbical Culture School of New York City.
She 11 however, mentions younger children quite ofton though rarely any
particular grade level. The work is limited almost entirely to the
social studies and the language arts.

She gives great e1nphases to the

2.3Earbart, Linda B., Teaching Children to Study (New York :

Houghton Mifflin, 1909), p.

1t32.

ttculti vation
rests.

ot a'tti.tudes" whieh .form the basis on which all real study

These she discusses as:

verence,

(3)

(1) suspension of judgment, ( 2) pe�se...

sustainsd interest, (4) purposefulness, (5) interest in

improvement, (6) regarding a job well done a s sufficient reward, (7) a
quietness in endeavor as opposed to aver enthusiasm.

Beside this she

discusses some elements in study and methods she used with older
children.

The book was quite helpful in justifying the writer• s

problem and suggesting the hypothesis dealing with attitudes. 24
P. J. Zimmers r Te� Boys and Girls How to Stucy is a brief
account of an experiment conducted in schools of Manit-OWac, Wisconsin,
for the puxpose of bri.nging about better study on the part of students.
An investigation of classroom procedure to determine tho nature of
study activities and the relative amount of pupil and teacbor acti\Tity
was made throuehout the schools.

After the teachers had been given

training in mthods of teaching for directing study, classroom we.s re
organized on tm basis of promoting pupil activity,.

Definite standards

to use in judging the effectiveness of the recitation were given to the
teachers and supervisors.
After tbii, plan of classroom procedure ha4 been in operation two
years an examination o f the results indicated that student activity oc
cupied the greater part of classroom work whereas up unto this time
from 70 to 90 percent had been devoted to teacher activity.

The most,

2�tillw.an, Bessie w., 'frai.
Children to Study (New York:
D. C . Heath and Company, 1928), p.�•
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important changes brought about by this kind of teaching was t

(l) re

sponsibility and self-activity on the part of the pupil, (2) responsi
bility for conduct of the classroom accepted large:zy by pupils .,
(3) pupils able to select basic £acts with details necessary to support
them md eliminate rer.iaining information.,

(4)

problems in dil:'lcipline

were reduced because pupils regarded laws of the school as not being
imposed upon them. 25
His study is related to this one in t.hat it suggested hypothesis
deaJ..ine with democratic behavior.
Howard .Anderson conducted a study' entitled Testing Basic Skills
in the Social Studies.

Its purpose 1tas, through analysis of certain

result s obtained in Iowa from test of basic ::kills (1) to ca.J..l atten
tion to the compar-ative failure of pupils to master these skills.,
(2) to suggest tn>es of objective exercises which may be used both in
the diagnosis of deficiencies and in remedial teaching.
He analyzed the percent of gain in each grade and found it slov.
He found hi.gb school classes unprepared.
He concluded that objective type of ex.ercises were useful both
in diagnostic and remedial teaching, and that drill must be the me.ans
to an end. 26
This study suggests means of teaching the external skills.
25zimmers, P. J., Teaching Boys and Girls How t-0 Stucy (Madison,
Wisconsin: Parker Compa.ey., 1922), p. 59.
26Anderson., Howard, "T13sting Dasie Skills in the Social Studies, t1
Elementary School Journal XXXVI, (Chicago : University of Chicago Preas,
Februaryi9'jb), pp. 42L-IJ$.

2.3
Julius Boraa.s• book TeacM;ng to Think was one of the most helpful
in working out eypotheses concerned

with

methods of teaching and al:� in

working out a definition of study. Be states that thinking will (1) re
quire specific aim, ( 2) grcKir1 by process of trial and error, ( 3 ) develop

by prciceas of actual practice., (4) grow With teacher's assistance pro
vided the pupil verifies the advice by his own practice, (5 ) grew on

maintainjng level of interest through record of improvement, (6) grow
by avoiding ex.citement,

c�n begin t-dth a practical situation.

He says that the greatest contribution in teaching is to develop
thinking. H e recommends activities (most:ey for olde r students) that
will develop (l) judgment, (2) cooperative thinking, (3) initiative in

thinking., (4) imaginative thinking, (5) problem solving, (6) critical.

t.binking. Though these t�s of thinking cannot be completely

separated, he discusses each to a separate chapter for the sake of
convenience.
'fo

develop

judgment

children should be required

to ( a) make

comparisons, (b) determine relative importance or values, (c) weigh
evi.dence or test inferences and conclusions regarding things, persons,
situations, and ideas, (e) develop criteria regarding aspects to be
eonsidered such as (1) social values, (2) esthetic values, (3 ) reli

gious values, (4) political values., (5) score ca;t:'ds for anythine they

are concerned With., such as

bulletin

board, class president or cl.ass

discussion.
Julius Eorae.s s�s that cooperative thinking (l) acts as a
stabilizer :for the individual

thinking

and the reverse is al.so true,
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(2) every pupil must exercise his ow judgment, (3) indiVidual. judgment
ms:y, whenever it seems desirable, be anonymous, (4) a dei'inite group
judgment expresses the exact opinion of the gro-qp Yith regard to the
matter in qu.e stion, (5) the individu.al can compare his opinion With

that of the whole, (6) comparison or individual. judgment stimulates
vigorous thinking and discussion, (7) the teacher can discover abili

ties and W'ealmesses in judgment or the individual, {8) the teacher can

compare her own opinion with the group, (9) it demonstrates how public

opinion can be modified and hoH its strength will vary With the degree

or unanimity-,

(10) may show that sufficient infonaation has t o be

obtained be£ore an opinion can be for�d, (11) develops leadership in

thinking, (12) changes hard thinking into a competitive game.
To develop initiative in thinking he recommends that (1) a child
or children be appointed to qu:iz the class for review, (2) children
leam to tabulate the results of class thinking, (3) children learn to

.formulate questions to be studied.
Formulating questions (l) calls for initiative, (2) teacher can
stuey each child ' s indi vidual attention, (3) furnishes material. for
vigoro-u.s discussion, (4) cultivates ana];ysis and interpretation,

(5) exercises judgment of relative values 1 (6} teaches suspen�ion of
judgment, (7) practice in group teaching, (8) teacher may judge if
question i$ idle curiosity ar vital.
Oevices .for developing imaginative t,htnk:ing � (l) interpreting

ink blots, (2) word building-given words to reconstruct new words from
the same letters, (3 ) sentence building--in the same manner from given
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words, (4) imaginative journey--teacher ghree directions and distances,

chi1dren draw a map of where they would go, (5) rhyming words,

(6) organic imag.i.nation--let children think of words and things to

think a.rout that make them happy.
The causes of difficulty in problem solving are listed as
(l) obscurity of the sensations; that is we fail to see, hear, smell,

taste., or sense el.early the objects before us, (2) difficulties in
recognition or comprehension_, due to la.ck of in.fonnat.ion about the

thing observed, (3) lack of suitable uord.s or expressions with which to
describe an experience., (4) failure to separate a prob-lem into s.,"lal.ler
problems---analysie., (5) lack of skill in discovering, clearly stating,
and retaining in mind a specific objective to be attained in a given

situation, (6) lack

0£

reliable and accurate information; (7) lack of

imagination and inventiveness, (8) lack of critical ability, (9) lack
of efficient cooperation.
To deVGlop skill in problem solving and reflective thinking he
says a teacher should (1) get students to define the problem; (2) get
them to recall as ta.any related ideas as possible by encouraging them to
(a) ana:cy,ze the situation and (b) formulate definite lzy'potheses and to

recall rules or principles that � apply; ( 3) get thelfl to evaluate

carei'ul.13 each sugcestion by encouraging tbem {a) to maintain an atti
tude of unbia.sed.:, suspended judgment, or conclusion, (b) to criticize

each suggestion, (c) to be systematic in selecting and rejecting sugges
tions, and (d) to verify eoncl.usions; (4) get them to organize their

material so as to aid in the process or th:inking by encouraging them

26
(a) to tttake atoek 11 from time to time, (b) to use methods of tabulation
and graphic expression, and (c) to express eoncisel,y the tentative con...
clusions reached from time to time during the inquiry.

Speeific things in which pupils shou1d be ·trained to exercise
criticism are (1) critical judgmn-t regarding the d�sirable and unde
sirable qualities in in<livi.du.als, (2) sel.ection with respect to things

that people say--relevancy, (3) ju�nt of mthods of 1«>rk, (4) develop
efficiency in reading through intelligent discrim1na.tion not only with
respect to wbat book to read but al.so in regard to the contents of the

books which one does read.
The follow:Lng types of exercises far pupils are recommended ae
specific things that can be done to develop critical mastery in reading:
(l) Paraphrase difficult sentences or paragraphs into simple
direct stateJIBnts�
( 2)

Illustrate abstract ideas by concrete exa'llples,

(3) Condense long discussions into brief summaries,

(4) Make ideas stand out cl.early by stating the negative of

positive p?'Opositions and vice �erse,
(5 )

By using a siluplo scheme of symbols indicate in the margin

the r�lative importance of the ideas presented,
(6)

Write topic sentences for the important paragraphs,

(7 ) Write marginal summaries of important paragraphs,
(8) Write chapter or topic summaries,
(9) Reduce arguments to briefs,

(10) Prepare outlines and diagrams,
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(11)

By using tables o£ contents, and after preliminary survey

of a book, prepare a set of p.roble'raS or questions t o be used as a guide
in the reading ,
(12)

Try t o anticipate the answers t o be found,

(13) List the most important ideas in a book,
(l .L )

Demonstrate the value of t hese ideas by showing wha t can

be done with tl;lem.
He euggests that a teacher develop self-criticism in t he pupils
by allowing them ample opportunity to criticize thelll8elvos before some
one else does,
Finally he states that critical th:i,nk:i.ng makes three demands:
(1) It insists on clearness, (2) It demsnds a.ctua.l facts in the ease,

(3) If

it is effective t hinking, i t demands

results. �7

Frank W. Thomas in his book, Training for Effective Study, gives
a practical discussion of effective methods £ctr training pupils to
organ!� their stuey procedures.
Inatea.d of trai.ning teachers to assign lessons, control
discipline, and hear recitations from textbooks, which the
pupils have been directed to memorize, he would have
teachers trained to direct pupils in study habits, and thus
emancip?te them fran a dependence on bo'bh textbooks and
teachers.
Ile does not limit bis diSCUl!1sion to any- one grade or subject, but
rather gives an all over Vi.ow of study procedures from the first grade
through hig h school.

However, this book bas been very helpful in

organizing hypotheses. 28
27Boraas, Julius, Teaching t o Think
Company, 1922}, p. 273.

2&rnomas, Frank W., Training for Effective S tudy (New York:
Houghton Mif'fiin , 1,922}, p . 251.
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George D. Strayer and Naomi Norsworth in their book, How to
Teach, include a chapter on "How to Study. 11 They list the general
factors in all types of study as (1) clear purpose, (2) vital interest,
(3) concentrated attention, (4) critical attitude. They discuss the

place of (1) habit, (2) memory, (3) understanding, (4) association,

(5) judgment,

(6) analyzing the problem--framlng questions, (7) use of

books, (8) responsibility of the individual.

The book was helpful to a

fair degree in organizing hypotheses related to attitudes. 29
Wa1lace J. Howell conducted a study for the purpose of measuring
the progress of a year's intensive work on work-stuczy- skills of Grades
IV to VIII, involving 264 children.

He concluded,

First, where possible, focus the program on the central
library, for this room is the arena where the battle of work
study habits will occur as long as the child remains in school.
Second, the Iowa Eve Pupil Test of Basic Skills, one of few
tests that attempts � measure this area is recommended for
both diagnostic and remedial procedures. Third, cooperative
effort an the part of all concerned can be secured when the
need for a program of this kind is revealed. Fourth, the slow
learning groups need this program and will benefit to a degree
commensurate with the effort put into making the program func
tion. Fifth, the techniques of teaching work-study skills must
be incorporated into all lesson plans each day. Sixth, inten
sive work in teaching proper work-study sld.lls should begin at
lea st in Grade IV, since the greatest improvement appears in
the intermediate grades.JO
This stu� was helpful in formulating the first and second
hypotheses (see page 34) and in determining means to test them.

(The

Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Stucy- Skills.)
29strayer, George D., and Norsworthy, Naomi, How to Teach (New

York: Macmillan Company, 1918), pp. 104-1 20,

2 20-234.

30Ha.rell, Wallace J., "Work-Study Skills of Children in Grades
IV to VIII," Elementaj School Journal, Vol. L (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, March 50), P• 389.

The range of work habits and study skills as presented by E . R .
Smith and Ralph

w.

Tyler vas one of the t10St complete inventories of

all phases of study procedure . There are nine big headings with several.

subheads under each. The head.i,ngs are I Effective Use of Time, II Con
ditions of Effective Stucy, III Effectiv.e Planning for Study, IV Selec
tion of Sources, V Effective Use of Various s�urces of Data, VI
Determining Releva..'lcy of Data .,. VII Recording and Organizing Data,
VIII Presentation of the Results of study., IX Habit of Validating Each

Step in an Investigation.
An excellent score card was given�
could be adapted to other subjects.
also subheads.

The card was for English but

Uno.er the main headings ther-c were

These he.adi.ngs are I Work Habits and Work Skills ., II

Techniques &l:d Skills, III Communication, IV Mastery of Processes of
Re.f'le�tive Thinld.,ng. 31
This book l'Ias very very help£u1 in organizing hypotheses,
despite the !'act i•I; vas written for high school teachers.
A study, vbich should have been very helpi'ul to the writ.er, was

conducted by Nora Looney. Its title is A Prof£at1 £Qr Developirig Stugv:
Sld.lls in the Sixth Orade . She had no hypotheses and her aims and con
clusions we1--e poorly sta�d, in that thoy were vague and difficult to
locate.

No attempt was made to defi:ne terms so that the writer could

only surrtlise just what skills 1'lere to be developed.

The aims common to

all units of ,,ork were listed as (l) train children in effective stuey

31Tyler t R,;ilph W., and Smith, E. R . , App�si;'lg and. Recording
.
Student Progress (New York : Harper and Bros., 19 2)., p. ;50.

skills, ( 2) to make independent thinkers, (3) to free children from
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teacher as much as possible . The ioothods used were poor]3- stated.
HOIAever, the writer has swnmarized them as follows, (1) good classroom
conditions, (2) a. friendly happy atmosphere through games, songs, and
group discussion, (3) teacher secured inventory of ability, interest,
and backgrOlDld1 (4) free reading., individualized assignments., use o£
interest in reading, Wide variety of reading materials, end instruction
in many kinds of reading, ($) correlation or integration of geography
and history, (6) motivation for each unit of l10rk throu.ch reading

stories to the dlildren, p-ietures, and discussion, (7) group planning
for actiVities to be experienced, (8) children establishing aims
through writing appropriate questions far study, (9) teacher made out
line for children to fill in the details. Her work was confined to
social studies and reading. Means of evaluation were (1) Iowa Silent
Rea.ding Test, (2) informal tests., (.3) teacher-pupil conference, (4) re
view of material in ebildren's folders, (S) teacher observation. The
outcomes that were listed were (1) personality and social adjustments,
(2) wider range ot interest in reading, (3) self relionce and initiative

on the part of each child, {4) cooperative attitude ,, {S) teacher uart.h

in recognizing needs, better preparation, and better technique in
teacher-pupil conference and. case etudjy. 32

Because of the vague descriptions and poor organization of this
study'., it was of little hal.p to the writer.
32tooney, Nora A . , ttA Program .i'or Developing Study Skills in the
Sixth Grade" (Unpublished M. s. thesis, The University c£ Tennessee,
1940), P• 89.

Roy c. Bryan conducted an exper:Lmsnt vith students of Western
State High School ll.t Kalamazoo , Michigan, in :ioot.hods f'or teaching cri
tical thinking.

An outline of means of presenting material t o the

students j.s published in a manual for teachers and students, entitled
Seven Rules for Clear Thinking.

These rules with suggestions are given

below;
1.

Prevent your feelings £rorn dictating your thinking.
People tend to believe cnly uhat they want to believe.
Do not use name caJ)1ng an-d emot1onal.l;y toned words.
Use emotions for a driving force ., but not to cloud t he mind.
Don't push the o ther fellow faster than he ean move.

Let him

save face.
Try never to use very positive words like ttundoubtedlytt and
Upositive�. n
Ask yourself "Am I unprejudiced, open-minded?

Do I consider

both sides of the si tuation?"
2.

Suspend judgment until you are justified in reaching a conclusion.
Define the problem.
Plan the solution.
Gather evidence.
Draw conclusions.

3.

Strive to identify assumptions .
An assumption is simply an opinion, guess, o r theory, of which
remains t o be determined.
Assump tions are stated or unstated.
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An identified assumption is one that the Offller knows he is
making.
Acceptance o.f an assumption obligates one 'to accept the conclu
sion that logical.J.y follows.
Learn to use the word nsome" rather than 11all."

4.

Some assumptions are necessary for nonnal life.
Insist on adequate cross-section samples of the whole unit.
Do this before drawing conclusions about the whole unit.

5. Beware of ana.lot;ies , even though they help l:.o make thoughts elear
and suggest solutions to problems; thoy never prove mqtbing.
6.

Call for evidence of cause-effect relationship.
Maey advertisements try to got readers to assume the relation
ships.
Cause-effect relationships are sometimes complex and hard to
identify.

7. Organize your thoughts .
'7\lish between important and
Ou.tline. This helps you to distin.,,
unimportant ideas . 33
This experiment is related to that of the writer' s in suggesting
bypothesea dealing with critical thinking attitudes and procedures.
3.3J3ryan, Roy C . , Seven Rules for Clear Th:µlldng (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Edwards Bros., Inc .. ., 1947), p . 78.

The chapter, "'UnderstandinG in the Social Studies, 11 in the
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Measurem ent _of Understanding seems to be written primar� for teachers
above the fourth grade .

H<ni."ever, the outline for the chapter which wae

developed for the three objectives of the so cial studies was helpful. in

organizing the hypotheses of this stu�. These objectives are (l) ac
quiring functional. information, {2) analyzing social problems, (.3) prac
ticing desirable social relations .
A.

The outline is as follows,

Acquiring functional information
l.

Understanding special. vocabulary of the subject

2. Understanding chronological relationships

B.

3.

Understanding maps

4.

Understanding graphs and tables

Analyzing social prd:>lems.
1.

Knowledge of important concepts ., generalizations, and findings

as a prerequisite to reaching valid conclusions about social
problems
2.

Locating, selecting, organizing., and eva luating information

3.

Draw-1.ng conclusions md stating them ef'fective'.cy

4.

Applying soeib.1 .facts, generalizations, and value principles

to new problems.
C.

Practicing desirable social relations
1.

Understanding and developing values consistent w.ith the

democratic way of life
2.

Understanding the social implications of specif'ic facts and
types of behavior
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3 . Understanding the importance o f social e.ction • .34
Hypotheses
The hypotheses set up for tbi.s study include :
A.

Specific teaching for study skills will result in improvement in

the use of these skills.
B.

Testing those skills that can be adequately tested will re,real
strengths and weaknossco in teaching.

C.

Study s1dJ.ls can be developed a s wholes, rather than in isolated

parts, used in the normal development of cl.ass procedures rather
than in artificial. situationa.
D.

Pl'oblem solvin& techniques will facilitate the acquisition of stuey

skills.
E.

There are -some study skills that are common to social studies and
other subjects such as:

1. Problem solv.i.ng
2.

Selecting the import.ant idea

3 . Organization of ideas

4.

1·?.

others

Some methods of teach1n(; are

1.

bettar than others.

Skill in understandine printed materials will be strengthened
by exercisos in:

34Anderson, Houard R., Foray-th, Elaine, and Mor se, H. T.,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
Measurement of O'nderst�
·

191i6), pp . 3-38.
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a.

giving captions to pictures on bulletin board, in books and
used in the opaque projector

b.

making and interpreting maps

c.

making and interpreting graphs

d.

vocabulary study in connection with unit of work b eing used
at the time

e.

use of Mf Weekly Reader

f.

picking out important idea in paragraph in text or other
selected material

2.

Skill in defining the problem will be strengthened in
a.

deciding what is the author I s purpose in writing our text

b.

deciding what things we will stu<J.y in each large unit

c.

deciding ''What question or questions do we ask ourselves"
in order to decide what to include in oral and written
reports.

3.

Skill in hypothecation will be increased by
a.

recalling what we know about the units to be studied

b.

taking some forward looks through the text and making some
"reasoned guesses" about the things we will find out

c.

applying some generalizations to climate, clothes, food
and shelter of each country we take up

4.

Skill in collecting data will be increased by
a.

collecting appropriate news items from newspaper for
morning opening exercises

b_.

exercises in connection wi.th the unit of study at hand, in
'the use of
(1)

dictionary

( 2) alphabetj_z.ing
( 3 ) index

(4) table of content.a

(5) pre£aoe
(6)
c.

(7 )

summary

and othel:' book cues

using references in collecting material for or.al. and
ln'it-ten reports

d. field trips
e.

interviews

£. inductive reascning discovering factors that affect
climate, food, clothes and shelter at the beg:i.nning of
the unit in early fall
g .. deductive reasoning in applying principles to type of
climate, etc. , each country will have

h..

cooperative thinking and planning in class

5. Skill in evaluat:in13 data will
a.

be

incre�ed 'by

learning sane of the steps in propaganda analysis and

.
to app� them to t.hings they hear and read such
attempting

as radio talks, actual conversations, advertisements, etc.
(l) idantif'ying assumptions
(2)

discriminating between facts and opinions
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(3)

discriminating between what is true and what is

probably true
( 4)

identifying statements that play on emotional bias

( 5)

identifying appeal to authority as justification for

argument
b.

coll�cting news items

c.

collecting data i'or repo.rts

d.

referring to defined problem

e.

class evaluations of individual. reports

f.

self evaluation of work by check lists and rating sheets

g.

discussion and collecting criteria for evaluating work,

books, radio programs and picture shows
h.

collecting m.a.terial for pupil lecture or pupil (or
conmrl.ttee) quiz

i.

deciding what to include in illustrated map

j.

deciding what to include in a diarama, table sbow, or peep
shCJ\•1

6..

Skill in organi?<ing data will be increased in
a.

making oral and written repOl'ts

b.

map making

c�

graph making

d.

bulletin board display

e.

arranging pictures for pupil picture lecture

f.

class planning for work to be dona

g.

making check lists for study skills

h• making comparisons of countries for

(1) likenesses and differences
(2)

cause and effect relationships

( 3) evidence and contributions of civilizations
i.

learning to define the problem

j . making list and using book cues, such as italics, 1, 2 and
3, headings, etc.
k+

outlining (class -work)

1.

arranging peep shows, table di.splay, etc.

m. making individual booklets

.... n •

memorizing
(1) for future rule or principle
{2) throuth association

o. recall for hypotheea.tion
p. arranging questions :for individual or committee quiz
7.

Skill in drawing conclusiona will be increased in

a . stating generalizations, rules, and principles arrived at
thrO'iJ.gh inductive reasoning
b.
8 ._

making surt'lltl8l"Y statements at olos,e of report and large units

Skill in verification w-lll be increased by

a. applying rules and principles to food, clothing, shelter
and climate 'With each unit of work
b.

verifying hypotheses at close of e3ch large unit and at

close of the year .
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9.

Social e:3Eression of .findings will b-e increased through
I

a.

class discussion

b.

class planning

e.

oral reports an written reports

e.

<h'amatizations

f. maps, graphs, and charts
g. peep shows, table scenes, etc.
G.

Some specific attitudes and ccnditions a.re necessary for m3rlmum
development of desirable study skills.

(In a sense acquir:ing these

attitudes are a part of the skills.)
1. A relaxed atmosphere and democX"< tic procedure dll aid the
development of
a.

stu.cy

skills ..

Probl.ems shall grow out of the experience of t.be children
or sonE situation in :relation to the children.

b., Children should .feel free and be encouraged to ask
thoughtful. qu.estione.
c ..

Children should regard cooper tive thinking as one means
of testing and evaluating individual thinking.

d..

The child• s peraonelity must be preserved and developed ..
(l) He must learn to subor · ate his own ideas to othm-s
oply after caref'U.l. conei�ration�

e. Children must know mien it is best to engage in physical
aetiVity Md men it is best to refrain from such end act
accordingly.

t:.

Work should be arranged according to the individual I a
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ability
2.

Interest in the problem or material to be handled is necessary.

3. Vigorous application of me•s energies are necessary for

u.
5.

maximum development of study skills.

Children must regard textbooks and all other sources of
information as a means to an ·e nd.

Children must regard books as being made up of facts of major

and rninor importance .
6. Children must regard the author of a book as having a specific
purpose, a specific point of View, a personal bias and subject
to error.
7. Children must have a critical attitude toward themselves as
well as others.
8. The t.eaoher must regaro · subject matter of instruction as a
means of trai.nir:1€ for work in stucy skills.

9. The teacher must regard what the children are doing in el.ass as
,

being more important than what she is doing, as a criteria for
good teaching.
10.

Good physical oondi tions of the room are necessary for maximum

development of study skills, such as heat, ventilation,
lighting, etc.
11. Suspension of judgment is a necossary part of effective study.

12.

H.

The child must use study time effectively:
a.

meet study obligations promptly

b.

carry work through te completion

c.

ask for help only a1en he can help bimself no longer.

All children will not develop stuey- skills at the S8lle speed or to
the same extent ..

I.

All c.hildren will show some progress in some skills.

J.

Tlle teaching o f so� skills should be postponed to higher grades
dlle to the lack of need for those skills in the fourth grade and
to the immaturity of childre-n at that age level.

Procedure
In beginnine this stuey, the writer reviewed current literature
to determine what skills should be taught in the fourth grade, and
listed all the methods and procedures that she could find.

She found

no material that ind:i.ca:ted any specific skills shou1d be taught in the
fourth grade.

She found a little material deelizle with the intermediate

grades, and a great deal that dealt with Junior High and High School.
The uethods and procedures that could be adaptable to the fourth grade,

she incorporated in the hypotheses, as listed in this chapter.
A search for reaczy-made tests, suitable for this grade, reveaJ.ed
the Iowa Every-Pupil Work-Study Skills Test and Steck Test of Study
Skills.

These tests we:re a...\ninistered in the fall and another form of

the saJOO tests were administered in the spring to help determine h ow
much progress had been ma.de.

Since reading i s al.so a study skill,

Weekly Reader reading tests were also given in the same manner.

!!!

After administering the tests in the fall the writer gave the
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children added experiences in those skills in whieh they made the

lowest scores, through class instruction, individual help ., and assign
ments .

She continued teaching for development in those skills in 'Which

they rated highest.

Records of individual progress wero kept, by means

0£ rating sheets, observation., appraisal. of student writing, and pupil
interview.

A record wa.s kept of actiVities that aided devel.opment in

study skills.

Records of class assignments, teacher made tests, indi

vidual work (good and bad), check llets, memoranda, and committee re
ports and quizzes were also kept,

Profile charts and class score sheets

were filled out and kept .
All materials were collected and analy�ed in the light of' the

purposes and hypotheses of this study.

'

CHAPTER II
OVER-V:[EW OF YE.AR'S WORK AND CLASSR001-I MANAGEMENT

Introduction
This chapter will give a brief over-view of the large units that
were developed in too course of the year and the kind of activities re
quired in each field .

Although these units are classified under subject

matter headings, no attempt was

made

to keep them

in

isolated parts;

indeed, the opposite was true.
This chapter will aJ.so

be

devoted to special ?12thods of classroom

management as they have been developed
five years

in

by

this teacher over a period o:f

the fourth grade.
The Year • s Work

Reading
1.

My Weetgy Reader and its accompanying activities were used

throughout the

2.

year.l

Reading from reading

exercises in word attack,
was cbne daily.

the

textbooks,

m.th

appropriate accompanying

contex clues, word analysis, and word meanings

Reading was done silently in part and orally in part as

occasion demanded.

f

lorey., William S , , and Gates, Arthur I . ,
Weekly" Reader
(Columbus, Ohio: American Education Press, 1952 •

•
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Among the better readers, much "skipping aboutn was done from
one book to another and from section to section within each book, so as
to be reading stories that were appropriate to the units being studied
at the same time,
readers

in science and social studies. With the poorer

this was not possible because it was necessary to maintain a

careful.ls graded vocabulary.

HOirever, at the last

part of the year, as

the children increased their reading ability1 some of this kind of
reading was done, much to the delight

of the children.

3 . Recreationa1 reading was can-ied on all through the day when
the individual. chil.d had finished his required work and was free to do

wha.t�ver he chose .. The reading material came partly from the Lawson
McGhee Library and partly from the Board of Education Library. The
latter allowed each classroom a selection of general and specific sub
jects of from twenty-five to seventy-five books each month \-rlth the
privilege of renewing as many books as the teacher felt was necessary.

4.

Reference readinG in connection., particular]3 with the

social studies ., was done from these two librarios. Several of the
children had encyclopedias and other reference books in their homes.
Occasionally, they would bring these to school and share the.m with the
class, as

dici the teacher also. One child brought a good atlas to

school and loaned it to the class for the year. At other times chil•
dren brought other good references from home and el.so from the branch
library of Laws.en McGhee, in the neighborhood.

The librarian was very

efficient in helping the children find books appropriate to their
reading level and

to the subject chosen.

4$

Spellin�

I• .A workbook accompanies the regular text, in which there are

many kinds of activities related to spelling.
2.

In addition to this s.,me words used in connection wlth other

units were learned.
other ;aneage Arts
1.

A study was made of anton;yms, homonyms, and synonyms.

2.

Correct usage o-f verb forms, adjectives, and adverbs wa.e

stressed throughout the year .

J. Paragraphing was studied, in connect,ion with stories,
written reports, and letters.

4.
5.

Letter wr"lt:ing was discussed and put into practical use.
Oral. and written expression was given the major emphasis o£

the year through class discussion and through reporting in science and
social studies.
Arithmetic
1. The first work of the yoar was a review of addition and sub
traction facts. This was followed with the prcx::osses of carrying and
borrow:L'lg .
2. Reading large numbers was given attention principo.11.y

in

cormection with other subject matter.
3. The major Elnphasis was placed on the tntltiplication and
division facts I the ability to multiply two, thrae and four number

combinations by two or three numbers, and the ability to divide three
and .four number combinations by one number.
L.

Some work was done in weight and :measure.

5.

Some work was done in line and bar graphs in connection with

weather reports and individual progress sheets.
Health
1.

D«l.l,y care end cleanliness of the bocy was the f'irst larre

unit that was carried through the fall and ref'erred to through the

entire year.
2..

Health and sanitation, as it coincides with study of foreign

lands, wero discussed throughout the year.
3.

A study 0£ the seven basic foods occupied most of the time

at tbe middle of tho year.
Music
1.

Sill{;ing arti.sticall,y and reading music .from the text was a

part of every week ' s v.ork.
2.

Other appropriate songs, as the sea.sons or other subject

.fields demanded, were learned.
J.

Folk games and dances were learned as part of the physical

education program.
L.. A study of the instruments or the orchestra and listening
activitie:;;, was made in the spring.
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Art
1.

Special instructicn was given in (a) finger painting,

(b) cut paper, (e) clay work, (d) papier mache, and (3) Christmas
decorations.
2.

Other activities were integrated in the gemral bocy of sub

ject matter al.l through the year, as will be shown in later discussions
in this s tuey.
Science
l.

The first unit in the fall. was on the li.fe of the social

insects, the honey bee and the ant.
2.

Conservation of our natural resources was tb3 next unit, and

it continued up t-0 Christmas. It was a difficult unit but proved very
helpful in all the units on foreign lands that were taken up af'ter
Christmas�
3.

This was .fo llowed by a brief study of the major parts of our

earth, land, water and atmo sphere.

It was rather formalzy conducted

and not very interesting.
4.

sta:rs and planets were studied during the substitute

teache r ' s stay.

A few children volunteered to report on specific

planets .

5.

Upon the return of tha regular teacher, an i..'ltensive study

was made of birds in this area ., and a few common garden flowers were
studied.
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6. .A brief survey of common rocks and minerals was begun but
hastily !'inished at the end of school.
Social Studies
1. An intr-0ductory unit on ha1 people of Knoxville provide
themselves with food, clothing and shelter, and the ei'fect climate and

looation have on these necessities, was begun early in the fall. This
unit was interrupted and dragged out over a period of time, not origi
nally planned, because of the teacher's injury. ?-1any of the or-1.ginal
activities, such as field tr-lps, and visiting resource people, had to
be abandoned. However, this unit was a great help in getting the ehil
dren started in good study habits and helped them begin to acquire some
stuczy- skil.ls., such as framing the question and summarizing.

It pro

vided them with fine experience in .formulating goals and procedures for

the year.
2.. Jungle life in Maleya was the next unit. It was formally
presented and executed by the substitute teacher.
3. Eskimo life on Baffin Island was the next unit and in this

case the children wrote reports that were more or leas brief summaries
of the material in tho textbook. The teacher felt that this was a good
means of introducing the children to methods of reporting. This unit

was also taught by the substitute teacher.

4.

A brief unit on the nomadic life of the Kergez Steppe l-las

the next undertaking .

In writing reports no reference work was done

but 'the problem approach aid summary were used.
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�.

Life on the Congo River was brie.f'.cy- talun up by the substi

tute teacher.
6.

Intensive work in study skills and reference reading for

reports and class discussion began c-Jith a unit on Egypt .,.

Thia unit was

made more interesting by a visit of an Egyptian student.
7.

With enthusiasm risinf!, and a groi-1ing pO'..rer of knowing how to

study, the class launched into a stuey of life in India, particularly
of the farraers, but also other phases of Hindu life such as religion
and customs, and other ocoupations .
,.. .

This seemed to b e the most

meaningful. unit, and the children enjoyed its every aspect.
8.

A study of China was briefly ma.de near the close o:f the

school year. The same opproach was made to this unit as was ma.de to
all the units since the Kergez Steppe.
Classroom Manage111mt
Some roothods used in classroom 11'.anageroent will i'ollow.

Beginning

the first week of school, a class chairman was chosen by tho te acher £or
the first two or three weeks.
popular vote each month .

After this a new chair.man was elected by

A disoussi.on of the qualities necessary for

this kind of a position was carried on before the first election.
Before each election thereafter these qualities were reviewed.
able aelection was shown by the group each tine.
case wi.th the class of

t,oo

Admir

Such had not been the

preceding ye ar an two occasions.

This may

have been partially due to the fact that this class had ample oppor
tunity to mal-ce comparisons of good and poor chairmen.

While the

teacher was absent the sub stitute teacher ha d appointed a. new chaj_1"'man
every l-1eek., i n an effort to see that every-one had a chance at this
experlen-co.
It wae the duty of the chairman to preside at the opening exer
cise and call for each activ-lty in its proper a:-der.

The "Bible

Reading" sign was hung en the door, tlli:l room was called to order and

the name of the person (previously a.rraneed) who was to read the Bible
and conduct the prayer was announced.
th�ir selection_.

The children had free choice of

They could reao. .trom the Bible, r-eci•te L'lemorized

verses, or rtl!Ad £ran a Bible storybook.

They could read fro1n an:,

prayer book of their choice., lead too Lord' s Prayer in unison or prey
extemporaneously if they chose.
the room�

There were three Jewish cbilaren in

The Lord• s Prqer was seldom used.

The writer cannot say

that it was because o f these chiJ.dren, for the subject was never dis..
cussed.
teacher.

Every effort to arrange things tacttul.ly was made b-y the
At the ti.me o f Jewish llolidaya on e of these children was

called upon to explain to the cla ss the si gnificance of the holiday,
and the teacher often read from a book., explaining somewhat more in
detai l the Jewish services and customs.

At Christmas time one of the

children brought in a replica of their ceremonial lamp and another told
the ptory of the Haccabees whose victory- they cele brate at this tillE.
Another child brought 1 n her g'J..fts which she received j ust as Gentile
children received them at this time for Christmas.
It was also the duty of the chair:,r1an to appoint ono child each
<U\V" to bring an appropriate news itern fron the daily newspaper and

report on

it to the class. Beside this, every child was required to

bring one other it.em during the six-week perio d.
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They could do this at

any time they chose. A.fter the item had been given, the chairman
Sometimes there were as ma:a, as six or eight

called for volunteers.

other items reported in one morning.

Often children brought eight

twelve items in the cCA1:rse of the six weeks.
of news items reported

to

A notation of the number

by each child on his report was made . Parents

aeem to appreciate this.
Because at this time many children kept bringing in objects of

interest for the class to see, one chairman of the precedine year in

stituted the call, 11Anything to showtt as a regular part of the program.
tlothin.3 was barred and one time a child even brought an old oven:l.ng
dress tnat she liked to wear while pJ..aw'ing. However, things to show
usualq consisted of nature objects,

curios, collections a.-id presents.

occasionally pictures of current interest, encyclopedias, and other
books were brought.
The chairnian called for ttpcrsonal News. rt A discussion of the
kind of tllings that were appropriate preceded this activity the first
week.

Never did a cbild tell anything at this time that should not be

discussed in public. Again a variety of things might be brought up,
but there usually was a recitation of funny- things little sisters or

brothers said or did, antics of pets, an account of trips or plans of

tri,ps, surprises, or unusual things that they had been doing.
This closed the morning exercises except on Wednescwy and Fridq

when the "nurse n and the 11doctor" reported on all A ' s made for the week

...

,
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for health habits.

A "nurse 11 and a 11doctor" was appointed each week by

the room chairman.

It was his or her duty to inspect each rbild as

they eome in for clean handkerch:1.e.f, clean nails, e.nct teeth brushing.
A report W.'.ls kept for a t-1eek b y these two children and aubmitted to the
teacher, signed by them.

Tho teacher used those reports and personal

observation to record health habits ratings on the grade carets.

Onq

on one occasion uaa there eny dispute about tho accuracy of the report.
In general the cldldren re spected the opinion of the examiner and en...
joyed an opportunity to share the responsibility.

Far an exa:a.ple of

record see Appendix A.
A cha:i.rman �or " room duties" was appointetl by the teacher the
first. week 0£ school.

This child kept a record of tasks t.o be done and

the name of the person l1ho uas appointed by her to do each task.

She

appointed children f <1r a 1:1eek at a. time and by keeping a record was
able to see that all children shared in all responsibilities soma ti1Tle
during the year.

These tasks were dustinJ the room, keepinc the board,

watering the nor1e rs, distributing towels at the lunch period, giving
out milk at lunch, cleaning up the art table and care of playground
equipioont (rope, ball ond bat).
The teache r appointed a librarian £or the year, a pe rson to keep
the bulletin board in order and a child to keep a Sunday School Attend
ance graph.

In addition children volunteered to keep a gr;:iph of the

weathe r as reported by the local paper, and a graph showing how maey
perfect scores there were en spelling each Fri.day.
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Ever-J ef'fo1>t was ma.de to see that every child had an opportunity
to express his opinion both in el.ass discussion and in personal dis
agreements., as long as he did it in a courte011s way.
Pupil-teacher eonferenco was a. part of nearly every dl\}T 1 s activ
ity, and though not exactly a pa.rt of classroom activity the teacher-
parent conference had a great deal to do with elassroom menagemsnt.
These eonferenceti were conducted face to face, on the telephone, and by
note. Aside from this, tbe:re was a spoc1al report eard of stud;y habits,
sent out -three tillles in the school year (See Appendix 13). Attached to
tho regular report card was a sheet on which the teacher recorded the
number of news items a child had reported, the number of times he had
stayed in for disobedience, the number of times he had stayed to study
spelling. On this sheet conments were made from time to time, on the
work and efforts of the child, and the parents in turn added colllllents
and suggestions. The teacher and parents worked closely together in
this U'c\Y,

A.f'ter the first tests of siiuc\Y skills were civen

in

tbe .fall,

a let.tar was sent to the home of each child exple.ini.ng the purpose of
the test and giving the child's score. In the spring another sheet was
oent giving a summary of the test results {See Appendix C). Folders
were kept for each child and these were sent home for the parents• in•
spection tlr.l.ce in the schoo1 year.

Into tl�se folders went all the

papers that were checked or graded by the teacher.

If a pa.per was not

handed 1n tJu�ough negligence, a sheet was put L'l the folder with the
child's na"n8, the date and the su.bject title. Parents• comments on
these added means o f report.ine to them were numerous, interestinc and
gratifying.
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This chapter has given a brief over-v1$t of all large units of
work under"iSkcn for the year.

Special methods of el.aasroOlll ma.na.eement

emplayed by this teacher were ;
1. child conducted end child plmlned opening exercisea
2. child planned and child executed room duties
3. child expressed opinions
a.

child to child

b.

child to claes

c,. child to teacher
4. methods of reporting to pa.rents md parent-t.eacher
conference.

CHAPTfrll III
GENmAL A..tlJPECTS OF STO'UI SKILLS TEACh"ING
Introduction
This chapter will be devoted to a discussion of hypotheses A

throuch E (see pages 3L-hl) and thoeo related studies that clATify

these eypothe:ies or sugeest mthods of testing them. These hypotheses
deal. with the more general aspects of teaching study skills other than
specific rr.ethods for specific skills and attitudes.
The Effects of Specif'lc Teaching for Study Skills
Specific teaching :for stuey skills wil1 result in improvement. in
the U3e of toose skills. Every effort t-ms made to teach for good study
sldlls m.<l habits ,, as defined in the first chapter. In Bl.most all

cases tho skill.a were taught as the need for these skills arose and be
cara9 evident to the children. In this way a:rtii"iciol s: tuations were
avoided. '!'be exception to this rule was the skill alphabetization.
The writer introduced this skill early in the yoor and a son)Gwhat
forced situation, because it seemd that, dictionary wo:rk would be im
possible 'Without it and tha:t the children should have full corr,potence
in this skill before taking up the othor dictionary- skills . The use of
guide words as a dictionary skLll wae introdnced after it.a need ilaS
evident to the children. Dr-ill in this work tiOs necessary and drill is
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al.ways somewhat artif'ioia.J.. Uot-l'evot·, most s1'...ills received enough prac
tice in actual use.
unrelated to

That is, there was little or no drill on mateTial

the problem at hand.

More specific nethods used

by the writer in teaching .for good

stuey skills uill be ma.de apparent as the other hypotheses a.re dis
cussed in this chapter and in Chapters IV and

v.

The Steck Test of Stugy: Skille £or Grades 4-9 Form A ,ros admin
istered to the children September 29, 1952.

Forru B of the same test

wae administered to the children May 8, 1953., to seo if progress had
been made U.1lder t.he teaching n:ethod.s in question. For the same reason

tho Iowa Every-fuEil Work-f'tuczy Skills Forn L was administered October
28, 1952, and Form O of the same test was administered May 121 1953.
The Steck Test of study Skills by
is designed, as stated

by its authors,

J.

w.

Edgar and H. T. Manuel

• • • to provide an index of the ability to find and inter
pret printed information. Among the aspect.:, of ability sampled
by the test are the 1ollotti.ng: the sources to which one ma.y go
for various kind� of information, the order of letters in the
slphcl:Jet, tlle meaning 0£ common abbreviations ., the use ot the
index, the interpretation of diec-ritical narks, the reading or
t.aoles, graphs ., and taaps, a.11d critical thinldng in relat.ion to
printed £acts.
Part I, Findi. and Underotandin!Z Printed Materials, is de
vef1.£d to the more £arr:ial side o preparation for e ective
stucy A high score on this indicates that the oupil knows
.fairly ·well where and hou to eet printed materials, and that
he understands some of the common .t'o:rme in which infon.w.tion
ia exp-resseu. Part II, Critical � in the Use of
Printed MateriaJ.s, tests the pupi�ty 'to thiiik c'leart,y
1n interp.ret:Gig statements read. A biglt score on this sec
tion shows that the pupil has abilit.y not only to understand
4

the printed statements of fact, b ut to consider them in rela..
tion to each other and to inferences which � be drawn from
them. It is an approach toi though of course not a complete
test ot, critical thinking.
Of reliability and validity the authors have to say::
I n the section of items for A Test of Stu Skills an
effort was made to include factors which in Wie judgment of
the authors was associated with skill in study. Obviously,
in a pencil and paper test of this kind it is impossib1e to
test adequately the actual performance of locating books and
finding information f.'or which pupils foel a need in tho solu-
tion of their mm problems. Some items o.f skill--for eXcmple,
tba interpretation o£ charts and the use of an index-are
sampled in A Test of Stuey Skills rather directly. I n other
instances tre test merely calls ?or iuform.:.tion which is re
lated in some way to the actual process or study-"J.ng.
Part II, Critical Thinki.x; in the Use of Printed Materials,
en-ploys one or a number ol possible techniques. It ls a modi
fication of the 'proved true , • •proved fal.se, 1 or •uncertain'
technique 01' classifying statements with reference to given
facts. It.a purpose is to go beyond the measurenent of mre
comprehension, as in a reading test and to test the pupil's
ability- to examine printed statements criti.caJ.ly .
Tho clailn for validity rests simply upon the careful selec
tion of items in the limited area which the test is designed
t-o I1?easure. It is believed that the test 'Will be useful. in
individual guidance md in the motivat.ion or learning. It is
not designed as a pattern of either the content or the method
of teaching pupils how to use printed materials. The test
merezy samples information and ability here and there in the
'total. matrix of ability which the pupil has dewloped.
The correlation of Forms A and B administered an earlier
edition to seventy-two pupil.s in grades four ., six, and eight
is 0.92. 2
1Edgar., J. w• ., and Ma..'lUel ., H. T., Manual of Directions for A
Test of Study Skills (Austin, Texas: Steck Comparzy, 19LO), p. l . -

-

2:rbid.. , p. 1.
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Norms f'or this test are not yet available. Therefore., individ
ual proeress could only bo noted 'Mith no :indicat.ian as to how well or
hm.r poorly a child had done on either fom. Tr.ere was no way of knowing
apprcxid.mately h<m z.,any itoms in each test a child could reasonably be
expected to m.ako correct responses to. In the case of a conscientious
chil.d., this could be vary dincouraging. The same thing is t.ru.e o£ �
0£ tlle i.ndi�dual items. Some items tho.t would be appropriate to a
ninth grade child would be quite out of keepine irl.th material :for a
fourth grc.de child. All this is quito discouraging to a child who is
faced With a test of this kind for the first t:j.me. It can also be
quite coni'usi.."t'lg.
J;n reviewing this test Douglas E. Skates states,

In

11

the second

plaee, the questions on the several aspects of securing infol"tlation and
interpreting �hnical material are all mixed together so that they can

be arranged spirally as to di£ficulty. 113 The writer found no such
advantage.

The grade rant"O of this test seems 'too wide. Also, as stated in
Chapter I there are oricy"' tuo subtests, so that progress in individual
skills cannot be adequately plotted. However, this test does attempt
to test some skills that ap{Xl.rontly should be ·!:.tisted and are not in
cluded in the Iowa Every-fyPil Test. '11lese a.re critical thL"lking,
graph and table reading •
.3Buros, Oscar K., Third !1ental l!easurement Yearbook
' (Meu
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 190)., p. $li1.
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Both forma of the test were administered in mid•morni.ng, on d�s
when tho heat was not excessive and the children were not yet tired,
It was seen that each child had two sharpened pencils and onq tba test
booklet on their desks. Answer sheets were not useci, but a mark di•
reetfy' on the bool:let indicating which choice in each item uas made. A
thirty-minute period was taken for each o£ the two sub·te.sts, with a
rsst period o'! twenty minutes between. The teacher read the directions
f'or t-ald.ng the test to the children and they ir.arked the sample tests.
When it was seen that everyone understood t-1hat he was e�ected to do,
the irriter 1narked the time and the children proceeded to talce the test
unaided.
Di.rection.s for scaring are as follows :
The score on Part I is the total numoor of' right answers
minus one-fourth tbe number of wrong answers. The score on
Part II is the total nu.t:lbor of right. answers minus one--ha.J.£
the llllmber of wrong answers. .t?re.ctions of one-half or les.s
are disregarded in deducting the wrongs, and .fractions of
three-fourths are counted as tho ne;ct highest whole number.
Omitted items .:Jnd items to which tbe pupil l'W.l eiwn two or
more anm1ers (Ulil.ess his choice is c1-ear) are counted
neither right or wrong. �iegativo scora'S on either part are
COU?r\J<3d zero. The sum of the scores on Part I and Part n
is the score fox- tm test as a. whole. Ii', us oceasionally
happens., the pupil has sir:;>ly marked one altorna.tiv� in a
stereotyped fashion t,he paper should not be scored. 4
The �verage score on the first S�eck Test was fourteen Points.
The average score of the second Steck Test was thirty-two points.
There wex·e no nor.r.s for this test so that the raw score stands as
l.it<lgar, J. W., and Mnnuel, H. T., Manual of Directions for A
Test of Studz Skills (New York: Moughton IU..f:flin CampSI\Y, 1945) p7 1.

6o
presented,. These tests show an awragc gain of eighteen points. The
range of the first test was zero to :fifty-:five and ten children abov-e
average. Tho range of the second test was one to seventy-one Yti.t-h
fifteen children abovo average.
The Iowa Ever-.r-Pu.pil Work-Stutzy' f.Jcilla Test attempts to measure
(a) map reaaing, (b) use of reference, (e} use of index, (d) use of

dictionary, and (e) alphabetization.- 5

J. Weyne Wric}ltstone in :reviewing the test states that al.though
the test is oo.rcfully constructed and the test situations are measured
as closely as possible to the ws::, they function in ewryday activ:it.ies,
the subtest.a are unroliable £or diagnosis of individual pupil achieve
ment. Although the authors of these teats admit this fact they contra
diet themselves by recommending an individual pro.file chart, including
subtest scores for each child. Further unreliability is made apparent
when it is observed that a raw score cha.nee of one point will account
for a. erade-equivalent score difference of from three to twelve months.
The published norms for the tost are derived mainly from the use
of the test i..11 selec·t.ed corm:nmit.i..,s which are not :ropresentative of the
nation-wide population. Tho o;q:,etience of several eities which heve
used the test leads t o the conclnaion that the norms should bo revised.
The conclusion is based upon the a&SUillPtion ·that a teat publisher-
distr-lbuting a test na.tiona.lly--has the rosponsibillty of providing
5Spitzer, a. T., and ltom, Ernest, and Staff, Iowa Every-Pupil
Work-Stucy Skills Test (New York: Houghton ilifi'lin, 1945), p . 8.
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norms which represent a cross section of the national population.

'l'his

responsibility cannot be avoided by reconmendi.ng that it would be a
bettor practice to obtain local nor.ms .,
The method or indicating crade equivalents is someuhat at
variance with the usu.al practice; for exEmtple, a grade norm of third
grade fifth month is reported as thirty•f'ive (1-ti.thout the decimal point)
rather than 3.5.

This is a minor point, but the idiosyneracy of the

publisher runs counter to accepted prac·i;ice and no o.dvantages are cite d
for this unique praetice, which may cause sane confusion.

Teachers and

euper"'.ri sors, cenerally- have accepted the work-stuczy- skills test as the
most significant contribution of the Iowa Evory-Pu.pil test batt.eries.6
Tho test was administered in two periods of thirty minutes each
\T.ith time allotment for each subtest as follows:
eleven minutes
Use of reference

eight minutes

Use 0£ index

eight mi nutes

Use of dictionary

ttimlve m.nut.es

Alphabetization

eight minutes

The child ren marked their choices on the teat bool<let rather than on a
score sheet..

The test uas hand scored.

correct response.
the entire test.

One point was allowed for each

Scores were made for each subtest and totale d for
These raw seares were converte d by mea ns of a eonver-

sion table into grade equ ival.ants.

6nuros, Oscar K., 'l'hird Hental Ueasure�nt Yearbook (Hew
Brunswick: Rutgers University l>resa, 1910), P• $4; ,.
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The

average score on the first Iowa test was .forty-two.

Table Ill, pag� 6J. )

The average score of the second Iowa test was

forty-eight, sholli.ng a gai n of six znonths.
test.

(Seo

N°"rms were eivon feyr this

The first di.git t-0 t.he left represents the grade level, the

second digit, represe nts the month of the grade.

The range of the first

Iowa teat uas twenty-six to si.."Cty, with fifteen children above average.
TM ranee of the second Iowa test was twenty-tive to eighty uith
fourteen child ren above average�
On the Steck Test one child ( see Table III, page 63) retro
gressed and one ro.ade no progress. On the Iowa Test six children retro•
e;ressed and two made no proeress.

The \Jrite:r can only suggest that

teaching methods possib� roade the children more cautious, so that they
did not at.tempt itema they i'elt that they did not understand on the
second ·test., whe reas they had ma.de great guesoos o n the first and only
by chance made a higher scar:e thl1n
observation,

they deserved. It would seeni, from

that in most cases the eecond test approximatod their true

score, whereas the first score was far above what -their true score was.
The Iowa test is also questioned because 0£ its inconsistency in gain
with tba St-eek Test and with ?-� Wee..¼:ly Rea�! test, the :results of the
qu.est1onnaj.res and observation.
The fect that the first I0tta test aver-Oge was two months abo"ft)
what would normall¥ be expected of a fourth grade child, ano. after
teaehing for stuey skills the ave rage gai n -was only six months, udght
make it appear that the gain was not as great whore methods were
d:ireo� at study skills, as where a teacher made no conscious effort
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TABLE III
SCOP.f.S IERIVED FR0?1 FIRST AND SECOlU> TESi'ING
OF BOTH TUE IOiIA 'l'ESTS ;Jm THE STECK 'l'ESTS

Nam
(fictitious)

1st

Joe

5$

J . D.
Julia
Freda

ae-rol.dine

Barbara
Reeee
I�J mm
Ladd
Mol.:cyDan

Ben
Barton
Boyd
Lucile
Robert

Ernestine
B. W.
Gene

Pansy
J ,. T.

71
55

12

36

36

43
21

19

33

19

2.3

l3

0

14

ll
0

8
18
8

2

9

Mary

0
0

1,;lizabeth
Penny
Jama
Dillard

2nd

49

Sue

Rebo-cca

Steck Test

4

67

24
34

so

67
38

l9

53

53
49

l5

h3

'Zl
50
3!,

27

42

31

20

38

JO

24

12

14

.38

1
2h

c.

12

Average

1L

;

21

55
57
54
5�
Sl

,38

3

Sam

43
60

6
31
24

L3

42

6
0
3

J.

16

14

12

Pan

1st

57

12

10

gaia

20

18
21
9

38

22
6

h

5

34
l
24

LJ
42
38
L3

43
46

J4

:,,6

.33
31
26
l.iO

Iowa Test
2nd

gain

Bo
76

16

37

l.3

68

68

ll

62
5S

8

4

55

54
53
53
53
50
50

10

46
46

8

1
0

4
7
8

50

4

44

J.

h4

1

l3

..3
9

43
42

6
8

41

l,l

10

41

1S

-1

39
37
37
33

10

37
32

9
9

37

36

33

26

-10

L2

48

6

0

9

-.3

22

17

.32

18

LO
32

25

0

5

-7

- inci.icates child was late entry or absent.
Iowa Test. !l".i.rst digit represents the gro.do l.evcl, the :Jecond digit

represents the month in the grade.

-4
-7

6h
toward that coal..

It does not seem probable, however, t,hat a child

would retrogress, or at least that many v1oultl retrogress. Assuming
that this is true, the first average wuld be too hif;l-i and thus the
totru. gain ""10Uld be greater.
My Wee}d.y Reader sends reading tests along with ·ohe year:cy- sub·
scription three times e. ye;J:l'. These tests at.tempt to test the reading
skills, comprehending facts, interpreting foots, vocabulary from con
text, a:nd selecting story titles.
'l'he purpose of the tests as stated by the managing editor,
Eleano!"

M. Johnson is diacnosis. The teacher's edition that accompenied

the test states that too tests are no standardized tests, they do not
ha� national nolTo'IS.

Tne -'.lpprox:l.mate scores formerly appearing have

been omitted in oi�aer to focus attention on tho true purpose of these
tests., narooq • . • ciagno�s .
T'ne purposes of the diagnostic tests are:
• . • (1) to serve as a diacnostic instl"Wllmt revealing
i,,dividu.!!.l and class strengths and weaknesses in .tour iJ:;)or-,.
tant silent read:inz akl.lls, (2) to supplenent standardized
rea.di.llg tests, {3) to he.lp teachers improv-e the instract,ional
program in both basic and supplea:mtary reading.

There arc fifteen paragraphs in !ti" Weekly Ro�r Dl.agnostic
Reacl:i.ug Test. 1\10 paragraphs are written on a lev-el two years
below the edition level of ?tr Weekly ;>eader it accompanes,
two paragraphs are one yea:r'&iiou the ecli:Eio:n level, seven
paragraphs 2l'e at the edition level, two paragraphs are one
year above edition level, and two paragraphs are tvo years
above edition level.7
7!$1: Kcek:g Reao.er., Teacher's Edition., Vol. XXXIV, No. l�
(Columbuo, Ohio: kiier!ean Education Press, 1952).

>
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In Deceuber a table converting raw scores in approximate grade
levels vas sent uith a note to the teacher tbnt so many requests wer,e
acitb"e.ssed to � Weekly Reader for this information that they were
givine it. A simil.::ir table accompanied the test that was admi.nistered
in the spring ,. The tests were not the same as those which were adtd.n
isterod in the fall but of the same difficulty so that the progress
could

be

marked.

A letter to teachers contained tho follot-dn g paragraphs;
Please do not use them (the scores) to label pupils.
Please do not ente:r them on permanent. record cards, for they
are not standardized. Pleaao do not use them as a basis for
eoropa,ring pupU performance or teachor competency.
Help us meet the challenge entrusted to us • • • that of
using test materials profetsi.ona.ll;r to improve instructional
.methoas.8
Since this study is an effort to iiaprove instructional methods,;
using these test result£ are in keeping -idth the request of the
publishers.
Since reading is also a stucy skill

and

since interpreting

facts ., vocabulary from context, and selecting story titles requires
sane critical ability, the results of these tests 'Will help verify tho
teaching niethods cmiplo-.recl by the m.te:r.
These tests wore oo'l:l:i.nistered in the fall and spring ( see Table
IV, page 66) . The highest score tilllde in the f-al.l was ,5-.6 or f-llih
grade ., sixth month. The lo-weot score wa.s 2.9 or the second grade,

%- We� Reader, Teacher' s Edition, Vol. XXXIV, No. 11
ohio: Amerl.can Education Press, 1952).

(ColU»"'lhus,
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TABLE IV
SCORES OF MY WEEKLY READEr DIAOiWSTIC TESTS
mRIVE.D :FROH FIRST AND SRCO!JD AllttfilSTRATIOllS

Na.me

( fictit,ious}

Joe
J. D.

Freda

Geroldioo
Ladd

Julia

Reece*

Mary .Ann

Lucile

1st
Test

2nd
Test

Points
Gained

5.6

6.o

.h

$ 11 2

5.4
5.4

s.o
,.1

5.. 1

u.O

Barba.1·a
Boyd��
Mol:zy
J8LleS
P.,en

h.5

Pansy

3.1

Dan

Ernestina
B. ..,.
•.
Robert
Barton
Oene

J. T.

Sam

Penny
Dillard
Rebecca
Sue

Pan
Elizabet,h

J.

c.

Average

* ?lew entry

3.9

4..0
4.2

4.o

4.2
4.. l

3.5

3 .6
4..0

.3.2

3.5

3.,3

J.8

3 .,. 9

3.7

2.7

3 ,. 0

2.9

4.0

6.o
5.9
5.,9
5.8
5.8
5.6
5.7
5.6
5.2
5.0
5.0
5.0

5.o

L.9
4.9
4.9
h,8
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.,5
4.4
h. 4

4.3
l;.J

3.9
3.9
3 • .3

4.8

.8
.5

.5

.e

.1
.o
.6

1.0

.7

.o

1.1
1.0

.8

.9

1.2

.7
.1

1.3

1.1

.6

1�4

1.0

1.1
.6

.4
.6

i.2

.9

.4

.a
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ninth month.

The average score was h.o.

-spring test was 6.0.
grade.

The highest score on the

However, tbis test neasuros only to the sixth

The lOlilest. score was 3.3 and the average was 1� .8.

For more

details, sco 11a.ble IV. A\iorago gain was • 8.
The fact that use of aldllo was ir::proved by toacbing methods was
verified by questionnaires sent to parents at t,ho close of the year.
The children also filled out a questionnaire which did not deal with
specif'ie skills but rather Hith .methods .

The paronts• questionrud.re

dealt 1d.th both.
Appendix D gives both the questionnaire for the child.ren and a
swmnary of -their answers.
Appendix E gives a aar.,ple of the par&nta• questionnaire.
Following are the resu.l:l',s of that quea t,ionnaire.
Th:l.rl,y-one questionnaires were sent out.

Twenty-nine were re

One parent, who had tno chilc.:ren in this fou:r-th grade returned

turned.

neither questionnaire.
1.

Of tre twnty-nine returned, al.l said that they felt that

thOi:r child had adjusted t.o the group and to the tea.char ano.. been happy
moat of the year.
2.

'l'W'enty-sevon said they felt their child had demonstrated

interest in their work,. possibl;y ns a re�nllt of oothods uaed in this
room.

one replied, t1Yes:, at tilues. 11 One said .ht;1r child had not sho't'm

the interest in her vork that sba had the preceding year, but she felt
that it was due to a change in schools.
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3.

All said t.ha.t they had notecl progross in the child• s ability

to concentrate.

One S(ided 11Definitc:cy-n and another said that greater

strides had been made in concentration than anythine else .

4.

Tt-ronty-su stated that theil� cb.ild had given ev:idenct) of

k:n�r.lng how to go a.bout studying,.

One person overlooke d this question.

Two stated tin t they had not lmown how to go aboat stud;Y'ing.

5.

There uas little homework definitely assigned, so that five

did not answer the question related to the child's coi...'1.g to 'ilork
proll4)tly.

Ona person said her child sometimes wnt to -work promptly.

Seventeen said they di d worI:: pro,nptly.

This vas on tasks, like a--t ra

work on voca.bular.,, tables., and reports that wera optional as to the
t:lr.,e it llll.lS t be cione..

Six sal.C.:. t.hc child did not prornptl:y c;o to work.

Oi these six, one said she felt it was her fault for she had not
trained bi.'ll properly before he
6.

etim

to this room.

Nino said that 1-10rk 1'.nbits (being prol!'.o ted at school) did

not slip over into other .fields of activity such as piano practice and
tasks regular� assigned them.
that they- did.

I<'ive stated 11Some. "

Thirteen stated

One mother eaia to the writer, ttThe thing we notice

about Elizabeth is that she seems to be t� about what she is
doing.

T his is the first time she has ever seemed to realize that she

had to do more than just spend so man,y hours in the school room.

She

studies without being tolo., sho even practices the piano without us
telling her and we feel that it is due to your working m.th her."
7.

One parent said she could neithe r say 1tyes" or ••no" and then

made a long explanation wtzy- she could not decide if the assignments
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were too bard or deep.

one

said 11ver7 few. n Both the 1nother and

teacher worked very hard with her child and the m-iter had expected the

answer to be "Yes . " Two did anm-1er 11Yes 11 and twenty-five 11No."

8. Twent y-eight parents said there was no special mthod that
they disliked.

The sane mother who said she was undecided ebout ques

tion seven said that frankly she thought the teacher expected a little
too much perfection and responsibility of nine-year o1dS.
9. On being asked ii' toore was any special thing done that they
particularly liked., all answered in the affirmative.

Some elaborated

on the answer as follows:
11

1 feel that you have been able to make everyone feel important

to tbe group and to themselves, rather than having a few shining stars. n
"The 11ay y-ou work close'.cy with parenta. 11

(This from the parent

who thought the teacher expected too l'l'lUch. )
''The way you handle children. "
UVocabulAry study is difficult but beneficial. "
"Opening exercises and news items�

WA

the response from

several.
"Your means of t8aching to report has stimulated my child' s

interest in reacting. She has gotten a library card and uses it
regularly. tt
"1 like the way you have interesting things for the children to
do when they have completed their regular work. n
lfThe way you let them bring things af interest.. 11
"I think the reference work is amazing."

Several commented on the

,,ay rocial studies were handled.
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A few

commented on. the art and crafts that ace0l11patied large units.
It is the feeling of the writer that all these comments were
sincere, fo:r t.he parent-'tteaeher relationship was such that no one need
feel called upon to m.rure a statement that belied their feeling.
10.

One parent stated that she could not tell if skills and

habits acquired in this class would help children in the future, even
if they were not given 111Uch attention by the next teacher..
eight st.ated that they felt that they U)uJ.d..

Twenty

Five mentioned the mans

.of making :reports, particular:cy,.
P. J. Zirmers made a two-year stuey of schools of Manitowoc,
Wisconsin.

(See pages 2l and 22 tor an account of this stlldy. )

He

found that teaching for study skills resulted in a high quality of
student work and increased independence on their pert.
Wallace J. Howell also conducted a stud3" with
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children in

Elmira., New York (see page 28) :, in grades IV to VIII and found that. a
year's intensive work resulted in great improvement in the use of t.le
external skills.
These two studies further vorify the hypothesis that has just
been d,i scusacd;

gpecit'ic teaching for stuey skills will result in

improvement in the use of these skills.

sum:uag
In general, specific training for the stuey skills defined in
this atuey was presented and taught as t.oo need for these skills arose
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and beoam evident to the children, avoiding all a:tt1f'icial situatims

when possible. The results 0£ questionnaires .filled out by both pup:Lls
and parents indicated that the teaching was very satisfactory. Teache.r
observation of the children actually using the sills indicated prog
ress. The results of ft!; Wee!½f Reader tests Showed the average gain in
this skill or eight months With a range of gain from .four months to one
year and four months. The Steck Teet of Stugy: Skills showed an average
gain of oighteen point.a (raw score) With a range of gai.n .from zero to
thirt,y-eight. The Iowa Work-Stucy Skills test showed an average gain
0£ six m,onths, wlth a range of no months to three grades seven months.
The results of these means of e11aluating -progress indicate,
though not conclusive:cy, that specific teaching for stu.d¥ skills Will
resu1t in improvement in the use of these skills.
Testing for Teaching Effectiveness in Study Skills
The �othe sis to be d iscussed in this section is that testing
those skills that can be acequate4' tested will reveal strengths and
wealmesses in teaching . Hilda Taba states 1'Evaluation helps to reveal
both the effectiveness and shortcomings of the school program in
achieving its objectives and often unveils unpremeditatad by-products
of the materlals and. fil.ethods used. H9
?Taba., Hilda, "Teaching Critical Th1nking in tte Social. Studies"
(Washington, .J. c. : National Council for Social Studies ., 1942), p. 125.
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She mentions as so."118 rneens of evaluation:

(J.} anecdotal records,

( 2) teacher ooserva.tion and rati ng, {3 ) apprwal of student writing.
All these neans we-re used in evaluating all the sld.lls, in addition to
It was famd that on

paper and pencil tests in the external· skilJs .lO

the Whole the class was making satisfactory progress.
tests also indicated this.

My WoEkly Reader

Tba results of the Steck anci Iowa su.btests

are someHbat contradictory, hQWever.

The results or, these tests ldill

be discussed as each e.xtemal skill is considered.
Alphabetization was introduced during the

unit on Knoxville. A

discussion of how to find your wq t,o a. doctor' s office was under wey.
Some mentioned the telephone directory.

This seemed di ff'icult for slow

pupils to do., so the teacher suggested that they should pretend that
the y lme\J the name of the office buildina in ,mi.ch the doctor had his
office.

A sample of the wall directory on the ma.i n floor of office

buildi ngs t-1as put on the board..
BCill8

After talking about this and 1oeating

names, the use o£ the telephone di.rectory was discussed and the

importance of skill of thi s nature wns note d.

The children readil.y saw

that the skill couJ.d not be developed 1-tithout specific practice.,

They

began simply by re.arranging worda that all began wlt.h d.1£.f'erent letters.
Then., mc:,re c�licat-ed uord arrangements were used,.

After rmich work of

this typ e had been done., it seemed that the children vero reaqr for
drill work in dict:ionary skills.

l0n,1d., P • 126.

13
Observation of the class £ran day to day showed that the children un<lerstood the lrork 2nd teacher made pap&r and pencil tests also
indicated the same. However., the Iowa subtest on alphabetization only
showed an average gain 0£ three months (see Table v., page 74) .. The

average far the f'irst test vas fourth grade, ninth month., and the

average far the second fifth grade, second month. Tk"elve children
retrogressed, ono as much as three grades, five months. The <m:cy ex
planation for th.is acute retrogreasion is that the child must have
guessed on the first test. The moat proeress made by aey- individual
was from fourth gt-a.de fifth month to ninth grade, a gain of four grades
five months,
'l'hio subtest is made up of twenty it6l!IS.. Fif'teen of these are
to select from four given vords the one which would appear first in an
alphabetical list. The la.st .five items are devoted to use of guide
tfords in finding the page number on loitich a given word uould appear. A
li.st of five page numbers With corresponding guide words is presented.
Each item cl:i.rects the child to find the page number on which a given
word would appea-. An analysis of errors shows slightly more errors
ma.de far the first part of the subtest., proportionaJ.l¥. This may be
due to tb3 fact that a ereat deal of drill was given

to the !d.ni of

skill required in the last part, whereas little attention wae given to
the othez· akUl. throughout the year, as it did not function natural.4
in the daily' work.
Tho Steck 'teat. had aicy_ two eubtests, critical thinking and

study skills. The writer was able., in some instances., where questions-

TABLE V
SCORES !ERIVED FROI<i FIRST AND SECOND All-i"INISTRATION
OF IGIA SUBTEST, ALPH.ABETIZATION

Mnmo

(fictitious)
Joa

Freda.

Molly
J. D.

Reeee

Mary Ann

Oeroldine
Ladd

Julia

James

Ernestine

Lucile

Barbara
Dan

Barton
sue

Rebecca

J. T.

Robert
Den

Pansy
Boyd
Hary

Elizabet.b
Penny

1st

Score

Score

2nd

Gain

16

90

LS

86
78

51

48

76

56

47
.51

32
48
43

86

66

56
l6
25
72
4.,
48
39
...
35
4$

Pan

37

Dillard
J. c.

48
26

Gene

B. W'I
Sam

Average

16
48

42
25
49

86
80
78

70
70
63
6,3

56

56

0

2
2:1

22
-8

7
16
5

24

56
53
Sl
51
.51
51
48

-35
...15
-5

L5
45

...3

43
39
38

-6

48
48
43

J8
.38

43

33

8
10

6
2)

-2h

s

6

8

l

-7
-10
-5
7

29

-13

52

3

22

...3
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dealing with the same skill were g rouped together, to make '1P subtest
scores.

One point, t1as allowed for each question.

A lphabetizaticm was

not one 0£ these skills.
Dictionary Usage.

fhif$ work first proceeded .from the use of the

"littl.e dictiona:cy" in the back 0£ the reading text..
books were used:

The following

Times and Placee, Distant D<>orw42:e, tat.• s Look A round,

Today and T�n-ow., Streets and Roade. ll
Throughout the year children were inetrueted in the use of guide
-.rords in looat.ing words i n the di.ct-ionary.

Later the y used tbe school

dictionary to locate words that they could not find in the "little dic
tionary. n A sample of' the drill type exercise that was given to the
children will be .found in Appendix F.

Thie skill.

W8.6

tested under

alphabetization in the Iowa test.
When a child did not know the meaning of a word as it appeared
in the assignment or other reading mate rial, he was encouraged to look
for the meaning in the dictionar y.
selecting t-he correct 100a.ni.ng.

Often the child had to have help in

A number of exercises were given in

selacting the base word for words eming in "ing, " «ed, n and 11est. n

It

was made sure that the children understood the necessity of recognizing
lloray, William s., Times md Places (New York: Scott., Foresman
and Company, 1947 ) , P• 1'47 •
Smith, Nila B., and Boyne, Sephen F. , Distant Doorw8fS (Uew
Yorks Silver Burdett Company, 1940), P• 480.
Oates, Arthur I • ., Let's Look AroUll.d (New York: Macmillan
Comp&73 , l91t>), P • ho8.
HiJ..dreth, Gertrude, Toda;r and Tomorrcm (Chicago: John C .
Winstai Company., 19h8) , P• 375.
Gray, William s . , Streets and Roads (New York: Scoiit Foresman
and Company, l.941), P• 319 .
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base words in looking for words in a dictionary.

By spring the better

pupils automatica1J¥ reached far a dictionary when they ooeded it.

The

poorer pupils never did so tmless specifically instructed to do so.
Occasionally, w'tten an assignment was vritten on the board a 1-rord was
purpose4 used of 'Which the children would probably not knolt t.he

meBIJing. Here, the better p�ils learned that the teacher would not
explain the word, but

l-.:Ould

direct them to the dictionary.

Poorer

pupils often brought the dictionary to the teacher for help_; other

t�s they just afiked the children who had u:s.ed the dictionary.
During the time Egypt was being studied one of the better pupils
brought a diotionaty from home to copy pict�s of the various gods on
a big piece af paper which she was using to illustrate her report. In
reading she had come across a name she could not pronounce and in look
ing up the word, also found a picture. This gave her the idea that
other names might have other pictures.

A study of' the l.ong and short vowels was made, out few children
learned to use this skill in pronouncing word,s. Bessie StilJJnan recom
mends that children even in the fifth grade do not attempt to use the

dictionary for pronunciation--only for the spelling and meaning .12

Some work was done, however, in classes mere the group was sm.all and
it was thought that all individuals would profit from the experience.
One clq when Elizabeth was reading her report on rel.igions in
India, she attempted to pronounce Jain just as it is spelled and ended

12stillman, Bessie, '.fl'aining Children to StU(z (New York: D. C.
Heath and Cor:1pany, 1928}, p. 220.
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lamely with ttor something like that. n
tionar,y says it is Jin."

Freda promptly said, 11The die...

There were ·a few other occasions uhere obil ...

dren demonstrated that they had been able

to pronounce words

in the

dictionary indf)J)endently.
The children showed by facial expressions and remarks that they
did not enjoy the use of the dictionary.

tlowever, the brighter pupi�

showed through use that they th.ought it waa necessary.
The Iowa subtest dealing with dictionary use admini.storod in the
fa.ll. and spring shoned an average gain of three months.
this subtest, sea Table VI on the following page .
were nine retrogressions.

The other rotrogressions were among

be due to

These low scores may-

the fact that the purposes of the teacher and those

test writers were not quite the same.

wen, stressed by the writer.

at

the

Five o:t nineteon items were

devc:,ted t.o pronunciation and two to parts of speech.

spelling of wol"ds.

the

The highest grade made was at the eighth grade

level with no progress made from fall to spring.
..

In this test the1"e

The most lont was two grades five months by

one of the better students.
middle to poor pupils.

For scores on

Neither o£ these

Four items were devoted to the correct

This too had not had a major emphasis.

The Steck test was not so arranged that a score could be
determined :from it on this skill�
Fr0t1 these tests results it appears that teaching for dictionary
usage was weak.

However ., observation ha s shown that many of the ohil...

dren were able to use the dictionary sufficiently well to fulfill their
individual. needs.

This was

the prinary aim of instruction.
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TABLE VI
SCQ� IERIVED FROM FntsT AUP SECOND Al?crrNISTRATiml
OF THE IOWlt SUBTEST, DICTIONARY USAGE

Name
( fictitiOUT:J)
J. E.

FN3da

Reece
Julia
Joe
Geroldine
Mary Ann
Barbar.a
Dan

test

2nd

Gan

80

80
8o

14

1st

66

6J.

66
48

61
61

5.3

48

..

Barton
Boyd

,38

Dillard
Pansy

48

Gene

43

Rebecca

20
20
66

Ladd
J. T.
B. w.

Robert
Ben
l¾ary

20

38
33
33

27

Elizabeth
Molly
James
Ernestine

.33

Penny

Lucile

43

J. c.
Pan

66
27

Sam

SUe

-

test

Average

21

33
27
33

33
20

42

66
66
66

60

60

0
7

0

l.8

-l
-1

48
48
48
49
16

10

43

23

45
43

41
Ll
41
41.

-5
0
2

-3
23

-25

38

21
3
8
8
ll
ll

31

10

Ut

38
37

4

33
33
32
28
27

-u

20

-7

0

0

-5

24

7
-!12

45

3
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Use of Index.
period was

When examining a

text for

the first time one

eivan to uae of the table of contents and index. Thereafter,

they were referred to as the occaeion demanded.

The text used in Heal.th

was particularly examined in this way a s the book was not organ.bed in a
manner that was practical to this classroom.
was used, the index had to be referred to.

AJ.most :my- tiJne the text
In their reference work "the

use of this skill occurred in a very natural wey.
exercises were given to aid this eki11.

Very few formal

It. appears that it is besrl; to

eliminate artificial situations whenever possible.
There were four questions on the use of index in the Steck sub
test making a possible score of four in this particular sldll.

For the

Steck s-cores on this skill, see Table VII on the .following page.

The

spring test showed that two made no progress, twelve l'etrogressed and
the average score showed one point gain.
points.

'l'he highest gain was .four

Examination showed that the retrogreesions were among the

middle to poor students With s definite leaning toward the poor stu
dents.

The w.ri ter concludes, from observation of actual practice, that.

the first scores were obtained through guessing and that the second
score was approoa.mately near the actual deserved score.
The Iowa subtest, hmrever, (see Table VIII ., page 81) agrees
somewhat With the Steck subtest in that there are twelve retrogressions,
alt-hough these are not in every ca� the same twelve pupils, but rather
the range is from the middle to the better pupils.
this subtest was two months.

'1'he average gain in
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TABLE VII

SCORES DERIVED FROM FIRST AND SECOND J.JMllJisrRATION
OF STF.CK S'UDTEST, USE 01'"' DTI1EX

Name

(fictitious)
Joe

J. D.
Lruid

1st
0
0

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
3
4

3

2
1
2
l
2

1

0

Mol.:cy'

l
2

Elizabeth
Julia

Mary Ann

1

0
0

1

Ben
Freda

0
0

Sam

l
3

James
B. W.

Rebeeoa
Barton
Ernestine
Vary

Gene
Lucile

Penny
Rcl)ert

Paney
Pan
J. c.
Sue
J. 'l'.

Gain

test

Dan
Barbar�

Oeroldine

2nd

test

4
4

1
2
0

1
3

4

3
3

2

4
2

3

3

3
2
2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2
2
l
1
l
l
1

l

0
0

Boyd
Reece

0

....

J
1

Averaee

1

2

3

3

2

... 2
1
-1
-2
l
0

2

0

-2

-3
-2

-2

-1

-4
-2
...
1
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TABLE VIII
SOORES mRIVED FROM FIRST A?JD SECOND All·ffiUSTP.ATION
OF ICMA SUB'fEST, USE OF INDEX

Name

{fi.ctitious)

Joe

J. D.
Dan

Elizabeth
Molly
Ladd

Ben
Gane

Freda

Reece
Geroldine
Robert
B. W.
Rebecca

Barton

Barbara

Julia

Mary Ann

Pansy

Deyd
J. 'l'.
Permy
Lucile
Mary
Sam .

Ernestine
Sue
James
Pan

Dillard

J.

c.

Average

1st
test

64

li.3

2nd

test
88

Gain

24

64

2l

64

26

64

64

76

63

-1)

38

56

18

38

64
48
48
48
88
38

4B

34

64
43
55
48
43

.38
55

24

24

18
38
38

55
38

18

13

45

56
56

55

54

49
l,9
49

48
48
J.iB
LB
47

4.3
42
42

39

38

38

.38

34

34

0

-8

8
7
6
...39

ll
l

14

,

-16

-7
-l

0

-6

16
-16

20

20

-4

..4

JJ

-22

28
17

10

.30

47

...s
4
2
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,.

In opposition to the results of these tests, Mtual school roo:m
use� as observed by t.he -.T riter, shows eo nsiderablo progress in the

skill of index use.
Donald .::>. Purrell recommends specific exercises in the use of
the index.

He suggests that several topics be listed on the board with

instrnQtions for the child to either eow the topics. and underline the
key -word

C1l.'

words one should use to locate information, or to simply

copy onl3 the key llOr ds. 1.3 It may have been better if such drill had

been utilized. In actual practice when children worked independently,
they used two topics primarizy.
sisted in the name

o:f

the country and the name of the committee on

Which the child uorked.
and "-clothing. "

This was in social studies and con

For inS""vance "Egypt11 and "shelteT 11 or "Nile"

Therefore, for their purposos they were not erea.t]¥

handicapped.
Use of Reference.
the unit on Egypt.

The real use of reference material began with

A s stated be.fore, many books on specific subjects

were in the room at all times.

Before

.:l

net, unit uas begun, it was

arranged to have at least thirty books on that subject.

These books

t1ere on varying readi ng ability levels i."lVolving mP.ny different types.
A few had no index oo that scanning was necessary in order to locaw
appropriate material.
tees i n reporting.

Children volunteered to work on certai n co=mnit

With this unit tb:3 titles were food, clothing,

shelter, transportation and communication, occupation, and ancient
13wrrell, Donald o., tme rovement ot Baoic Rea.ding Abilities
(Net1 Yorke World Book Cor.1p any� 1940) ., p. 252.

religions and customs. About ten days was allowed to gather material
for those reports.
Donald 1Jurrcll states :
Long time assignments are desicned to offset the usual
shal.lmm.ess and particularly to stimulate superlor pupils •
• • • The long t,ime assignment is of greatest value when it
parallel.a work in geography, history and soience, and other
content subjects. • • • Assi�l'lts should be two or three
-weeks in advance o£ reporting. 14
A period was set · aside for each committee to make reports.
These uere not reel c01!lmittees in the sense tb.at they worked together
and poo1ed their findings in ono report. 0.ft,on cb:Udren did work to
gether but each wrote his m-m report. At the end of each repor-i there
was a bibliography which eonaisteu or the name of the books and the
page numbers that were read. This information had been kopt in a note
book as the reading progressed. Though there were no encyclopedias in
the class library, a number of the children had them in their homes and
often shared them with their less fortunate olassmates. The fewe�
nWllber of books referred to was four. Often there were � 1aany as ten
or twelve. These books were taken from the scho.ol library, homes, and
tho neighborhood library, For example of a child' s work, see Appen
dix G.
The score for reference use could not be determined from the
Steck test.
The Iowa subtest. showed the greatest average gain in this skill.
This gain was ten months.

-

14rbid., , p. 78.

(See Table IX, page- 84. ) The greatest gain

TABLE IX
SCORES DERIVED FR.OM FIRST AND SECOND ADMiiUSTRATION
OF IOWA SUBTF.ST, USE OF REFERENCE

Name
(fictitious)
Joe

Julia
J. o.
Barbara

Geroldine

Reece
Ladd
Mary Ann
�da

1st
test

2nd
test

Gain

47

97

50

54

68

91
85
85

50
50

68

54

58

62

37

58

58

M¢11Jr

47
47

37

54

Ben

J. c.
Mary

37
37

$0

Barton

37

Ernestine
Boyd

B. W.

Gene

lltllard

•

27

54
42

54

Pan
Pansy

37

Penny

J. 'r.

37

Elizabeth
Sue

50
11

Rebecca

Robert
Dan
JanJes
Sam

A'V'er.age

42
27

27

42

5h

52
52

48
47
47
44

�

la

44
h2

42
L1
la.
li.l

37

113

17
35
18

-4
21

4

7
7

15
13

ll

20

10
-10
2

-13
7

0

1$

4
14
-1

42
37

.34

31

..1.3
26
-10
-8
-6

42

52

10

47

31

31

waa from fourth grade, seventh month, to ninth grade� seventh month.
This child made consis-tent gain and al.so the highest

t otal.
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score at the

end of the year though he uas not the htgheGt in the fall test ,. The
average score in the fall was fourth grade, two months and the average
score in the spring was fifth grade, seeond month. Observation o£

actual work being dono uould make the writer agree that the test score
in general, except for the retrogressions.

It would

teaching Nas directed tcn.1ard this skill. Also the

seem that

fact that

the best

the s:ill

was called for in a natural situation and was a natwal outgrowth o.f
elected work seems sicnificant. Hypothesis C states: "Study sld.lle
can be developed as ttholes ,. rather than in isolated parts, used in the
normal development or class

procedures rather

than in artificial

situations." (See page 34.)
Map Readih§•

nap study began in the fall m.t,h the unit on

Knax:ville. A map of the city vaa secured. The portion
se1-ved

that

our school

vas cast on the wall by means of the opaque projeetoi-. A large

three-foot by four-foot piece of bromi paper had been tacked to the
wall .

On this all lines were quickly traced with black crayons .. tater

all streets were labeled and each child located the place where he

lived. Tho school, churches, and shopping area were m.:lrked. SU.ch
terms as map, key and directions of the conpas.s were easily learned
through actual. experience with them.
As each country was studied in social studies., a map of' that
country was secured sometimes b-om the teacher's file and sometimes
from the books brought in by the children. Xhese were always cast on
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the wall in large proportions , usually three feet by oeven feet.

When

the map was colt4)licated in line, the tff"'lter found it beet to keep three
or four children after school and le·t them draw in the main outline.
Throughout the fol.lcndng days the cities ancl. other items were entered.
Often these maps were illustrated and done :in color.
was particular)¥ interesting.

The map of India

Although the textbook ma:tartal was
They read a

meagel", the ehildren learned much about India in general.

great deal in orc.1er to .f'ind out 'W'll� rapresentativ-e facts to portr,v in
the map.

SolOO of the items illustrated were the Taj Mahal, Temples at

Beneres, jute workers, snake charmer, Bengal tiger and jungle scene,
river boats, elephants and mahouts.

The relief was f"ormed by using storch

three-foot by five-foot paper.
and neuspaper.

A rellei' map vtas al. so made on

Thia uas an excollont opportunity to illustrate moun

tains, plains, and plateaus.

The desert was simp:cy painted brown.

All

were labeled in white paint ai'ter the entire raap had been painted in

.'.lppropriate colore.
Foll.owing is an illustration of how i'acts a.re imprinted on a
ch:Ud 1 s mind men conneeted with an activity of -this kind:

in fornri.ng

the m.ma.l.cy-a Mountains, Ben commented that we must be sure to put 1n
twent;y-five h.llll1PS for mountains.

When asked W)Y the spceif1c numbor, he

said, "The Second Book of Marvels sa,;rs there are twenty-five 1aajor
peaks. u

He was told that evon t..lia.t mu.eh detai1 could not be included

in a map of this size� but was commended for doing su.ch carei'ul reading.
A products map was also ma.do £or Llldia.

E.':lch product.

was

lettered in

black crayon. Lines oi appropriate color radiated out f'rom these words.
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The side of the crayon was used rather than the point. In this l:lt\Y
there ttas overlapping of colors ., show'i_ng that rice did not groi-1 up to a

given line and wheat began there.
Oceasi-0nnlly fictitious maps were drawn on tt.e board. Suo-h ques..
tions were asked as: l-Jhat towns are connected by z•ailroad? Between
what towns do mountains lie? What city is directly north of a lake?
In addition to the pupil•made maps there was a fail:·ly good map
of the world and rather o1d maps of cow1tries

in

eaeh continent. An

excellent globe was lo.aned by one of the children for use throughout
the year. '!'he globe an d these maps were referred to often. When chil.
dren were not othen:ise occupied, they gathered in a group of no more
than four t.o discuss these maps.. This was partieu.larly true at the
time a new country was first being stuoied.
Although bGth the Steck md Iwa tests did not verify the fact,
it is the opinion of the writer through observation and conversation
with children and parents that trenendous progress was made in this

skill--map stucy-.

..

Map reading is a composite skill. The Imm test manual gives an
excellent analysis or the lesser dtills .. They are (1) ability to visu
alize the represented area in its natural plane and to read direotions
correctly-, (2) recognizing and interpreti ng standard map symbols,
( c) identifying and visualizing symbols w.i..th the use of a key,
(4) ability to apply physical facts to map s:l.tuations. 15

l55p.itzer, J. F., and Horn., Ernest, £,c;un:jne1" 1 e Manual for Work
Stuey Skills {Nell York: Houehton Mifflin C01Jt)aey, 1945,, P• 16,.
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Ana.]¥zing
of eight months.

tre Ioaa subtest on map reading shows an average gain
(see Table x. )

However, there were nine retrogres

sions among the middlo and poorer students.

In the estimation of the

writer the highest score of each o.f these pupils represents, in most
cases, his actual score.
than the

Obsorvation showed the majority to be better

lCMer scores and in most instances as good as the best scores.

The greatest individual gain was four grades, six months, from

fourth grade second month to eighth grade eighth month.
The Steck subtest asked eix map questions making a possible
score of eix points.

This test, when separated fT'om the rest of the

subtest, mooed no average gain.

(See Table XI, page 90. )

There were

eleven retrogressions and here again, they were �n the middle to
poor stu<i&nts.
in

Five of the eleven were the omna five who retrogressed

the Iowa subtest.
C--eorge Howe made a stuqy of fourth , fii'tb, and sixth grade chil

dren 1s ability to read maps and concluded that chi'li ren • s concepts in
map reading were inexact and obscure.16
Critical Th..i .nking..

Through prQblem solving teclmiques and

skills that will be discussed in Chapter IV, effort uaa made to in
The necessity o f thoughtful. con

crease power in critical thinking.

Bidera:tion o-f all the materiols with which they COJ11e into contact was
ahrays i.Jli>ressed upon the child ren.

They were urged to report a .fact

only after they had evaluated it carefully.

1Dffowe, George F.,

The fact or opinion

"A Stuey of the Ability of Elementary School

Pupils to Read Maps, n t11e Te.aching of GeofP:aphy (Bloomington, Illinois :

Public Schools Publishing dompa.ny,

m3),

p .. 486.
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TABLE 1

SCOOES DERIVED FR<l'1 FIRST AND SECOIID ADMI10:STRATI0?1
OF ICMA SUBTEST, MAP READDTO

(fictitiou5)

?lame

1st
test

Freda

Gore>ldine

42
47

J • D.
Dan
Julia

3.3

Boyd

Ladd

Joe
B. W.

...

65

51
58

Robe-rt

JO
39
54
39
24
39
37
31
h2
31

Pansy
Mary

27
27

Ben

Barb&ra

Barton
Lucile
Sue
I-lar;y Ann

Mol:Qr

Ernestine

J. T.

Penny
Elizabeth
Reece
Gene
Uebecca

James

Pan
J.

c.

47
20

33
37

42

L2
47

a>
33
42

Dillard

JO

Average

38

Sam

37

�

Gain

88

46
18

test
6$
78

75
75
65
62
58

-10

42

14

h

28

55
55
51
51

12

44

7

47

L5

44

Lh
42

42

42

37
34
33
30
27
27

16
l
t7
8
8

2
7

-5

15

15
17
1

-h
-i2
-15
-20

7

'Z7
Zl
24
25

-18
-$

46

8

20

-6

-J.7
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TABLE XI
SCOREs IERIVED FUOM FIRST AND SECOND ADMilUSTP.ATIO?l
OF STECK SUBTEST, MA.P READING

Name
(fictitious)

1st
teet

Julia
,-.s.ry Ann
Elizabeth

2
2

Mo�

Geroldine
Pan

Joe

J . D.

Ladd
Dan

Lucile
Fred.a

Robert
B. W.
Sam
Rebecca
J. c.
Ernestine
Jazoos

Boyd

Reece

:Barbara

Paney
ni.llard
Mary

Barton
Gene
$'Q.e

Penny
Ben

6
2
3
$
0

1
3
2
3
.3
0

6
3

5

$
6

4

$

5

3
0

6
0
0

5

test

2nd

Gain

6

4
h

6
6

0

5
5

J

4
4
4
4

4

$

J.i

4
4
4
4
4

3
)

3
3

.3

2
2
2

l

1
1
l
l

2

0

.3
1
2
l
1

4

-2
l
-1
-2

-3
-1

-3
-3

-1
l

-5
1
1

-4

J . T.

3

0

0

-3

Average

3

3

0

question vas asked over and over

of

them. One .motlier commenting on
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skills that children w-111 continue to use in other grades, even though
little emphasis is put upon them, said, "She has said several ti.mes
'Mrs. Merritt says you should be rure what is a fact and what is an
opinion. 1 I think, in these times this is so important. n

Several examples of critical thinking l·ti.11 he.re be cited.
When Mr. Johnson talked to the class about birds.,. he mentioned
that other birds could not tell the difference in their own eggs and

the cow bird's eggs. 17 Later the teacher nentioned this in discussing
the habits Qt birds. A few days later Joe cmne to too teaoherts c.esk
with a book that he had brought from home. He said,

11 I

don 1 t kn<:M if

you are wrong or this book.•• The book siowed a picture of a yellow
finch's nest. She had laid three others, one above the other und in
each nest there were her own eggs and the cow bird ' s egg. At last, not

being able to get awEf3 from the cow bird, she had

nmm

awey lea:v:Lng

all four nests. When the teacher coiilllented that it certainly looked
like evidence that she was wrong, Joe said politely, "Of course, this
is a very old book. They may have found out some things about particu
lar birds since this was published,"
One day when Geroldim was reading her report she said, "The
book I read said the very poor were weighted down with silver, but that

doesn't make sense, does it?" When the class agreed that it did not
and one child suggested that she must have misread the statornent, she

17Mr. William Johnson eame to talk to the children on birds. He
of a bird club. He brought a case of stuffed birds and

is a member

left them with u s for several weeks.
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went to the book to have a second look.

She found, after a long search.,

that she had miscopicd the sta.toment in her notebook.
At the tine bees i.ere being studied, Joe commented he was sure
he had. seen a queen bumble bee gathering pollen that morning for she
mis

so large .

Later in the day when the children were reading about

bumble bees, Ladd said,
Joe must have been wrong because the book said that the
queen was the � one to live through the Winter. In t.he
spring she had to gather food fer her babies but when they
grew up and. were able to do the 1<iork that her awn t1ork was
on.lg _ to lay eggs. As this was fall it would not have been
a queen out gathering pollen,
So observant aid anxious was Joe to appzy principles learned in

one situation to other situations that after taking the Steck test on
critical thinking 'Where toore was a choice of tru.e., probab� true,
false, probabq faJ.se, or can't tell from material given., he applied
the choice where it was not given. On the Iowa test in

tm uso of

index, he could not locate the information it asked £or.
blank where the child was to write in a page number.

There was a

There wns no room

.for words, but Joe wrote chwn the side of the test booklet, ncoo.tt t.ell
from information given. "
The Iowa. test gave no subtest on critical. thif\.king.

However.,

the Steck test did and it showed on average gain of eight points ..

(See

Table XII . ) Six of the twenty-eigllt children who took both the t'all
and spring tests retrogressed.

or these six, four were tm poorer stu

dents, one in the m:iddl.e group, and one of the better stuc.ents.
My Wee!t9 Reader test provided some basis for critical thinldng
as has been stated before.

Table IV indicates considerable progress in
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TABLE XII
SCORES DIVED FROM FmST AND SECOND AOONISTRAT!Oll
OF STECK SUBTEST, CRITICAL TUINKD?G

Name
(fictitious)
Joe
Julia
Ladd

Boyd

Oeroldine

Freda
J • .J.
Mary Ann

Reece
Rebecca
Barbera

Ernestine
Ben
Dan

Lucile

Hol.:cy"

1st.

test

3>
15

.31

19

1

20
l9
19
16
1,

l9

23

-

0

8
0

4

2
10
0

.3

c.

10

11
2l

Sue
Robert
Gene
J.

29

26

1

16

24

0

Sam
B. W.

34

Gain

13
l

Barton

Pency

2nd

test

6
2

9
2

0

s

22
20

15

13
12
11

7

5
5
5
4
4
h

2
2

-3

19
8
l5

ll
ll

2

ll

1

-1
3
2

..,

2

4
-3

Eliz-abeth
James
J. T.
nary

0

0

0

0

Average

5

13

8

Pan

0

1
0

o·

1

2
0
0
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the co:.iposite reading skills which include interpreting facts, vocabu
lary fro."!l context and selecting story titles.

Observation and test results show that progress was made by the
class as a. whole in critical thinkine.
Line and Bar Oraphs . Mothods used in teaching children to i nter
pret line and bar graphs Will bo discussed (under Hypothesis F. c . , page
119} in Chapter IV.

The Iowa test gave no subtest

or this skill. (See Tabls XIIl. )

Steck devoted four questi�l'ls to it with a possible four points.

Of the

twenty-eight children who took both tests, eif;l:rt, retrogressed, ti�-e re
mained stationary.
of three points.

Two made a cain of four points, and six r..ade a gain
The average gain was one point.

Katherine Thomas e)(()erimonted with

355

children of Grades IV

through VII to determim their ability to interpret graphs. Each grade
she divided into slow, average, and superior groups.

She found that

roacing the circle graph, pictorial &l'CPh, and two-diloone:i.on diagram
were easier than reading tha lino t'l'aph.

She found only eight in the

seventh grade who were able to read i'ron1 the line graph.

She concluded:

(in relation to this stuey) Slow fourth grade

chilciron understood little of the meaning of craphs ; ruperior fourth

grade children understand the iooaning of simple graphs anc can read
simple facts from thera. Picture graphs, two-dimension diagrams, and
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TABLE XIII

SCORES �IVED FROM FIRST AND SECOND AJl.fI�!ISTru.3.'ION
OF STECK SUBTEST, LINE AND BAR GRAPHS
l

Name
(fictitious)
Joe

Ladd

Goroldine

J.

·n.

Ernestine
Elizabeth
B. W.

Gene
Barbara
Dan

Reece

Boyd
Freda
Ba.-rt.on
Rebecca
Robort

Holly

1st
test

1
l
0
0
2

4

l
2

1
l

2

3
3
3

Lucile

0
0
0

J.

4

Mary Ann
Ben

c.

Julia

J. T.

Pansy

James
Sue

lll.llard

Sam

Mary
Average

2

1
3

4

l

3

4

Possible score - £our points
2nd

test

Gain

4
4
4
4
4
h
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3
2
l
2

2
2

0
0
0

l

2

4
4

2
0

3
2

3
3

l

0
0
0

3
3
3

1
-1
2
-2
0

-l
...4
-2
-2

1

circle graphs at'e easiest of al l graphs for all. pupils to read.
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Line

graphs are the most difficult,. 18

Test results shcx-r the greatest average gain i s in use of refer...
ence.

Thoug h the Steck test showed no gain on map reading, the Iowa

test, With over twice as meny test items, shciwed near normal average
gain of eight months.

The Steck test showed an average gain of eight

point s on critical thinking.

Graph reading, di ctionar y use and alpha

betization resulted in low scoi-es.
A1l�i1ing for the handicap of having the teacher absent for nine
weeks and assuming that retrogressions were due t o guess-'..1.ng, one may
conclude that tests Will reveal strengths end weaknesses of teaching
methods.

'l'he Development of Stuqy Sld.lla as WhQlee
The hypothesis to b e discussed in this section is that study
aldll.s can be developed aa wholes, ra�her than in isolated parts; used
in the normal development or clas s procedures, rather 'than in artifl...
cial situations.
Of the skills taught, both those for 'Nbich there are adequate
tests and those for which there are no test, all were developed in the

l.Bniomas, Kather ine Colvin, "Ability to Chil.<iran to Interpret
(Bloomington, Illinois a Public
Graphs," The Teac� of Ge
��
, P o 492 .
Schools Publishing Oompany,
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normal cla.$SI'OOl'll procedllre n thout aey artificial s1tuations ,.

Indeed,

some of the low teet scoreu may be due to too fnet that the writer has
so dreaded iooan:Lngless drill that sufficient drill was not provided to
make tho sld.ll oarr-y over into unfom:iliar artificial situations such as
the tests. In uost situations the writer was satisfied so long as the
skill was functioning in the immediate situation.
Except .for the skill o£ alphabetical arrangeJ:1ont., each skill was
presented at the time it was real]J- needed. The uoo o£ the dictionary
was t�t men the vocabulary of rea� r11atorial was of such conUJnt
that the children ware not getting the full story without knowing the
m.eaninr of words. Vocabul.ary stucly was :introduced car)¥ in the year
when clt\ss discussion was a.t a standat-ill because ma.n;y children did not
remember 'tlhat terms like shelter, occupation, and transportation meant
though their meanings had been discussed previously. Map making and
map reading 1,iere presented as a na.tural means to an end. The end was
to understand where people in the class lived in relation to the school;
thi6 resulted in t.he maki.ng of a local map. Later ma.pa served to help
understand why other countr-ies ha� diffen,nt waya of prov-l<ling .f'ood,
clothing and shelter from the WDiY we ere provided with them.

In this

w� skills were intricately connected with purpose. Purpo�e puts
m.e�g into all th.at is done. As Bessie Stillman so ab� put it:
"There are

�r

broad questiom:; to be faced in teaching children to
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study; for �le, • • • the sensing of value to the self of what. one
is hearing or refl.cin£: , etc. n l9

Mary Kelty speaks of the large units of work as a possibility of
caring

tor

so many interests and indi vidual capacities.

She says ,

The discus s:Lan so .far has been centered about development
o£ canprehensi�n largely through direct experience and through
reading fror11 the pr inted p age. Th.e development of skills haw
ever is a parcl.lel case. There is ample opportunity to develop
sldlls in intorpn)tin0 anc. liUJking map:1, diagrams, cartoons, and
1.n the use of books ( index, table or contents, topic headinss,
rei'erence. 20
Morse a nd McCune say, ttstuey skills should l.;ikeldse be developed
i n wholes, rather than in isolated parts, and may be learned oost effec
tive]¥ as they a.re to be used rather than through artificial.. situations. a2J.

Since all skills that wero taught in this stl.l.ey were taueht as
their need uas made apparent in natural situationa, this l\n>othesis is
val id to the extent of progress that the children made in the use of
these skills.
month s.
By

D;r the lava test,

that

extent ie an average gain of six

By tre Steck te st it is the average gai n of eighteen points.

rgy Weekly,Reader

test the average gain is eight months.

reel that too- gain of their children was great.

Parents

The teacher judges

£ram test results, d iary record, anecdotal records, and observation,

19��, Bascle, �ai� Cbilaren to Stu�, Int.roduetion
xviii (New Yorkt D. C. Heath and Company, 1928).
20Kelty, 1-!ary, tiAdjustment of the Materials of the Social Studies
to General rtental .Development of Children ot the Middle Grades, 11 Eduea
t.ional Methods XVI (New York: Bureau 0£ Publ:1.cntioos Teachers college,
December i9j6), pp. w-120 .

'1:.,

24Iorsc, H.
and McCune, G. H., Selected Items for Testing
Study Skills (Washington, D. C. : N. E .. A. , Dl.iD), p. 12.

that while proeress was not as great as she had hoped far, it was as
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great- ao could reasonab],3 be expected under tl'e limitati.ons of he:r pro
longed absence and her limited ability in teaching in this relative�
unexplo:red field.
Problem Solving Techniques an.1 Stuczy- Sld.lls
Tha hypothesis to be discussed in this section is that problem
solving techniques will i'acilitate the aequieition of study ski.Us .
Earzy

in

t.ho year the teacher d iscussed with tbe children the

importance of a 0learl3'" defined purpose i n all work. To illustrate
this £act they were asked t.o suppose that their ::iother sent them to
town one clay. If on their return she should ask them mat they had
brought her, wh.at would they think? They laughed a.t the idea and re
plied that 'the answer would be not.bing, unless she told them what she
wanted. The teach.er then asked them ti'hat would they say, if bei'ore
they went, she told them to b113 a spool or thread. A d:iscusston fo1lowed concerning the satisfactian one gets when aell:leting something one
really wan:t.s very much and for a long time, ae compared "1th the aim
less spending of a dime here, a nickel there. From this the children
were led to understand the importance of understanding purpose 1n any
undertald.ng, both one•s own PU?"POse and the purpose of an author, a
parent or teacher. When the unit on Knoxville was begun, it was with
great effort that the teacrer directed the children to define their
purposes.

First, they were helped to frame their purposes in studying

social studies. They ware inclined to s� they wanted to learn about
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other people.

It took a gr eat deal of dl.scussion and actual siggestion

on the part o£ too teacher.

Practicalq a wook was take n up in wording

the aims of the yeas and the aims or the unit.

It must be nani.tted

that instead of clarify-lng things that some children were more confused
than eve r for several weeks, as thi s was so far removed from their pre
vious approaches to study.

For the reaul t of thi&i eff'ort, see Appen-

Of problems, Linda B. Earhart s.ays, "If the problem is t o have
interest and is to be a motive pa.er to the cilild, it must grow out of
his own experience, some situation in relation to himself, otherwise no
genuine thinking lti.ll result. tt22
Again she says, "But if the teacher can so direct t.he experience
of his pupils tmt the probls m arises i n their own consc iousness of
ne.od, then it is felt to b e theirs and the sttuaticm is moat favorable
to thinki ng.u23
This first unit did not arise in tho children' s consciousness of
need.

The teacher instiga:tec! it with the hope that it would create

need for furthe r study.

It did,.

Julius .Boraas says,
The educative value 0£ solving a problem i n tho ordinary
subjects doe s not consist primarily in finding the a nswer,
but rather in the development of t he f0110111.ng type s of in...
sights ana. sldlls; ( a) ab.:Uity to read and understand prob
le ms, (b) the babi.t o.f insisting upon knowing very definiteJ.y
what is t.o b e accomplislle d, (c) skill in planning a direct

22Earhart,, Linda B., T�a� Children to Stu.sy: (New York;
Houghton Mift'lln Company, 1909}, P• 18.

23:rbid. , P • 19.
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attack, (d) the habit of accuracy and ve rti'ication in all
work, (e ) developrnont ot ingenuity in meeting original problems, and {f') �bility to review a solution or a serie s of
sol.utions and to generalize the experience gained.
'I'he educative value o f problems are not only specific but
also individual in nature . --- Thio me:ans that problem
solving, like spe1ling and language wo rk> must c onnist largely
in individual training. 24
Frederick Marcham says,
The phrase ' solv.lng a social pr oblem' has he re two mea:�
ings. When we speak about • solving' we s hould include
(1) both the actual .finding ffld following of a way out of a
social problem.t and (2) the me re considering or study of
such a problem. Sehool life provides opportunities for an
active solution of problems., and thi sf'inding and f ollotdng
of a course of act-ion mat take first place in any con.
sideration 0£ the rola.tionshi.p of critical t!linking to the
edncati.onal program. 25
Having defined the purpose both for t,ha year' s work a.'"ld for the
wrl..t a t hand, disc--tlSaion followed as to .neans of solving the proolem.
Books were t.he first suggestion.

Field trips, resource people:, ob

servation and yellow sheets or the telephone directory were discussed.
Children elected to form committeee to resolve the key questions.

Along wit-h the finding of means to satisfy the problems children made
suggestions as to the answers they thought they would find.

As sta�

before, this unit was dissipated and interrupted by the teacher• fJ in
jury.

Houever., i;hough f'ield trips uere not made and resource peopl.e

u-ere onl;y contacted through inciividual hoJr.e discu&sions and reported to
24noraas, Juliuo, Teaching to Tbink (New York :
Compan y, 1922), P• 172.
�cha.m, FI-ederick,
Studies" (Washi.nrton, D. c • .:
1942) , P• 2.

11'l'enching

Macmillan

Critical 'lhinki ng in the Social
national Council for Social studies,
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the croup, the children finally organized their findings through a
great. deal of class discussion and gr-oup thinking.

For the result of

their conclusions, aee Appendix I.
Problem sol'Ving techniques were more readily utilized on other
large units on foreign countries ..

The children found it lees difficult.

to organize their purposes, and state their conclusion in suzmnary form.
See Appendix H for an exanple of how the question at the beginning of a
report formsd a basis !ox- the tsll.ilJI;l&l:Y conclua:i.on at the cJ.ose.

In seek

ing the answers for tJ:ieir questions the children used QJ.l the external
skills in a most natural way.

In selecting material -pertinent to the

problem they exercised critical power.

Also vtaen the reports were eivan

in class a few minutes were set aside after each rGport to evalmite ite
content, organization mid delivery by the class.

This also called for

critical ability.
Problem approach was also used in sci.enee units.

As an example

or h01-1 it functioned., see pages 103 ancl 105.
Sumntaey-

It, requires critical thinking and the power or organization to
define a problem.

It likewise required these skills to seek a means of

eolnng the problem.

In gathering information children made use 0£

maps, dictionary, inde� and r.e£erance materiel ..
nent material. they exercised critical ability.

In selecting perti

In writing and giving

their reports they exercised written and oral expression.
solving techniques facilitated the use o.f stuqr skills.

Thus problem
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· The Universality of Social Studies Study Skills
The cypothesis to be discussed in this section is that there are
some study sills that are oammon to social studies and other subjects
such a.a :
1 . Problem solving
2. Selecting the in:p)rt.ant idea

3. Organization o.f ideas

4.

others

'T. Bentley Edwards made an effort to construct a test in natural
science for high school students with the objective that they would be
easy to givfa and easy to score.
It is relatee to the writer' s stuey in that he assumed "that
thinking skills acquired With the use of one kind of subject matter may
be applied in other subject-matter areas is in line With modem peyoho
logical concepts regarding transfer of training." lie then goes on to
back u p his assumption by quoting Pedro Orata as OB'J'ing uzt :ls safe to
conclude that from the standpoint of the teacher and the scilool ir.
general, the s olution of tho problem of transfer o£ training is to
train for trans.fer.-" This latter quotation sugge(:lts to tbe writer the
importance of doing just this in order to (::arr, out this hypothesia. 26
Problem solving techniques which are a part:. of critical thinking
were used in both science and health. A page from the teacher• s dia:y
will illustrate thiB fact, aa .follows.
26i3entley, Edward T .. , 0tteaeurernent of' Some .Aspects of Critical
l'hinking," Journal of .erimental Education (Madison, Wisconsin:
Dunbar Publisher, Me.rob :So), p. 263.
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When the unit on the life o f social insects, bees and ants, t-1a.s
taken up ear� in the fall. roach the same prooedure was .followed a s was
afterward used for da:i..� work in the social stud ies.

Under the direct

supervis:ton o£ the teacher, the children took a hasty look through the
entire unit (on the bee} as it was presented in the science text .

They

looked at the plctU1"0s, read the bold face type, read any capt ions under
the pictures, looked for ital ics and then discusced the kind of informa
t ion they thoae,ht they would need to learn about the bee.

One child

ventured the opinion that the author mst he.ve considered the ideas
presented in bol.« face print and pictures as most important,
help the childre n put their ideas into questions.

With

fhe teacher suggested

that they think of what they el.reaa.y knew and try to ana1er their ques..
tions.

All this t-:as put on the board.

Then the children began to read

to verify the partial a.nmr.ars they had framed.
The next � the lesson was read silontJ.;y.

The children we2'8

directed to put dow n on paper what they thought was the t10st important
idea on each page, paragraph or section, aa directed by- the teacher.
Thi.s was difficult for them end the poorer student s s eemed utterl3
confused about the relative value of ideas .

This kind o f 1«>rk went on

for several deys., followed by cla5s discussion and tbe ver:i..ficat ion of
their attempts .

At "tha same t:ims material t1as being brought in for

opening exercise, pictures, en encyclopedia., an article in Life

10$
magazine, 27 a wasp1 a nest.

The child who brought the ma.aazine shared

it id.th a friend end together they made mi oral. report to the class.
After a gre at deal of discussion, the c:h:i.ldl'en found upon enter
ing the room one morning that several yards or paper had been mounted
on the bee.rd.

Some o:r the children vho had made a frieze the preceding

;rear, as-ked if it had been put there for that purpose.
said that it had, they wanted to begin at once.

Whe n the teacher

It was suggested that

they orcanize their ideas on the board so that the .f riez$ ti'ould present
to visitors the most important facts th.at they had learned alx>ut bees.
This wark went easily as the:y had been struggling with summarizing the
text in their not�books.

The headings t:or panels were written on the

board and perti nent .facts were listed under each.

The .frieze was

developed by the entire class wo rking under chaiTmen, elected by the
ele.ss, to direct the w:>rk of each panel.

Most of the -work was done

during the dBaf while tho teacher was working With smaller gTunps in
reading and ?'8lll9dial work in other fields.

At times tho work was

pretty noisy, but, af'ter 4 while t.'hen the um-k had been under wey for a
rev days the child1-e n settled d:>wn to quie-t work.

The panels were
I

labeled as follows l<Jith pictures portraying the information listed
under each.
Life Cycle of a Bee
egg

pup a

larva

adult

27Freund., Pudol-ph., 11The Life or the Bee," Lite (Chicaco1
Inc• ., August ll, 19.52 ) , PP• 62-69.

Time
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Kinds of Bees
Queen
Portrayed
lar�

Drone
Portrey-ed
£st.

Worker
Portr'Wed
small

Life in the Hive
Picture was adapted from. � with some changes. 28
he.cl been sh0tm suggested some o.f the cllanges.

A movie that

It portreyed the queen

bees fighting, work bees at l1ork at their various tasks I bees hanging
head down to have wax scraped from their si4_es, and the various ki."lds
of colls.
Enemies of the Bee
This waa also adapted fro..1:1 Life.

There vas a pre ying mantis,

king bird, a bear., eewral kinds 0£ insects, a mouse and bees from
other hives.
Foods of the Bee

Pollen

nectar

bee bread

royal jell;y

Work of the Bees
Bees bui lding the lri.�
Beos collect.ing nee.tar a nd pollen
BeeG guarding the hive

28P-reund, Rudolph., ttThe Life of the Bee1 11 Life (Chicago:
Inc., Au gust ll, 1952) 1 pp. 62-69.

Time
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Bees SWarm.ing
Bees hanging in a swa..
""111 i'rom a tree.

A n inset showed how ona

bee fastened to the next.
This frieze t:1as an excellent presentation of 1mat a summary CM
be.

After this there was never anJ" question a"8 t o mat the word meant

and the entire class seemed t� o gr.asp the relative import.a.nee or facts.
!'his unit illustrates h<.'1iJ � ot the techniques of c ritical.
thinking, which involva ate.ting the problem, hypotheoe.t1cm, collecting
and weighing facts ,. 8Umi'l18rizine and conclusions, can be utilize d in
units other than social studies-..
Another exemple of critical. thinking that occurred, developed
from t.he wasp• s nest that o.ne of the children b rought to morning exer
ciae.

The nest had been broken open and both eggs aid pupa �ould be

seen.
A discussion arose the- next morning when the chi ld reported that
sbe poured water on the :nest and it made the larva hatch out.
doubted thmi the water made them hatch out.

Joe

He thought tha.t it was

probabl;y 'the fact that the walls wore so softened that with llttle
effort the larva could force his way out, we� as it was.

This good

thinld.ng ga.ve the teacher an opportunity to d iscuss idth the children
haw scientists look for cause and effect relationships and h0\-1 they
t est hypotheses ma.n,y m.m:\Y times befc:s-e they say a thing is true.

It

was also discussed the place of the words "possibly" and nprobabl y."
And here be3an the. oft used question which we.s to be repeated on
occasi ons ti ll it almost became a slogan:
opinion?"

ttis that a !act or an

In11ey
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Illustrati-0� have been given to sh.ow how problem solving tech

niques, use of book cues.. selecting the main idea., and critical thinking
ean be utilized in science units.

By iUustraU.ons of methods used in the classroom the writer has
attempted to show that:

1. specific teaehing for study skills will result in improve•
ment in the use of the skills,
2.

testing has revealed strengths and weaknesses in teacbing,

3.

study skills can be developed in wholes,

l:.

problem solving techniques Will facilitate the acquisition

-of s.cills,

5.

and many of these acills are common to other subject matter

fields as well as the social studies.
Results of Steck, I0t1a, and MY Weekg Reader tests and question
naires for parents and children combined with the teacher' s observations
and anecdotal records to shC7.f results of sp:icif'io teaching for stucy
skills.
These same tests reveal1id strengths anti weaknesses of methods as
well as weaknesses of the tests themselves ..

Illustrations from the teacher1 s
cou:t-d be developed as t'lb.oles and

diary

demonstrated how skills

in natural. situations.

Illustration from the teacher• s diary also shmrad. how stud3'
skills can be developed through problem solving techniques and how
these

ea.roe

skills can be used in other 6Ubject matter fields.
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TEACHING SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF CRITICAL THINX"ING
This chapter will be devoted to evaluation e-f methods used in
teaching for speci.fic aspec�s of critical thinking. Vecy briefly tho:3e
aspects are: skill in ®derstanding pi•inted materials, defining the
problem, bypothecation, collecting data, evaluating data, organizing
data, and dre.t!ing conclusions. Other materials and studies related to
this hypothesis Will also be discussed.
A-s an over-all position the writer said th.at some methods 0£
teaching a.re better than othars . Perhaps anot,ner way of stating it
might be that these are good methods for the development of these
aspects or skills ..
Of the importance and effectiveness of good teaeh:1.ng methods
Bessie Stillman sa;ys, "A skillful teacher has been called •a genius of
human engineering. ' Training children means helping them to form
habits in the control of the"lr mental machinery so that at last they

ma;y becm:,.e their own efficient engineera. 01

Aleo sh3 &8¥8, "The teacher who realty stimulAtes children t o
think can a£.ford to be at peace Vii.th the warld; other things will be

added unto him. n 2

!still.man, Bessie, � Children to 5tu9l (New Yorks D. C.
Heath end Compaey, 1928), p. 2
2Ibid., p .

15.

lll
Understanding Printed Matorials
The subbypotheais to be discussed in this section 1s that skill
in und;eretandi.ng Pfinted material will be strengthened by exercises in:
a.

giv.lng captions to pictures on bulletin board,

in

books, and

used in the opaque projector,
b .. making and interpreting maps,

c. making and interpreting graphs;

d.

vocabulary st,udy in connoction with the unit of w-0rk being

used at the time,
e. use of' l·t,r We� Reader,
f. picking out important ideas in paragraph in test or other
selected material.

In regard to children understanding pictures, Bessie StiJlman
The very fa.ct that the books of todey are so profusely
illustrated tonds to blunt the children' s perception • • •
The child gets into the habit of eJ.ancing at a picture
hurri�, experiencing a momentary sense of pleasure, and
passing on to the next- with.out- havine learned anything
definite .from the first. Movies have been called the drug
habit a.t' the mind. To a certain extent, mu�h or the 1Uus
t,rated material. put before the modern child is open to the
same condemnation unless the child is ta.ueh·t how to study. 3
The writer certainly found th:J.o to be tru.e. Early

in

the year

she brought sons fifty pictures, related to the topic being studied,

-

Jrbid., P•

45.
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£or the bullet>in board and chalk rail. After a few dqs a class period
was devoted to questioning the children about the material. All of the
children had spent some tine looking at the piet.ures for they were
always free to move about t.he room unless they did it in a manner to
disturb others.

The scarcity of ideas

the

pictures had

aroused in the

chil.dren, or the haziness of those that were aroused was appalling.
The importance of' thinking about the material and ma...ld.ng an effort to
relate it to what they were stuqying was di.scaased. W'aen the pictures
were first put up.,

mariy

noi$Y discussions were apt to disturb other

work, so again the class agreed to limit aey group of observers at any
board to four in number ., It was fQ\llld that sotr.e dis-eu.ssion was helpful.
After this, at intervals., an o-ral quiz was conducted. At times

pictures were d1splSiY9d With the instruction to copy t.he, number beside
each picture, write a caption for each numbered picture, and l.fV

the

paper an the teacher• s desk., some time during the dey. The children
were adm:onished to refrain from discussing the captions with each other.
This was not always carried out, but the teacher felt

that if it

were

not carried to excess, the children got the benefit neverthel.ess. The
next dJ.\Y these cQptions were discussed in class in order to correct any
false impressl.ona. For a sample o.f such c::ptions, see Appendix J .
At times children, who were working on the same ccmmitt,ee for a
written report., would volunteer to take charge of the bulletin board
and write appropriate titles for individual. pictures or groups of pio
·tures. Pietu:res were brought from home and Lawscn McGhee Library. Al.
ways there was a permanent file of pieturee in the room.- The pictures

ll.3
were filed under appropriate headings in folders.

It was the responai

bility of the bulleti n board chairman to see that the file
ordei·.

llaS

ke-pt in

The pictures were accessible to the children for group or indi-

vidual use at al l times.

I n frieze making it was indispensable•

In

terest in pietura interpretation increased as the year 1 s work progreaaed
and at the end of the year it was ev ident that moot. of the children were
getting full benefit of this adll.

The discussions and quiz results

brought this out.
Occasionally the teacher Would ask on ?!f Weel4)1 Reader quiz.,
".ihere have you. heard of thi s before?"

1

The children would recall.

having seen it on the bu.lletin board or that eome ehild had brought a
�ict.urc to -opening exercise.
Another means of picture sliud,y used throughout the year was the
opaque projector.

This w.ork began when picture-e were broug_ht from the

library, put t.hem under the machine and projected them on the ac,een
with appro'(l!'iato comments and e):plenations.

Thie

wru. a �:reat help.,

part-icularly to the children a>ho were poo:r readers ,.
thi.s several tiJnes, and finding the children

The teacher did

thorouzb.J.3 inteNsted�

suggested that sorre child volunteer to make a picture lecture.

Several

vo1unteered and the three of the best stuc'ents were chosen, supplied
them with National Geographies, portr�g life i n Ancient Egypt , and
suggeated that they go out :l. nto the hall and practice their talks till
they were certain they were reaey- to present the material to the claoa.
Thie thoy w.i.llingly did, and even <ielved into the printed material in
the articles,.

This was so metlti.ng that was not expected sine-e it, was

ll4
nritten in a style difficult for fourth grade children-. '.rbe children
worked several day's reciting to eaeh other before they were reaey to
pre�ent the pictures. A period was set aside each dq for this work
until all three children had mado their picture lectures. It was
acooq>lished with great satisfaction. to the children, the class., and
the teacher.
This work continued throughout the year. Pictures were fron
1!l3J\Y sources . Pictures that were brOUP)lt in for opening exercisee were
often �pt for sueh a time, particularly if they were small and if there
was a series o£ them such as in a n encyclopedia . The slower pupils were
inclined to comment on the obvious ., bu.t i!' they did ., the briehter stu
dents were sure to comment on their observations and thus give the class
the benefit of their discornment. :Parent-a became quite interested in
this phase of work end -..-ere always on the lookout for sultable material.
ft. nother advantage of this method is that everyone can .make .a contribu•
tion, eaeh according to his atm ability.
other r.e.ans oi' picture stud.)r were the film si;rip and the moving
picture. Knoxville S-Ohools have a le.rg,e library of films and .fUms are
delivered tWice a week to each school. on order. Whenever it was poesi
bJe to show a .film en the country or subject being studied, th.ts was
done. In the case of the moving picture., before the film ws shown,
the teacher discussed With the claao too kinds of things they were to
look for. Of'ten a brle-..f synopsif.J

0£

the story was given, The film WafJ

shown. The class wa-s questioned about what they bad seen and their
attention vas drawn to the points they had misued . At the close of the

us
film a test wos given to both emphasize things they should have ob
served and as an effort to evaluate the benefits ot the film.
test is given in Appendix K.

Su.ch a

This teat was on the film entitled

Farmers of India. 4
The conclusion gained from observation, parents• oom.itent s, cbil
dren• s connnents, and material, gained .from pictures and i ncorporated
within their written reports is that use of pictures and givinr captiom
to them i s one of the outstanding JllElthods used in understanding printed
materials.
Making and I nterpreting Maps
This study skill has already been rather thorou.� cwered in
Chapter III.

It ms:, be analyzed as four lesser skills.

(1) The

ability to visualize the represented area in its natural plane end to
read directions correctly was brought force.fully to attention o£ tbs
children when the unit on Egypt was studied.

Hany of the children were

of the opinion that the Nile began 1n the Mediterranean Sea and flowed
n down" into Africa.

There was a 11ttle section in their science book

devoted to an explanation of the .fe.ct that "dow" is toward the cen�r
of the earth and "up" is away from the center of the ea-th.

There had

been a cla ss discussion on tls subject but it tock this incident to
show the teacher how little it had reallJr meant to many in the class.
Once the chil.dren were led into a d1 scussion of the nood season of th-e
Nile caused by its tributaries to too south being 1n the rainy part of

4ya:rmers of India (Nev York:
sound, 12 minutes.

United J'ilm Inc.), black and white,

ll6
Afri�, they begen to understand the aitua.tion.

The teacher called to

their at.tention the unit on conservation which they had studied, and
the film they bad seen shadng how rain fell i.nto small s-treams at the
t�p of a lQOUntain or

sria,1

melted and ran into the streams.

There had

been an excellent diagram tracing the progress of water from small
streams, into l..u-ger ones until it ran into the sea.

To further illus

trate, books t1ere piled to represent mountains and it was shcr.,m hCM
land could slope either wey, north or south.

When the relief map of

India was made, it was left flat on the floor for a few weeks.

By

turning the map around both north and south, east and west, it was
shown how· the slope of the land affects a river's course.

When China

was studied, several. children expressed surprise that. saue streams
flowed dmm into China from the � Mountains as well as into India.
Here was another opportunity to illustrate the rule.

Several. children

traced With their finger the courses of the three largest rivers from
source to mouth.

This visualiZing the area was a difficult skill far

children to acquire.

There seems to be great merit in using many re

lief maps, both of countries and continents, for teaching the concepts
involved.
( 2) Recogni.31ng and interpreting standard map symbols was begun
earl.y in the yea;r.

The terms "key" and Ueymbol" were added to the

vocabulary list when the map was made of the school area.
symbol that represented t.he school, also a church.

A stream crosses

North Broadway and so the symbol entered was on the map.
mape were $tudied and various other symbols noted.

There was a

other wall

Each time a map was

ll?
ma.de thereafter a key describing the symbols used was entered on the
map.

Colored map s vere more easiJ¥ u nderstood.

On two occasions �

Weekl.y had.er gave maps ot the places discussed in the paper.

At these

t.i mes tbe opportunit y was taken to test the children on their ability
to interpret. the symbols used.

It was found that very few children

could visualize water areas on uncolored maps.
Edna McGUire makes suggestions as to activities in map reading
for each of the ele mentary- grades.

She suggests that first grade chil
Second

dren draw a play house on paper and step it off on the floor.

grade children, she says, should draw a plan of the streets on tbe
floor and ma rk houses in order.

Thi.rd grade children should make a map

of their school room using one inch to represent one foot.

The fourth

grade during the year should learn to (a) name and locate the continente
and oceans, (b) recognize symbols 0£ mountai ns, rivers, cities and
political divisions, and (c) locate portions of the earth that

are

being studied. $
John Miohaelis e.lao suagests that 11 the use or maps must be re
lated to chi1dren' s backgrounds and experience, concepts and sy mbols
must be developed gradually, and maP-reading skills must be put to use
in problem so lv:1ng . 06

�uire, Edna., "Social Studies Skills in the Elementary School,"

Social Eduoation I (November 1937), pp. 569-574.

u.,

�ch.aelis, John
Social Studies for Children in a
(Ne1<1 York; Prent.ice-Hall Inc . , 1950), p. �16.

Democracy,
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By beginning with a simple map of the local. area and progressing
to more complicated maps the writer bas atte1crpted to follow the advice
of John M.ioha.elis. A child tmose father works for the Tennessee Valley
Authority brought a splendid though complicated map of the area served
by the

To

Tennessee Valley Authority during the study cf Knoxville.

simplify the situation several ot the best pupils were directed to
trace the rivers and lake areas in blue cnwon. A r..e d. cr�on und.er
lined the nmnes of the dame and a purple crayon the names of femiliar
cities.
Map rea<iing was among the greatest progress shown according to
the Iowa test (see Table X). The writer attributes �his success
fact that the skill was the natural outgrowth

or

to

the

the school room situa

tion, as John Michaelis says, "As with other activities., map making
should be d irectly related to speeii'io problems in the unit of work,
not carried on a.s busywork or as something isolated from a study of
major human activities. tt7 Through map making the children came gradu
al:ey to understand the langunge of standard map symbols.
(3 } Identifying and visu.alizing symbols with the use o.f a key

was .rurthered

by the children ircl.uding a key with each map they made.

1'heir geogr� text 8ave several maps and map exercises for this
skill. On several occasions children brought maps fror.i home. When a
key was included, this gave t-hem an opportunity to test their skill in
interpretation.

One �1.p was placed under the opaque projector. It uas

7Ibid • ., p. 278.
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a map of Egypt with many symbols.

The child who brought it enjoyed

questioning the class on the11� use or this skill.
( 4) Abillty to app� physical facts to map situations was used a
great deal in deductive reasoning when the children were trying to work
out ''big guesses" about the aree. to be studied.

It functioned particularly

cation was interesting to the ehildren.
well in the stuGtv of India and China.

This form of hypothe

Their knowledge of the e.tfect of

tempera.tu.re belts, mountains and straams heJ.ped the.T?l to �unnise many
facts about climate, occupation, food, olotbing, and shelter.
From test results (ignoring the Steck test. that indicated no
progress) and observation, it is concluded that map making and map
reading was a very satisfying experience tor

the children, int-eresting

and complete:cy functional in understanoing printed materials.
Making and Interpreting Graphs
Line graphs were introduced the first week of school.

The

spell.1ng workbooks had a framework alreacy- made with one block repre ..
sentL� e-ach word missed.

Each F:-ida;y

the children entered a dot in

the appropriate square !or the words missed on the wee.kJv test.
connecting the dots a line graph was made..

By

This was quite easy far

the children to understand.
In addition, a cbild volunteered to make a bar graph, re-cording
the muober

or

perfect score11 made each Fridq.

This graph was made on

two-foot by ·three-foot tag board and mounted on the wal.1.,
About October two chiktren, with

the help of the teacher, l!'.ade a

large tbroe-.foot by four...foot graph, recording -.,e:rtieally the teMpera.
ture as it was reg:tstered each morning at nine o•cl.ock.
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After this was completed for a month, it was suggested that two
children make a horizoniial. bar graph.
used to make the bars.

The width of the yard stick wae

The local newspaper recording of the high and

low temperatures were entered on the same bar in blue and red cra.ron
respective��

Eve.ry five degrees were marke d 'With numbers., but a line

was entered for each degree.

The work was faithf'ully carried out

through a month., even th<>Ugh the teacher was absent two weeks of the
time.
The teaeher--made test, as

snown in Appe ndix L,

indicated that

the class, as a whole and as individuals, understood the pTocess of
graph reading.

The scores ranged from 60 to 100.

The average score

waa 90.
Other graphs were brought in from time to time., shom.ng that the
childre n understood the skill and were interested in it.
w'hile a great deal of g raphs do not seem to natur� .fall i nto
the mater ial geooral.:cy covered by the fourth grade, there seEllllS nQ
reason wey large scale graphs should not be made as a class activity on
several occasions th rough the year.
It is concluded t.hat graph reading increases the u nderstandi ng
of printed matert.al�

If the facts presented by graphs are simple> some

fourth grade children can be taught to interpret them in the natural
deve lopme nt of classroom activit ies.
Vocabula
Stugy i n Connection With the
ork .Bein, Used at the 'tine
Unit of �
I n the teacher1 s edition of � Wee!cl, Reader a letter to the
teacher states that of the £our skills tested by t his public ation,
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vocabulaiy from context and selecting main ideas are the most difficult
for pupils the !Jation over. 6
The chi1dren• s edition of' thiB publication gives a good deal. of
space to the mastery 0£ vocabulary.
help

tor

The writer welcomed this added

her students .

Edward Dolch states, "Full knowledge of a word's neaning develops
from meeting it in � contexts rather than .from direct dictionary
,stu�. u9
Vocal:ulary stuc\Y, in connectim With the unit being studied, bad
ab,9ady been tried out on the group the preceding year so it was felt
that it should be incorporated in this year ' s work ,.
Though he possibly mq not have had the sane ld.nd of work in
mind, George Hodgkins., in agreement uith the writer, states, "Sldll in
getting and giving knowledge through language, depends on vocabulary. nlO
Paul Witty in his book, Rea� in Modern Education, suggests
that children bring in words that t,hey are not sure about and discuaa
them in class, organize ciefinitions and enter them in class Study Word
Book.

He says that vocabulary should

• • • have preliminary explanation to ease the burden occa
sioned by unf81U.iliar terms; by detecting and correcting in
accurate or distort.ad concepts; by using discus s!on techniques

flr.t Weekly Reader,

(Columbus,

ohio,

'feacher 1 s Edition, Vol. XXXIV, No. 4
American Education Press., 19.52).

9JJolch, E. W., Problems of ReadinS (Champaign, Illinoi.s:
Garrard Press, 1548), P• 25!..

w.,

lOfiodgki.ns, George
"Skills in Social St.udies, 0
Education IV (March 1940), p. 197.

Social
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to assure u..11derstanding; and employ ing di rect e:xperience,
pictorial presentation., an d wide reading to foster clear
comprehension. .11
At the beginnin g of the year, as such terms a s map key,

SUltll1lacy,

recreation, products, provide., were used, the meaning was discussed,
defined and written <n the board.
and tacked to the wall.

tater the y were copied on news print

As these t1ords becam numerous and thus occu..

pied too much space, they were copied and p1ace d in t?e children• s
notebook.

These word s were used in context in conversation man y man y

times., and often re-defined.

However, when the number re ached fifty

and tbs material was see n to be classified under varied subj ects, it
appeared that th e words should be entered under appropriate headings.
A great many of the words were social studies worda.
oped that each unit had its own vocabulary.

It f� devel

There were usual1.y twenty

five to thirty words that a child uould like'.cy e ncounter i n his refer
ence and text reading.
and the children.
work difficult.

These words were selected both by the teacher

Th e first test indicated that the childre n .found the

,A.t"ter the secom. test the children showed tba:t they

realized that thts was a neans of enriching their studies.

Many chil

dren made games of le arning the meani ngs and took great. pride i n seeing
how soon they could define all the words.

They ware ®ite happy- when

they came across the v�d in their reading, as though they had nst an
old fri�nd.
llt1itty, Paul., Rea.cling in Modern F..duc at1on (Bostai:
&nd C ompany, 1949), P• 11j.

D. C. H eath
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b.t first pa.rents seemed confused by this mans of toaching.
They ooe..,i to think that defillitions bad to be memorized md repeated
word far word. Ai'ter the purposo was made clear to them, many of them
seeiood to enjoy reviewing the children at home, one mot.her ventured to
say she herself was learning things. For a copy of' a vocabulary, see
Appendix M.
Though senna children fcund t.he work unpleasant at times, all
stated in answer to the questionnaire, that they thought it made the
work more interesting. Parents too, co?llllellted favorably on this 1aethod.
A dif'ficult teacher-made test t-oward the end of the -year brought
the follow.ing results:
2 children .made below 70.

7 children made 70 to 79.

5 children made 80 to 89.

8 children made 90 to 99.
8 children made 100.
See Appendix N for a copy of this teacher-made test.
It is concluded that vocabulary study is imparative to full
understanding of printed material.
Use of !fY Weecg Readerl2
:!tY;WeeY-ll Reader is a weekly newspaper giVing appropriate news

items £01" each grade level . There are suggested activities for

in

creasing one•s ability to underot.and printed material. Usual.13 there
l 2oray, William s., and Gates, Art.bur I.,
Weekly Reader
(Columbus, Ohio: American Education Company, 195�

12L.
are al.so ten que stions on the material covered in each issue, that rn1f3'
be answered by filling in blanks, multiple choice and true-fa1se.
eional.1¥ there is a section on dictionary skills or word attf).ck.
phase of work created. interest in dai:cy' newspaper reading.
aged he adline re ading and picture reading.

Occa
Thi.s

It encour

If either reacli.ng suggested

that an item was appropriate, the child uould u.auaJ.ly read farther.
Great was the pleasure when My We� Reader published a story that had
already been reported in opening exercises.

Also it was a great satis

factian when an issue was devoted to some unit ve had alreaey studied
such as conservation.
It ia · coocluded from observation that the use o! l•ty tie�
Reader is an excellent means of strengthening skills in understanding
printed

materials.

Selecting lmpo-rlant Ideas in ParB;&r8J>E:?
or other Selected Material
Selecting important ideas in a difficult skill for maey- fourth
grade children, but it -seems that it is Oml that should be given muc·h
attention.

As stated before, �tv Week!l Reader Teacher' s Edition states

that c£ the four phases of reading that the publication attecpts to
test •getting vocabulary rra:i context and selecting main ideas are
hardest for the children the Nation over.

It baa been found that exer

ci.ses to improve performance in these ski.Us can benefit !!,! pupils.

3
� the best pupils can improve• 111

1'.li Wee
kly Reader, Teacher's Edition, Vol. XXXIV, No. 4
;!x;
(Col.umbus, Ohio: American Edu.cation CODi>aey,, October 6.-10, 1952).
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The reading text, Todgr and TOlllOrrow, gives mat:\Y exercisea in

this work. .After selecting the main idea.., the children are gradually

led into sw,miarizing through selecting the supporting ideas.. 14 The

' writer began this kind of work in the rea<li.ng text about the second
mmth of school with the best re:ading group. The second croup began
this work soon after Christmas. The third group was never advanced
enough for the reading vocabulary of this book. However., as stated
before this method of study was employed throughout the year in the
social studies and science., a nd sonstime heal.th.
The questio.�re filled out by- the children indi-eated that
about half of t.he children thought that. they learned L'10re when the
teacher put questions on the board than wmn they selected the facts.
Thie W\Y have been the case. O:f this Claude Craw.ford s�s ., 11tTnder
this plan., knowing is no longer the prime purpose of education, but
rather the stimulation and d irecting of th-ought ., feeling, and action.

As cne educ�or puts it., the greatest of these is action. "15
Frank Thomas e.lso agrees.

Tha standard by ldlich the value of

6

recit.ation procedure must be judged, does not consist in the number of
facts presented., but in the increased power developed in tho pupils. nl6
. lhaudreth, Gertrude, Toda_z and Tomorrow (Chicago: John c .
Winston Company, 1948) ., p. 37;.

l5crmn'ord, Claude c., Teaebing 1ihe Social Studies (Los Angeles,
Oniversity of Southo� Cal.ii'ornla, 1932), p. 147.

J.6rhomas., Frank w., Tr� for Eftective Study (New IQrk:
Houghton Mi!flin., 1922), P•.Il.
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Among the poorer students, there was a great deal of progress
made in this t-l'QX•k.

Among tho middle and b,rtter groups, the progresst

made evident, b;y class discussion and eontril:ru.tion, was :remarkable.
the slower pupils this .mq have been a vaute of t.ime.
readiness

'tOq'

have been invo1ved.

Far

The element of

The writ&r intend8 to experiment

farther td.th this phase, to try to find some r.-..ethods to create readi
ness in these ohildren.

Of this Beasie Stillman aqs

Now i£ a chil.d, because of immaturity ar because of his
1.lllm$turity or because of his type or nind., cannot recognize
the foothills as related to the mountains, he shoUld not be
at.tempting this kind of vork. There ara vari.O'lls reasons
£or such failure.
.
..
,.
..
.
Nothing is gained by attempting to forco children lacking
t.he analytical ability to use an instrument which in their
hands cannot funetion. As soon as it is discovered that they
are beyond their depth in such a lesson, as the preceding,
'they should be provided with another type 0£ work, by means
of which they oen master the .minimum essential facts of the
subject matt.er. 17

.....

.

..

.....

........

.

. .

From evidence supplied by observation, informal tests and Iowa
and

!fY Weeigy Reader

tests, it is concluded that the children of this

c.lass:roo."11 made all the progress that could reasonably be exp�cted ot
them in understanding printed material.

D:ef'ining tho Problem
The subbypothesis t,o be discussed in this section is that aki.11
in defim..ng the problem Will be strengthened in:
a.

dooiding what is the author' s purpose in writing tho text,

l7 stillmsn, Bessie, Training Children to Stuczy (New York:
lleath and Compmy, 1928 ) , pp. �
$.

ana
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b.

deeiding what things we will study in eaeh large unit,

c.

deciding "what questions do we ask ourselvesu in order to

decide what to i nc1ude in oral an d written reports.
Deciding the Author• s P\lrpose in Writing the Text
In Chapter V of Training for Effective Stuey, Frank T homas lists
ef'£eotive methods of study as (1) drill, (2) collecting and organizing,

(3)

salving problems,

r

(4)

memori�ing.

lle states that an assignment

should not oall or all of them, but the teacher should adapt each to
the purpose .

Then he suggests one very good indication of study ie

when chi1dren take a forward look through the book or chapter to deter
mine the purpose.

They then know what to look

tor.

Pupils must have a

clear idea of purpose for it is n necessary caidition of stucy. 18
Earl¥ in the fall, before the social studies text had been used,
the subject
why

or

purpose in activity was discussed and illustrations of

i.t is necessary were g iven. The film Itow to Read a Bookl9 had been

s hown and the ehildren discussed the parts of a book and the use of
each.

They had opened their texts to see 'Hhat purposes its author had.

The Forward was wntten far the teacher and the -.,ocabulary was di.f'fi
cul.t for the children, so the 'teacher brought out, through conversation
that the book was written to help childre n understand how climnte and
location affect people and l1on they provide thomselves With food,

York:

18,:homas, .Frank w. , Training fOl" E££ective Study, Chapter V (New
Houghton Miftl.1.n Compa2')3', l.922) .

19aow to Read a Book (Chicago:
black end White, sound, ten minutes.

Coronet, Coronet Buil.ding),
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clothing ., and shelter, th e necessities of life.

Jul the unta.miliar

terms were defined on the board for their vocabulary list.
From observation, it is concluded that d ec idinJ;; what the author' s
purpose is i s a skill that bas its beginnings in the .f'ourth grade but

matures

in

Deciding

lnter grades.

What to Stuey

in Each Large

Unit

Linda B. Earhart also analyze s the recognition of the problem as
one of the study processes.

She s.9iV's

The problem should be as cl.early defined as possible be
is

fore its solution is undertaken. To bo aware tbst there
a crisis or tension in experience is one thing; to have

analyzed the situa.tion so a� to see just where the diffi
culties lie :Ls quite another, and to determine possible

modes or accomplishing the solution is still another.

She seys that a clear understandi ng of the problem furnishes the cri
terion for

tm

acceptance or reject ion of mat.erial., and for its

or ganizat ion. 20
Roy

Bryan

in

Seven Rules for Clear

Tbinkin�

suggests that

de

fining the problem implies also defining the terms used. 21

Julius Boraas says that in formula.ting questions and establish ing
a purpose t.he pupil is lee.ming to take the initiative, a very important
part of stu(\V. 2i

�arhart, Linda B - , Teaching Children t.o St.ugy (New York :
Houghton Mi.fni n Company, 1909), PP• 19-26.
2l.Dryan, Roy c., Seven Rules for Cle ar i'hinking (Ann Arbor,
l4ichiganz Edward Dros. ;'1.947) , p. 20.
22aoraas, Juliu&, Teaching to Think (Hew York:
Company, 1-922) , p. 102 .

Macm2Jlan
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The �

following th€ discussion

of

the euthor•s

a.illls1 the

class

was eui-ded into aims and purposes in stuczying Knoxville, before they
studied other peop1e far away.

These aims were written on the board,

worded md carei'ully reworded.

Far the result o£ this grQup thinking.,

see Appendix H.
It is concluded that the importance

ot the

still 1n def'in:i.ng the

pr.oblem through defining aims tor large units can scarcely be over
estimated.

It seems to be the pivot around which all true learning

revolves.

Self Questions
Deciding •tmia.t questions do we ask ourselves" in order to decide

what

to include in oral and written reports.
Havir)€ defined the aim for the large unit of work, the next step

was to define the problem for each committee.

This was tedious work

and often it seemed that it was too difficult for the class ..

Once each

committee had deci.ded on its purpose and formulated its questions, the
t,rork was multigraphed and put in the children' s notebook for future
re.ference.
As

(See Appendix I . )

the

ye.a:r

progressed., the children seemed to become orientated

in this kind o£ T40rk.

When writing reports en foreign countries, each

child decided on several "big questions" whose answer might include
many small detail.a.

these questions were handed in to the teacher be•

fore the report was begun.

These questions were discussed with each

child and corrections and suggestions were made.

Once the child had his

purpose clear]Jr in mind he could proceed pretty much alone.

A.s the year
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came t.owa rd

tho e nd many children came to evaluate their questions

alone and -tlra t.eaehe r clid not see them until the entire report was sub

mitted. Once these

questions

order, the children were told

were established and arranged
to

in correct

collect in.foi--mation and arrange the

details in any way they j udged best.

At the last of the r eport they

were to answer these questions in a few concise statements, without

detail. This formed a

sunmary.. (See Appendices a, P and DD.)

It. is oonc lu.ded from observation of the children• s work and from
comments of parents that defining the problem for each report is j ust
a s importan t as defining the problBm £or other larger unitB of work.
It is concluded from observation, diary,. and from review of

children's work, both individual and class, thnt

the

class has made

excellent proeress i n defining the problem.
ItYPotheeation
Skill in bypotheeation will b e increased by :
a.

reealling what we know about the units to be studied,

b,

taki.ng soz.s forward looks throut,th th e text and making some

"reasoned guesses** about the things we 'H'i.ll .find out,
c.

apply--lng some generalizations to climate, clothes, food, and

shelter of each country liie take up.
Frank Th0!11$s says that teaching hypotheeation should begin in the
fi rst grade when children guess ahead as to the outc01r.e of the story.
l t is continued in the o econd and third gx-e.des as they learn to improve
by applying book infonnn.tion to outside proble ms, arising in natll!'e
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stu�, hom:3 geogr�� or handwork. Fourth grade children should quote
page and paragraph number in answer to questions. That is, as a solu

t.ion to their problem. 'l'b.a next at.ep is to interpret matter and put it
in their own words. 23
Recalling v-,'hat We fuiow About the Unit to be Stl.ldied
In the study of Knoxville tmre was a great deal of discussion

about the m&ans people have of providing themselves with rood, clothing
and shelter. The children fel.t that they had a pret.ty secure base on
whicll to stand in the possible answer to their questions. However,
they were urged to ecntJ.nue to search to verify theil- idea.a.
This unit was interrupted by the teacher's absence. On return
ing to school there tra s a brief renew 0£ tho units covered during her
absence. These were units on jungle life and Baffin Bq Eskimos.

In all units the children we-re urged on taking up a new section
or unit to take QJ.ite a bit or time looking through the book, reading
bold face print., looking at pictures and reading the captions for the
pictures. So well lJ'l'Presseci upon the children wae the importance ot
u.si.ng this skill that later wen they were asked to write down just
what they did to stud¥ a lesson, most of them listed this first .. See
Appendix Q for e. copy o.f what one child did to stuqy- the lesson.
23'.fuomas, Frank w., Traini!!i fo:r Ei'i'e(:tive Stuey (New York:
HOUghton Mifflin Compaey, 1922}1 P• 44.
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By the time the units on Eskimos and junele lite had been re
viewed, it was close to Christmas and it seemed that it. would be unwise
to lead into a large unit of study so the Kazaks, a nomadic tribe who
li� .on the lower steppe s of Russia were chosen as the next social.
studie s unit.

The children tried to nake so� guesses about the kind ot

life that these people would lead, but they had too little eJq>erience
from 'Which to draw.

Work proceeded by let.1.ing them look through the

seetion of the text, read c41tions and bold face typ e and make some
guesses about what they were to find.
written on the boardl,

This work was done i n class and

At this stage the children seemed a little can..

fused, so the work was not mul.tigraphed.

Though this kind of u:>rk was

not entirely abandoned., the teacher q"testion type of procedure with
�le class discussion was follmied for a time.
intervened and

after

Christmas vacation

this the teacher was absent another six weeks.

When the units on jungle life and Eski."llos were being reviewed)
the opportunity was taken to compare and contrast these two climates in

order to l'D2ke some general.izaticns about the effect of climate and loca
tion an people or the world.
The class concluded that warm climates make food getting mch

easier provided there ia moisture too; that co1d climates are conducive
to brisk exercise; that cold climate requires £atty foods and that hot
climates make durable sielter not. so neces sary.
After Christmas upon the return of the teacher the children

e1ected to st.u<zy" "Egypt, the Land of the Nile.. 11 W:ith the .new year new
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i nterest. t-ras a.roused and soma real bypothecation began.

They wrote

some aeeurate guesses about climate, food, clothing, and shelter.
reasoned that where water could be provided food would grow

well

They

end

some of the fruits would be tropical, that onl y light; clothes would be
neeessar,-, and that houses would

on.13

require to be durable enough to

k�ep out the sun.
After Egypt the childre n elected to stud_y India.

They reasoned

that India wa-s close to Egvp't so that the clilnate must be hot, at le ast
in sone parts, an d the people must be dark skinned, clothing wow.d be
li.ght, food would be sheat, rice, and spiced, climate would require a
inore permanent ty p e s.'1e1 ter than Egypt and that tmre would be man y
types of relig ions.

For :further detsils, see Appendix

o.

(Also see

pages 151 and 152 for another form o.f h;ypothecation. )
On the China unit, the writer thought that the children were
mature enough to do individual ••guessing" on each conmd.ttee.

A sample

of this w ill be seen i n Appe ndices S and W.
It seems apparent that hypothecation i s a di.££1cult sldll for
the fourt. h grade.

liowever, this ma;y- be due to faulty technique on the

part of the teacher.

It is concluded that the c lass did I\'I.Qke some

progress, however, and that the result is worth tbe effort.

Collecting Data
The subhypothe sis to be discussed in this sect ion is that skill
in collecting data. will be inc reased by:
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a.,

collecting appropriate news items from newspapers for

opening exercises,
b.

exercises

in connection with the unit oi' study at, hand in

the use of (1} dictionary, (2) alphabetizing, (3) index, (4) table of
contents, (5) preface, (6) summary, (7) other book cues,
c.

using reference in collecting material for oral and written

reports,
d.

field t rips,

e.

interviews,

f.

inductive reasoning, discovering factors that affect clirnate,

food, clothes, and shelter, at the beginning of the unit of work in
early fall,
g.

deductive reasoning in app�g principles to type of cli

h.

cooperative thinking and planning in class.

mate, etc., each country will have,

Collecting News Items
This subhypothesis has already been fully discussed in Chapter
II.

It can on1¥ b e added that cnly tWiee in tl� year did any chll.d

bring

in inappropriate news items. They were immediatezy- repremanded

by some member of the group in a firm but courteous manner. This sense
of discrimination of the entire group is attributed by the writer to

the use of My Weekly Reader and to the !act that part of the group had
received training the preceding year in the split class.
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Exercis�s in Unit of Stuoi

Exercises in connection wlth the unit of stuczy- at hand in the
use of (1) dictionary, (2) alphabetization, (3) index., (4) table of
contents,

(5)

preface,

(6)

summary,

(7)

other book cues.

All through the year book aids were discussed end use in appro
priate places.

A test .�s given after seeing the film How to Read a

� as shown in Appendi.X R.
Appendix Q.

Other uses o.f book cues are shcx-rn in

This is the work of a child in compliance with an assign

ment that directed tt.9 children to study the lesson for the day and
t-1rite oown what they did exactly..

Methods used in teaching these

skills were discussed in Chapter III and it was shown how these skills
functioned.

Using Reference in Collecting Material

for Oral and Written Reports

Methods of making a report have already been discussed in
Chapter III.

A memorandum given the children to keep in their note

books is included in Appendix T.
assembled on the board.

It was de<valoped by the class and

One mother, after looking through her child' s

notebook, commented that just anybody should be able to report with such
excellent aids .

She compared the work of her fourth grade child with

that of the ohild in the fi.fth and concluded that he knew more about

stuey and reporting than the fifth grade child.
A few aral reports were made throughout the year.

These were

mostly on science. One was the article from Life magazine on the bee. 24

Inc.,

24Freund, Rudolph, 11The Life of the Bee," Life (Chicago; �
August ll, 1952), PP• 62-69 .
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It is concJ.uded from test results and observation that skill in
collecting data t-Jill be greatly aided and increased by use of' the ex
ternal. skills.
Field Tri;es

A nwooer of field trips had been planned for the Knoxville unit
t9 places where
tioned.

the chilJiren coulti see h<M different occupations func

Some of these places were a concrete and tile factory, a fiour

mill, and the water plant.

Due to the teacher• s accident these trips

had to be abandoned.
The only field trips taken were in the spring when a few nat,ure
walks

were made to observe birds and common garden flowers .. These

walks

'!iere d iscontinued because it was felt that the majority of the

children were not. attentive enough to really benefit from the OO(perience.
A test on their Observations showed that su:ty percent of the cl.ass 1oade

below seventy on ten questions. It

appa-are<i

that the time could be used

to better advantage, although a few individuals had really profited by
the eJq>erienee.
It is concluded tentatively that field trips, if proper:cy con
ducted, will increase S<ill in collecting date.

Interviews
At the time the unit on Egypt was being studied one of the

parents who was attending the University arranged for an exchange stu
dent from �dria, Egypt, to occne and tal.k: to the children.

arrived one morning at ten o' clock and stayed until two o'clock.

lie
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Before he came the class discussed appropria-te behavior of the class
and the kind of information they were to seek.

It was stressed that

they should not ask qu.estions where answers could be found in their

books. Each child wrote four questions that be want;ed to ask of our
visitor.

The teacher looked over them and marked out poor questions or

inappropriate ones.

See Appendix u.

ence for the entire class.

It was a very wond-erful experi

Mr. Kamel, being a teacher and being accus

tomed to children grouped their questions together and organized the
information on the board. Here it remained for several dqs for revievt
purposes.

The children were very attentive . Mr. Kamel was very

patient with the innumerable questions asked of him, both in the school
room and on

tm playground at

luru-.h.

One memorabl.e experience was that

he wrote each child• s name on a card in Arabic.
letter to him the next

<UliY,

In writing a thank you

many signed thei r name as he had written it.

This iooans of gathering ini'ormation is one of our oldest but
often neglected in the school room. On going down to the lunch rOOlll
Sue took Mr. Kamelts hand and said,

11I 1 1,1

so glad you cmne .

I just

didn't kn<B what on earth to write on �� shelter report before you
came but nag I knowt "
The dq after Mr. Kamel' s visit the chi1.dren were asked to write

as mu.ch as they could remember of what he had told them. Appendix V is
an ex.ample of -what one chilli remembered.
A few weeks later Hr. Willi..im Jobnson, a. member of the bird club,
and his wife visited the school and talked to the children.

He brought

s. case of fifteen st.uf.ted birds and left them With the cla.ss for three
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weeks.

Time

This was another excellent experience for the chiJ.dren.

and space Will not allow a detailed account.

It is concluded. that interviews greatly increased the skill of
collecting data.
Inductive Reasoning
I

Inductive reasoning , discoverlne factcrs t.hat affeet climate,
food, clothing, and shelter, at

the

beginning

of the

unit

or

work

in

the early fall.
Linda B. Earhart says of inductive stud;y "• • • the gereral.iza

tion, whether

it

be definition, rule, or principle, must be discovered

by too student before be ean apply it to the solution of the problem
upon

which

he

In the

is engaged."25
beginning

of the yeeir the children were aware

that

They were not

farther north one goes the colder the climate becomes.

aware that i£ one goes far enough south it also becomes cold,
. eussion centered around the Smoky Mountairus.
altitude also causes cold.

the

A dis-

This made them aware that

A few were able to recal.l.

ing, and shelter depend upon wbat is available ..

that

food, cloth

A discuasion brought

ouil tile faet tboit what is available often depends upon climate.
principles were discussed at the beginning of each

These

unit.

Deductive Reasoning
Deductive reasoning in applying principles to type of climate,
shelter, clothes, and food each country will have.

2$Earhart, Linda B., Teaching Children to Stucy (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1909), P•

25.
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As the year pragress.ed, the entire class showed that they were
able to appl.J" such principles.
Of this kind of reasoning Linda B. Earhart has more to say.
"When a person studies deductively, he seeks to solve his problems ., or
satisfy troublesome situations by anploying principles ., rules or some
other form of generali�ed knowledge lm.ich he alrea<tr possesses. n

She

goes en to say that still there i s tm need to understand and analyze
the problem.

Still there is need to collect data from observation.,

experimentation., memory, imagination., reading and consultation with
Adopt each in light of the needs of the problem. 26

others.

Deductive reasoning was put into use lllhen the clas s was
at.tel'lt)ting t o make hypotheses.
One very good example of deductive reasoning occurred when the
children were stu<zying the Kazaks.

The text spoke of a peddler who

appeared at tr.a w.i.nter lodgings in ear'.ey- spring.

J. D. asked, "If

there are no real highways how would the peddler know where to find tho

Kazaks?11

Several children ventured improbable solutions of the p:roblem.

Joe finally said, '-'We.11, I suppose ii' the winter quarters were bull�
along streams, as the book tells us, the peddler would know to £ollow
the streams. "

It should be noted by tables that Joo did not have the

highest I.Q. in the class, nor di.d he rate highest in the fall scores,
but through the help of methode used in this clas sroom he made record
growth in critieal thinking and other study skills.
26ibid
• ., P•

2S .

He must have had a

natural bend for this but it had not been evident to the teacher who
had him the preceding year.

In another discussion a child asked if the Kazaks have
recreation.

any

Did thEU have m y !easts such as tl1e jungle celebrated the

durian harvest? Most of the class thought that probably music and sim
ple games would be their own recreation.

J. D. said that since water

was so scarce on the steppe, perhaps they celebrated the coming of

spring rains.

In the spring Molly roported an earthquake.

She said she had

forgotten if the article had said it was i n Sweden or SWitzerland,
J. D. said., "I expect it was S\leden for most of the earthquakes occur

along coast lines . "

For anotmr example of hypotheses arrived at through deductive
reasoning, see Appendix

w.

I� is concluded that both inductive and deductive reasoning Will
increase skill in collecting data.
C oope rative Th;inkjng and Planning in Cl.ass
A number of instanc es have already been de scribed in past pages
where cla ss plannitie has taken place.

The l«>rk on the bee frieze de

scribed in Chapter III, pages 104--107 , is a notable example.

Other

examples will appeor in future pages,
It is concluded from observation of children at work, from a re
View of their work, and from the many favorabJ.e comments o1' parents that.
the children made excellent progress in learning the skill of collecting
data.

Some of the pa rents 1 comments have been given in Chapter III.

Evaluating Data
The subhypothesis to be discussed in this section is that skill
in evaluating data will be increased by:
a..

learning some of the steps in propaganda analysis and

attempting to apply them to things they bead and read, such as radio
talks., actual conversations., and advertisements;

(l) identifying

assumptions, (2) discriminating between facts and opinions., (3) dis
criminating between what is true and what is probably true, (4) identi

fying ataten.mts that play on emotional bias, (5) identifying appeal to
authority as justification for argument,
b.

collecting news items,

c.

collecting data i.'or reports,

d.

referring to defined pl"oblan.s,

e.

class evaluation of individual reports,

f.

self-evaluation of ,:ork by check lists and rating sheets,

g.

discussion and collecting criteria for evaluating work,

books, radio programs and picture ehows,

h.

collecting

material. for pupil lecture or pupil (or

committee) quiz,
i.

deciding what to include in a di.arama, table show or peep

shav.
o_r evaluation Julius Boraas sa:ye,

A part of every school exercise mould be devoted to the
devel.opment, expressi-0n or evaluation 0£ specific judgment •
• • • The va.1.ue o.f a judgment, expressed by a pupil in

school, does not consist in its accuracy but in the training
which the pupil receives.

He says 'that, an erroneous opinion should be evaluated by pupil and
teacher, amended so as to be correct, wrlfied, and eOOJpared with the
erroneous one. 27
Learning Some Steps in Propaganda Anflllsis
Evaluating data includes learning some of the steps in propa
ganda analysis and attempting to appl¥ them to thingo they hear and
read, 8'UCh as radio talks, actual conversations, and advertisements :

(1)

identifying assumptions,

(2)

discriminating

between fact

and opin

ion, (3) discriminating between what is tru.e and what is probably true,

(4)

identifying statements that pl.cl;y on emotional bi�s,

appeal to authority as justification for argument.

(5)

identi£;ying

Roy Bryan' s definition o:f assumption is a :fitM.ng one 1.o app1¥
here.

He says, "An assumption is simply an opinion., guess or theory of

which remains to be determined. 11

He also states that we eou.ld not

carry on a normal life without sane asaumptions. 28
Every attempt was ma.de to convey to the children this nBaning.
The children used tho expreseion, ntaking it for granted., " however.
Roy .Bryan also states that children should learn to use the term
nsome" rather than ''all. rt 29

As illustration, in giving a report on the

f'oods of China, Eroostine said, ".All the foods of China a.re thus and

27Boraas, Julius, Teaching to Think (Mew Yorkt
Co�any, 1922) , P•

45.

Macmillan

2�ryan, Roy c., Seven Ruleo tor Clear � (Ann J..rbor,
Michigsn � Edwards Bros . ,
p. 2J.
29Ibid.
, p . 32.

1947},

14.3
so. n

Julia promptly said, ttffow do you know it is

!!:!?11

"Sounds like a n opinion rather than a £act to me."

?� Ann said,

Ernestine prompt:cy

amended her statement as Roy Bryan suggested.
Identifying assumptions was a difficult skill to help the chil
dren understand.

The scarcity of diary' notes related to this skill is

evidence that this is true.

The children could discriminate between

fa.ct and opinion, what is true and what is probably true but hidden or
unspoken assumptions vere never understood.

The explanatio n probably"

lies in tho writer• a m-m weakness at this point and ai-"J Bessie Stillmml
says, o. te-aehe r who does not lmOW', or knows littlo of work skills.,
cannot guide children in them.
Discriminatl. ng between wh at is true and what is probab� true
seemed t o more naturel:cy arise in tho normal life or the group.
One .rooming at news time a child gave a news item from Japan.
Gen� said, 11Japs are bad.

They cut people' s tongues out."

When the

teacher attempted to oo.plain that this was not entirely true, he said,
� Dad was over there .

I knowl 11

It took some time to convlnee him

that all Japanese people are not bad..
Anothe r nss item that elicited ffll.lc h discussion was a story of a
nmonstern th!It had been soon in a rural area of North Carolina.

Some

of the children were inclined to believe it because the paper told the
name of the perexm who said they smr this fire breathing creature.

A

long discussion follo+..ied \lhich brought out maey points, what is t.rue or
false or probably false, and that just because a story appea1·s in print,
1t is not necessarily so .

Most of the class agreed. that it was probably
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a case of over excitencnt on someone• o part and possib�
to create a sensation.

it

was a hoax

When the paper published an article a few dqs

later verifyulg their conclusion, they vero

quite

proud of themselves.

One dcV J. T. brought. in a news item about a Canadian goose that
had been crippled.

He bad not read the article carefully and told a.

twisted version. Two other children had seen the article
tum told a distorted version.

and

lfl Weekly Reader published the

vhen a child remarked, "This

in

Whereupon the teacher read the article

to t� children and pmsentod 'the facts as they were written.
lat.er

each

time

story.

A week

The chi1dren all laughed

we'll get the story

right."

this served the purpose of showing hc:M rumor gets started.

However,

To impress

it even more it was suggested that the class play the o1d geme "Gossip"
wmre one person nhispers a sentence to Gnother person who in tu.m
whispers what was heard and eo on till all have relayed the messate0£ course tw sentence never ends as it began.
Another weakness observed in the children was in reporting.
They l>X>uld begin a sentence, become confused, and end lame4' with "or
something like that . "

This was called to their attenti.on so often that

when anyone made that remark, even the teacher., some child was sure to
say, 115ay what you mean and mean mat you sq l"
Appeal to authority "Has discussed when a � magazine, zying on
the table, displayed a cigarette advertisement s¢ng a certain movie
star mokad them.

At the close of the discussion Ben laughed and. said

"I eat Wheaties because Trigger advertises theml " He saw the pool"
reasoning behind it and considered it a joke oo himself.

1L5
M.mly more 1nstances occurred that gave the elass arapl.e opportu
m:ty t.o thi nk through modem advertisement, newspapers, and normal
conversation but spnee doe s not allow for a description here.

It is oonclu.ded fran observation of the quality oi' responses of
the pupils to what were probabzy faulty teaching mthods that skill in
evaluating probably would be increased by learning sollE of the steps i n

propaganda anacy-sis.
Collecting News Items
This £kill has alreaqy been discussed in Chapter II and this
chapter under the subh;ypotte sis relate d to collecti ng data.

Oolleeting Data
Collecting data for reports has also been discussed in this
chapter.
Referring

to

Defined Problems

As has been stated before tbil purpose of defined problem dete?-
mines the relevancy of dat.a.

Most of the children -well understood this

at first.. However, at tm beginning of reporting the children were

o.fte n cautioned. tQ "sticlt to tho subject. "

On the wole the children

selected only pertinent material, as their reports gave evidence.
It seems evident that thio activity like any otner evaluation
situation would increas e compe tency in the skill of evaluation.
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Class Eval.uatim or I ndividual Reports
After a child bad read his rep9rt to the class, he then called
on aeyone m o had their hand raised !'or eritici.sm.
candid but f air in their criticism.

The children were

They were instructed to be spe..

cifie i n their critieism, not just say a report was good or bad.
Exanple s of criticis:a were as follows:
Pan said, "I think your report was bettor than mine.11
Ernestine remarked, "You got more information than I could have
if I bad been on that committee."
Elleabeth said,

11!

liked the VS¥ you explai ned

tm

words you

thought we might not understand . "
J . D. said" "It was a good report, but the way you practica.lly
lay down on the bookcase t.ook our attention au� from the report. u
Mary Ann said, "lt was a good report

a$

mu.ch as I heard.

You

wore holding your paper up and reading so low we could not hear you. 0
I n onl y one case did a chilc. take adverse criticism i n a nger and
sulkinass. In this case the c riticism was both just and taot.tully
worded.
It is concluded after two years or having pupils take part in
this a.ctivity that this is a very excellent WSlf to learn to evaluate.
It gives the child soioo reeling of assurance that his c1assmates who
think and i'eel like he does, share in the responsibilit y of rating hi.s
work.
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Self-Evaluation bl Check Lists and Rating Sheets
The report <n stud;y habits that was sent to parents was also
used for a self-evaluation sheet.

On this, a second copy, the ohildren

rated themselves and then COltlPWed their ratings w:t tb the teacher• s
rating of them.

See Appendix B.

Self..evaluatim appears to be a matter of maturity.

In genera l

tb3 betteT student. a tend to rate themselves more accurately', or more
nearly like the toacho r rates them than tho slow students ,.

'l'he £act

that they cannot see their shortcomings clear]3 � be one reason wey
slCJi students do poor work.

Work
A little wo rk was done on evaluating radio programs ood the kind
ot picture SM.:lS children should see.
done.

However , nothing outstanding was

I t wae found that time was short and most of the parent.a kept a

check on the pictUl'es that 'their child ren saw.
Collec

Material for

Pupil

§pp; �
or conmf.tee} �

Lecture or

The £act tllat. children b rought i n

inarcy-

appropriate pictures to

show at opening exercises ana. later used it far pupil lectures has
a.lreaey been roparted.
Toward the end of the year it was suggested that children volun-
teer to l"eview the class on a unit before a test was given.

One or two

children prepared questions which they thoueht would cover each commi.ttee subject.

They took charge of the class, quizzed their elassma.tee
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orally ai d made c orreetions llben wrong answers were given.
such a quiz is given in Appendix

A sample of

x.

It is observed that this is excellent experience for the chil
dren and at the same time each child' s strengths and weaknesses appe,ar
i n relief.

Decic:tiJ?:g What to Include in an mustrated Map
When the map was mde of 5gypt, only a few pictures went into it,
pyramids, palms, a n oasis v111age, a caravan, and the Sphinx.

However,

1-rhen the childre n ma.de the mep of India they had trouble deciding 'Wh at
was most imp ortant of all too many interesting things they woul.d like to
put in it.

They included a snake eharmr to represent the faker•s ot

India, the 'l'aj Mahal to represent historic aspects, a camel to illus
trate the dry section, a jungle and tiger t.o represent the moist hot
section, te�les of Beneres for religion, a woman i n a sari. for costume,
and jute wo?te rs to represent occupation.
As has been said before al l this mE.lp r.iald.ng i s excellent f <Yr

JtJaey"

purposes, evaluation included.
Deciding What t o Include in a Diarama1
Table Shew or Peep shew

When studying China peep shotirs were made.

pulsory but moat of the child ren took part.
each box by J111tual c onsent.

The work was not com

Sever&l children worked on

One of the most original boxes portrayed

the interior 0£ a rom with shelves &long the walls..

on theoo shelves

were baskets ma.de 0£ colored paper with chopped up paper for nmlberry
leaves.

In the center of each basket were several white smll beans.
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When asked 'What they represented the chi1ci responded in surprise, "Wl\v
silk vorm cocoons, of coursel"
other boxes portrayed a tin¥ teI11ple With an arched gate in the
wall, a etreet scene with a tiny- jinricksha, a yard scene with noodles
dryinc on a rack, e. small village tli th humpbacked bridges ., and several
boat seenes.
It is concluded fro.rt daily obeorvatioo and the account given in
above paragraphs i'roni the diary record that the children c.ade splendid

progress in learning to evaluate most of their activibies dis cussed
here.

organizing Data

The subeypothesis to be discussed in this section is t.hat ekill
in organizing data will be increased in:
a.

macing oral and written reports,

b.

map mald.ng.,

c.

graph 11".aking,

d.

bullet.in board displ�,

e.

arranging pictures for pupil picture lecture,

f.

class planning for t10rk to be done.,

g . making check lists for study skills,
h.

making co�arison of countries for (1) likonesses and differ

ences, ( 2) cause and effect relationships, (3) evidences and contribu
tions of civilization,
i.

learning to de.fine the problem,
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j . making list and using book cues, such as italics, l, 2 and .3

headings,

k.

outlining (class work),

l. arranging peep shows, table displays,
m. mating individual booklets,
n. memorl.aing (1) .for future rule or principle, (2) through
associat.ion,
o.

recall for hypotbeeation,

p. arranging questions for individual or committee quiz.
Making Oral and \-:Tritten Reports
The means of writing reports has been d iscussed and the guide
for writing than given in Appendix T. This consists of a title, ques ...
tions, main boq,r of information ., summary, footnotes, and book list.
Appendices

o, P and DD give examples of children's repo-rts.

A summary of tbs Knoxville unit was assembled and put into

multigra.ph .form.. It is given in Appendix I.
In collecting in.t'ormata.an f'or this summary, the children talked
to their parents., looked at telephone directory yellow sheets ., made
direct obaervat:4.on of the community around thel':l., read library books on
life in the ci1zy" ., viewed movies of neighborhood helpers and occupations,
and discussed t.hem far days and days.
This summary is organized from the key questions the class
womed out in order to define tlleir purpose in studying Knoxville.
(See Appendix I. )

lSl
It is the conclusion, derived trom observation or children at
work, review o f their reports, m d cOJl'lillents of parents, that reports of
this ld.nd are a n excellent J'!Sana o f organizing data.
Map Making an d Graph Making
Bot h (b) map making and (c) graph maklng have been discussed in
this c hapter and concluaione as to their value were made.
�tin Board Di.spl¥S
For most of the year Julia was the bulletin board chairman,

She

did an excellent job both in .arraruing the boa.rd and ke eping the picture
file in cr de:r.

At times othe r children a,uld volunteer to arrange the

board for a week.

Sor.etimcs t hey used the roOlll picture file; at other

times 'they brought pictures from home.

Often they arranged suitabla

captions for individual pictures or groups of picture s.

Sometimes

posters were madB and ooca6ionall,y a report or other written material
was included in a display.

Occasional� a shawl, cap or foreign

costume was di-splaye d,
This

activity aroused much interest and was both a satisfying

and learning experience.
Pictures for J>upil Lectures
In thi s c hapter (e) arranging pictures for pupil picture lecture
has already been d iscusse d adequately..

Glass Planning for Work to be Dane
wben the children were studying India they asked if the y might
malm e. frieze.

Their request was honored but. they were asked hO'tl they
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planned to go about it.

They discussed different ways of approaching

the job; they could all draw pictures and then select the best to be
put <n tho frieze; they could elect e. chairman for the entire frieze
and he could tell them all what to do; they cOll.ld elect a chairman for
each panel if they chose to make it in panels.
put en the ooard to be considered.
panels they woul.d have.
committee.

All sugeestions were

The question arose as to how many

Julia said they could have a panol for each

Ladd thought it would require too m.a.ey panels for the

amount of paper they had.
pa.per and have t•10 panels.

J. D. said they cou1d get another piece of
The teacher here suggested that. if this was

done all the board space oould be covered aid no writing could be done
for at least a week and probably longer ., and in that caae it would
paralyze other activities.

Joe brought out the crol'ming suggestion

which the class readily accepted by unanimous vote .

He said, "Since

food, clothing and she ltcr are the main things, suppose we have a panel

ror e ach

of them and then each chairman can squeeze in informat.ion from

the other committees as it £'its in With their main heading. n

Thie was

dooe.
Geraldine, Ladd and Rebecca were chosen as chairmen because they
drew well, worked well with other poople and had good ideas ..

Thoy

chose other "committee members'• until al.l 0£ the children ware selected.
to t-J ork on a panel.

Aeyone wh-0 had a picture he wanted tc eapy or any

suggestion a bout vb.at should go on the frieze conferred ldth the chair
man.

The ch.airmen went to 'tibrk on the picture file to select appro

priate pictures.

Lade. was asked by the other chairmen t o put the labels
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on the panels because he cl.id the best lettering. It is observed that
the cbainnen were unexpectedly tactful in assigning tasks to all their
committee an.::. that they organized their tJ:>rk in the best way poasible.
All mmt to work Without flurry or unnecessary noise and tm frieze was

finimed in two weeks.
'lhe group planning of' this class was,

in

the estimation of the

writor a:f'ter sixteen years of teaching, excellent. Tho organization
arrived a t through discussion was indeed unusual.
Making Check Lists for Stuc\y Skills
Eleven items aro listed in Appendix T for a child to cbe-ck him
self

by in writing a report. These were worked out by the class.
The writer .found it an excellent means of mlping tho children

organize their work.
Bessie stil..blan says

11 •

•

•

groupinc may consist of arranging

facts in a series because o.f resemblance, in two lists to emphasize
contrasts. • • •

We

may think of a product map as an organization of

data. " She suggests giving children the big headings and letting them
fill

in the lesser ideas. JO
A stu.ey aid was worked out

dren.

An example of this aid will be found in Appendix Z.

what one child included
die AA.

by the teacher and given to the chil

in

A oopy of

this skeleton will also be found in Appen..

The information was to be collected from any pos sible source,

text, reference books,

lllOvinf,

picture or still pictures.

This was to

30stillrnan, Bessie, Training Childrm to Stugv {New York: D. c.
Heath and Cmnpany, 1928), pp. 48-L9.
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be used as an aid to revieu.

found

in

Another aid, wcrked out by the group ia

Appendix BB.

During the preceding year the teacher ana children worked out
another sheet to help analyze their reports.

Each itam wa.s rated in

accord nth the school report card, A, B, C ., D, snc F..

A represented

superior work, B above average, C average, D below average, and F
.failure .

This sheet. was mounted on the bulletin board this year just

to remind tho children of these pointo to be evaluated.

The preceding

yem- a caw had been placed in each foldor with their ratings for each

report, the first

teacher.

the

child' s evaluation and the second, that of the

(See Appendix CC.)

It is concluded that check lists, outlined, study aids are in
dispensable in helping children organize their vork.
it,

As one parent put

Tr.is gm.de far writing a report is something tangible, something a

11

child can use from here througb high achool. 0
Making Comearisons ot Countries

For (l) likenesses and dif'f'eronoes ,, (2) cause and effect rela
tionships, (J) ovi<l.ence end contributions of civili.zation.
As has been mentioned be.fore each countcy as it was studied was
discussed as to the effe-ct climate and location had ai food, clothing.,
and shelter.

This cause and effect rel.ationship formed the basis 0£ a

number of generalizations.
was discussed.

At the same ti.ma ev-ldence of civilization

The children had trouble in defining what they meant by

the term civilized and to be truthful, it was difficult hel.ping them
put it in terms that they understood.

They .finally concluded that

civilizatioo implied eduootim

and
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the ability and realization of the

need for cooperation among all people of the war ld.

ex.act definition, but the matter was not
omfusing the chikiren.

pumed

This was not an

farth.er for fear of

In a matter aa profound as this a working

understanding seemed sufficient •
.Another good exmnple of comparison made was when the children
studied the social insects.
main

headings

work.

(see

givcn

in tho bee frieze in life

cycle> kinds, enemies and

pages 105-107 . )

An original.

China Food.

T".ney compared the ants and bees in all the

bit

She began

of comparison appeared in Eli�ab-eth•s report on
by

oompa.ring the foods of' China and India for

likenesses and differences.

The countries that brought on the most discussion as
butions to civi.liiatioo were Egypt and China.

reading done in the reading
in from too branch library.

texts

to contri

There was some parallel

and several good books were brought

Having had Mr. Kamel, the visiting st.udent,

·with us gave the class an exeellent view of life in the cities as well
as rural activity.

This also led them to cow.pare Egyptian cities with

American cities and the strtld.ng resemblance noted.

This made such a

profound impression on the class toot in study of at.her countries they

orten made a search for pictures that would give them information re
lated t o this discovery.

In his China transportation report, Joe dis

cussed poor transportat.ion as being one of the reasons that China has
so many dialects.

He also sey-s that hav:ing so maey dialects in tum

makes far poor transportation because people who cannot talk about;

1�6
things cannot plan things. They he says, 1tBut like all countries we
have studies ., in big cities, it is hard to tell you are not in New York.
Everything is so taodern. "
A nwnber of library books gave discussions o:f the contributions
to civilization of

both China and Egypt. These were discussed in an

effort to help the children appreciate these tvo countries and their
pl.ace in

the

WOE"ld

today.

In a discussion of

t.l:Je Great Wall, after

Ladd gave his report, the fact was brought out that because China for
yeara shut herself away from the world, the resul.t had been stagnation.
It is concluded that these comparisons of countries helped the
children to learn to organize data.
Learning to !Jefine the Problem
The method.a for teaching the children skill in defining tl1e
problem bas already' been discussed

in thl.s chSf)ter and it has been

pointed out that the purpose determines the evaluation of material to
be used.

Appendix

DD gives a report written by Joe, showing how organi

zation of ideas ,,as affected by his defined purpose or questions. The
idea portrayed is deep :far one his age and, therefore, is oorrewhat
crudely worded.
the

The idea ori&i,nated from a brief' paragraph from cne of

library books. It seems evident that only a critical thinker would

have understood the iu.ip1ieation, much less attempted

to state it in nis

own wards.
It is concluded that not only does purpose affect selection but

also organization

ar

ideas.
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Making Lists and Using Boo
Such ae·
�s
Italics, 1, 2, and 3, and ii
As has been mentioned before the children irere taught to use
book clues in stuczy-ing., in picking out things t.he author thought were

important, and in getting an idea as to the author's purpose. See
Appenc:l.u Q.

This skill functioned in both organi�ing ideas in study

and in organizing material far reports.
Outlinin,; {Class Work)
E..-reept

ror the

outline exercises in the reading text Tod.<\}' and

Tomorrm-131 all outline work was done in class and placed on the board.
The wark portrayed in Appendix Z is a crude sort of outline that the
children worked on alone in their notebooks.

Other than this work aid

the class work it seems that outlining is too difficult a skill for
fourth grade children.

However, it appears that this beginning effort

should be inc1llded in a year ' s work to create readiness for a fuller
form in fi.rth and sixth grades.
Arrane .Peej? Shows, Table Displa.ls
Peep shows have al.ready been djacussed in this chapter and the
quality of selection shown.
during the year.

There were a number of table displays made

In the ear)¥ fall several children brought shells

from Florida to shO'N' at opening exercises.

It was suggested that they

classify them in a collection displ�.

books f'or classification

Tt10

purposes and a oouble spread page or phot.ographed skills and their

31Hildretb., Gertrude, Toda, and Tomorrow (Chicago:
Winston Company, 194.3), p. 37�.

John C.

names vere on the library-
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table . A little til'Jta after school with the

teacher enabled Geroldine to start mount,ing .m.d labeling the shells.
She in turn helped the other children who had less variety
collection to also cl.a.ssify their mells.

Ernestine volunteered to

take charge of a science exhibit for a while.
tiloo to ti.me in the course of the fall.

in their

Thi& was chanced from

One display consisted of bird

nests uhich had been left from the year before .

Above each nest she

mounted a picture of the bird whose nest it was tbought each was.

Rocle

collections ivere later brought in.
It is concluded that both table displey-s and peep Slows are one
of

tbe most natural and, therefore, one of the best means of organil?jing

data.

Moking Individual Booklets
Barbara see11Ed to have a bend touard tbis activity more than any
other child in tho room.
rived from class.

On one page ahe had copied the purpose of their

On another page me traced in picture food from the farmer to

the :fmnil,y.
wear.

de

.An example was a booklet on Knoxville that she

brought one morning.
study.

She constantl,y made booklets of material

Another page was devoted to the kind of clothes people

These sbe had cut, fro1n a raagazine.

piet,ures of different occupations.

Another page was devoted to

The last page was devoted to houses

which she bad drawn.
Many of the chiltb.-en elected to make 'booklets of the ms.terial
that had gone into th.e bee frieze .
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While the regular teacher was absent t,he substitute teacher
helped the children make health booklets. lfu.ltigraphed pictures al s o
were used in making a booklet en't.itled Instruments of the Orchestra.

A

few pages uere devoted to listing the instruments in oach choir and de
scribing tho difference in each instrument or its distinguishing char
acteristics. This particular booklet gave little opportunity to develop
individuality but served the purpose of helping children understand the
arrangment or a symphoiw orchestra.
This activity like collections seems to be a very natural one

for children of this age level.
Meraorizilffl
(1) For future rule or principle, (2) through association.
Linda B. Earhart says,

Thought.t'ul memoril?.ing is of a higher type (than mechmical)
and should be employed much Jrcre extensively than it is now.

...............

.........

.....

.

.

Memorizing based upon thought-associations, or associations
of meanings, is present in deductive stucy also. It may not
alweas be as prominent or as necessary as in inductive study.,
since frequently the results of previous memorizing are
emp1oyed and then the process is tested • • • • Teachers often

ne glect this part of school wcrk. The pupils learn to reason
out situations in arithmetic and geograpl\Y, and often let the

:mat.t-er rest there. There are many resul-ts whi-eh mould be
kept permanently, and therefore the association should be made
strong enough to endure. A...�er all the reasoning, there
should be a residuum of things krunm cxactlY and permanently.

Memorizing., then, cannot safely be omitted.32

3 2Earhart, Linda B., Teaehing Childre� to Study (New York:
Houghton l-"J.i'flin Company, 1909), PP• 52 and 77.
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Rote memorizing wa.e not employed in sny of the •rork this year,
other than memorizing songs .

Hera too, however, so100 association was

recognized.
Rules for dividing words into syllables were memorized after they
had been derived by inductive reasoning.
by deductive reasoning..
to climate and altitude.

They were applied to new words

This was also t rue of gene1�alizations ma.de as
In case of cli..'llate the rule was not al.ways

quoted word for word but usually was accompanied by associated illus
tration, such as, "al.titude causes coldness like wmn you go up in the
Smoky Mountains. 11
It seems t.his netivity arises quite naturally by necessity in
Imlch school work.

The chilaren seemed to understand its process and

use it q.iite naturally.
Recall for Hypot.hecation
It has been described hCM children recalled what they knew about
hm, people provide themselves wi.th

rood,

clothing, anct shelter. It has

also been pointed out how children recalled the generalizations they
had made to make hypothesis far each neu unit.
It seems impossible to recall \d thout some form of clnssifica

tion in fitting rulea or generalizations into a situation, in order to
approximate an answer to one• a questions., and of course this i s what
hypothecnti.on is .

Arrang� Questions for Individual or Comm ittee Quiz

A glance at Appendix x ., a copy of o. conmd:l.tee quiz, shoua the

organization of the quiz as first, questions related t.o ell.mate and
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location and second, as to its effect on food, clothing, and Shelter.
In the estimation of the writer these children show an exc�llent sense
or organization in this WQrk.

It

is

concluded from observation of children at work, from

re

View of their work and from parents• coI:lments (some given in Chapter
III) , that the skill of orge.ni.zins data has been greatly increased by
methcds described in connection with this skill.

Drawing

Conclusions

The subeypothesis t.o be discussed in this section is that skill
1n drawing conclusions uill be increased in:
a.

stating generalizations, rules, and principles arrived at

through inductive reasoning,
b. making swnmary statements at close of reports and large
units.
The first part of this subbypothasis bas been discussed in this

chapter under the head:ing of
5eneralizations
lating to

to

Skill in

gypothecation, applying some

climate, etc,,, and again 1n the sub11¥Pothesis re

collecting data, ''inductive reasoning di.scovering factors

that affect climate, etc . 11
In both cases the conclusion stated that the children had used

the skill well.
The second part has 3nply been illustrated in Appe."ldice:J P and
DD.
aee

Here too,

it· seems the children did as well as children of this

level could bo e:;,.-pected to do.
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Verific-a.tion
'!'he subl:\ypothesis to be discussed 1n this section is that skill
in verification will be increased in:
a.

applying rules and principles to food, clothing, shelter,

and climate with each uni.t of work.
b.

verifying b;ypotbeses at the close of each large unit and at

the close of the year.
As was stated above, the children formed h;ypotheses about the
countries to bo studied by app'.cying :ru.l.es, principles ., or generaliza
tions to fooe1, clothing, shelter, and climate.

They then proceeded to

read in order to verify these "big guesses. u
As to verifying eypotheses at the close of each large unit, it
may be added �hat 'When the children had finished India and China they
verified their hypotheses by way or reviewing and summarizing.
To spend some time each dq the last week of school in re-viewing
the year ' s work and verifying hypotheses related to the �ar• a work as

planned in the fall. Constant interruptions prevented these plans from
being carried out.

In this respect t.he te�ch.1...ig situat1on was po-0rly

directed, so that full realizatim of this hypothesis cannot be stated.
Nevertheless the children had a great. deal or e,cperience in

verification in their reference reading vhich occupied a large part of
the year's work.
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Social Expression
The subbypothesis to bG discussed in this seoticn is that social
expression of findings will be increased �hrough ;
a.

class discussion,

b.

class planning,

e.

oral and written reports,

d. drawings,
e. dramatizations,
:£. maps, graphs and charts,
g.

peep sha1s, tab le scenes, etc.

All of these DBans of social expressia:1 have been illustrated,
except dramatization.
or social e.xpressim Mary Kelty says that conversational periods
in which parallels to present problems can be drawn and previous exper
ience recall.eel, give background to the poor reader.

She als o seye,

Hmrever, in carrying on the general activities, drawing,
painting, construction, dramtization, writing, trips ., etc. ,
associated with each unit, there is almost unlimited oppor
tunity to provide £or varying interests, talents, tastes,
and degrees of ability. By working SOIIDti,lOS as individuals
and sometimes as groups, all children can proceed through
various ex.media of ·eA-press1on, as far as their capacity
allows • • • • Such activities as these, it must be kept in
mind, are actual imans of securing social science experience;
they are not mere'.cy devices for interesting or amusing
ch.i.Mren.JT
Peep shews and table scenes hae been discussed in this chapter
under the subhypothesis related to organizing data. Maps, charts and
3.3itelty, Mary, "Adjustment of the Materials of the Social Sciences
to General Mental Development of Children in the Middle Grades, n Educa
tional Method (New York: Bureau of Publicaticns Teachers College,
becem&r 1936tJ, XVI, P• ll9.
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graphs have been discussed in this chapter under the subhypothesis re
lated to collecting dat.a. and in Chapter IlI, pages
written reports have been .discussed many times.

85

and

94.

Oral and

Particularly related

to this subl\vpothesis is tha subbypothesie related to evaluation, the
part concerned nth class evaluation of individual. reports.

This dis

cussion gives the children' s coments and also gives insights into some
of t.he children's strengths and tieaknaases, both the reporters :,md the

critics.
Class planning and discussion has been illustrated wlth nearl3"
evecy �othesis.

Particularly applicable to this subhypotheeis are

the accounts of the children planning the bee frie�e and the India
frieze.

Morning exercises also gave the children experience in this

skill.
Because of

too teacher ' e long absence and ccnsequently a hurried

schedule there was only one opportunity for dramatization presented to
the cbi.ldren.

Luring the last two weeks of school the children were

busy completing a set of finger puppets. It was hoped that the chil
dren would write a pley and present it to another class4

However, the

children were so proud of their puppet.a that they wanted to take them
right home, so they were all.owed to.
It is concluded that evide_nce has been presented to show that

social e:xpression is strengthened through class discussion and planning,
oral and written reports, drawings, dramatizations, map, graph, and chart
making, and table scenes, and peep mows.

Summary
This chapter has been devoted to a discussion of better methods
o f teaching specific aspects of critic&. thinking.

lll.ustratio ns.,

taken frcm the teacher1 s d iary and from the children' s tolders, were
presented in an ef£ort to show that the-ae 111ethods wb:i.eb were described
in the subeypothe ses will strengthen skills in:
1.

understanding printed materials.,

2.

defining t.he problem,

3•

bypoth.ecation,

4.

col.1Dct1ng data,

5.

evaluating data,

6.

organization o f data,

7.

drawing conclusions,

8.

verification.,

9.

social expression.

CHAP'lER V
AfflTUms, GRAIE PLACEMENT AND
PROGRESS IN STUD! SKILIS

Introduction
'!'his chapter will be devo1:ied to a discussion and evaJ.uation of
roar related hypotheses. The t'irst eypotbesis is related to attitudes
and conditions necessary for the p:romotion of desirable study skills.
The second and third. lzyp-otheses e.re related to "that progress can be
eJq>ected

in study

sld.lls. The last hypothesis deals with grade place

ment of specific study skills.
Attitudes tJecesaary for Stuey Skills

Some specific attitudes and con di tione are necessary for maximum
development of desirable stu� skills.

attitu.des are a part of the skills. )

(In a sense acquirinr these

Eaeh subhypothesis will be repeated and dis<mssed individually.
In this way it will be ms.de apparent what these attitudes and conditions
are.
John Dewey in his book How to Think says 0£ these attitudes :
As we shall see later, the most important factor 1n the

training of good mental habits, consists in acquiring the
attitude of suspended conclusion, and in masterin g the
var.ions ioothocis of searching for new .materials to corroborate
or to refute the first suggestions that occur. To maintain
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the state o f doubt and t o carry on systematic and pro�acted
inquiry--these a.re the essentials of tbinking. l
Relaxed A,tmo!3Phere and Demoeratie Procedure
The eubtwPothesis t o be discussed in this section is that,

re

laxed atmosphere and democratic procedure will aid t he development o!
study skills.
a.

Problems shall grow out 0£ the experience of the children

or

some si t-ue.tion in relation t o the children ..
b.

Children shoul.d f'ee1 free and be encouraged to ask thought•

!'Ul qwsti.ons .

e. Children should regard cooperative thinking as one means of
test.ing and evaJ.uating indiVidual thinking ..
d.

The child's personality must be preserved and deve1oped.

(1) We must learn to smordinate his otm ideas to others only after
careful. consideratio n .
e.

Children mue t know vlb.en i t is best t o engage in pbysi.cal

activity and when i t is best to retrain from sueh-..and act according�.
f.

Work should be arranged aceording t o the 1ndivi.dual • s

ability.
Each part

or

this subhypothesie Will be discussed separately,.

'l'o clarify tlE meaning that lies behind the word$ democratic

procedure, Julius Boraas• definition of faith in democracy should be

considered.

Faith in democracy means e ssentially th.st if the common
people are al.lowed to think and decide for themse1ves, they
vill gradually, through the method of I trial and err-or, '
l�-wey, Jomi, How to Think (New York t
193.3), p . 13.

D. C ,. He-ath and Company,
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learn to think better and to sele et more wisely than they
would before. Faith in democracy means that it is preferable

that the people go'Vem themselv€ls though they do it poorly,
i.f they improve thereby, and that it is undesirable that a
people be governed by others, ooo1ever well it mtJ3' be done,
if it hinders the development of that people tava.rd self
gowrnment. 2

Bessie Still.man
upon the sooulders

lays the at.�osphere of the classroom squarely

of the teacmr and. shows what a place of· importance

atmosphere holds in creating good habits

of stuct,-. She says,

She must see to it, that the matter under consideration
is worth discussing and is presented in an interesting
manner • .And for the atJnosphere of the classroom, the re
sponsibility is almost solel,y- here. A caustic, sarcastic
manner, or a weary mechmical tone ld.ll kill interest and
initiative, end minimize all efforts to instill proper
habits of stuey.3
John Michaelis haG given soma excellent indications of the kind
of behavior that is consistent with democratic

valu es :

In ad.di tion to using democratic values in the school pro
gram, the teacher must be aware of the kind of behavior which

is consistent with democratic values. The teacher must be
able to recognize democratic behavior in various situations

in order to mal\2 effective plans, to guide children to hieher
levels of development, and to evaluate their growth. After
all, the acid test of learning is the behavior of the child.
Implicit in the preceding statement of democratic values and
processes are the follotd.ng general categories ot behavior:
social adjustment, cooperation, participation, self-direction,

rasponsioility, open-min�dness, creativeness, concern for
action.4

others, and group

2aoraas, Julius, Teaching to Think (New York;

Company, 1922), P• 62.

3stillman, Bessie

w.,

Macmillan

Training Children to
' Studj' (New York:

D. C. Heath and Co�any, 1928), p.

12-6.

hfti.chaelis, John u., Social stu.dies for Children in a Democracy
P•
(New York: Prentice-Hal.1, Inc .,

l9$C>),

36.
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The at.mosphere and procedure of the classroom has been discussed
in previous chapters.

It seems evident 'that the class planned friezes.,

the opening exercises.,

the el.ass evaluation end other incidents de

scribed could not have occurred in a tense autocratic school room.

How

skills have been put into practice and thus strengthened ha.a been de
scribed.

It has been

mown how

cbi1dren were free to move about the

room to do re.terenee work., study bulletin boards and maps., and to en

gage in such activity as map and graph making, finger painting, crarts
and puppet making.

If democratic procedure means developing initiative

and independence, then child planned and child executed opening exei-
cises create a democratic atmosphere at the beginning of the �.

If children are t o use reference materials and so acquiJ'e that
skill,

there mu.st be provision made £or doing so. 11hen children mu.st

be free to go to source materials when there is a need for those

materials. If children are to develop judgment, in selecting in.forma
tion they l'llllst be free to question the accuracy of the

information,

just as Joe was wren he asked if the book or the teacher was rlght in
regard to the ec:w bird and yellow warbler.

In like mannc.r Freda, who

was one of the two most sey children in the room in Septer.iber, asked
the teacher one day if she was sure ehe had

spelled a word correctly on

the board. The writer was copying guide words from a dictionary for an
exercise in dictionary drill. The word in questi.i.on was c-a-n-d•i-d.
Freda

said "Shouldn•t that word be spelled c-a-n-d-i•e-d? 0 The writer

to1d her that the word she was thinld.ng about was spelled that way but

that the word spelled c-a-n-d-i-d meant frank or honest.
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There were a number of times when children came to the teacher
about their grades.

They were courteous and sincere in attitude.

If

time permitted, their folder wes reviewed With them and nn e�lanation
of the evaluation was made. If time did nc,t, permit, it was explained
that to ere was not time and a conference after school vas suggested.
In most o£ these occasions the child admitted that
about certain tests

01·

pap ers that were poor.

re

had .forgotten

On one or two occasions

the teacher amended her evaluation ..
In general
the

every effort

llas

made

to haw the children feel that

teacher was £air but was also capable of making mistakes. This

attitude extended to parents as well.

Forbearance in the case of one

child, particularly, was well justified.

This child presented

S01m3

discipline problems at the beginning of school so that a parent-teacher
conference wa.a necessary.
had

Knowing that the parent-teacher relationship

been troublesone the preceding year, the parent was .ma.de to feel

tha.t tm teacher wouJ.d be Willing t.o go over half way in adjusting the
child to the Situation.

The pa�nt ended the conference quite pleased;

tm chi ld consequently' amended his attitude and not only did he il!'!prove

in behavior but his mother became a staunch supporter of the teacher.
She becanE a friend and was very helpful

in many ways.

AB stated

before, a �re cooperative group of parents than those of 'thie year
have never been worked with.
a.

Problems shall grow out of the experience of

some situation in relation of the child.

the child or
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Linda B. Earhart, speaking of the source of problems, says, "But
if the t-eacher can so direct the experience of his pupils that the

problem arises in their

<Jl,lll

consci011sness of need, then it is felt to

be theirs and the situatioo is m<>st .favorable for thinking. n5
Many, though not all, activities of the year grev out of' situa
tions related to the children.

A great many grew from the needs of

society. The teacher made an effort to incorporate both kinds of ac
tivities in the large units of work.

Most of the handwork, integrated

With mental work grew out of situations where children felt a need to
express their ideas in graphic form.

How these problems were s olved

has been illustrated in examples such as the India frieze, the peep
shc:Ms and the simple problem of deciding h<:M the peddler f'ound tlle
Kazaks.
It is the conclusion of the wtiter that content of the GUI"ri.cu
lum should be adjusted to the personal needs of the child.

However, if

one is to adhere strictly to this principle, one must be a superior
teacher and be in a system 1«1.ere this prinai.ple guides the policy of

schools, in prOV'iding material, time, and small number of pupils far
each teacher.

Since the teacher is limited by her ability and training
,

and the system in which she teaches, she considers the needs of society
as affecting the personal needs of the child in this particular situa
tion, end thus she reconci1es the seeming discrepancy.

The best

�arhart, Linda B., Teaching Children to Study (New York :
Houghton Mifflin Company, l.909), p.

U>.
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learning situations have been where children have recognized their
persaial needs and have had the will to fulfill these needs .
b.
ful

Children should feel free and be encouraged to ask thought.•

questions .
Every effort was made

questions.

to see that children felt free to ask

An illustration of a �thod used to encourage this ie the

rating sheet sent home to parents.

(See Appendix B ., item ten.)

A

mother commented on the sheet favorab]3r and said that even though her

child had been in the tea.cher•s room the preceding year, it had never
occurred to her 1ihat it was right for her to ask
wondered about.

about things she had

Many incorrect or blurred conceptions were clarified

by

this means. MDny children, at the close of discussions brought on

by

their questions, would give a happy sigh, as though relieved (though

the teacher had not been aware of any tension before) and said,
understood

nr

never

that before . " Molly would nearly ahla,ys laugh and call

at.tention to haw mistaken her ideas had been.
From numerous observations it would seem th.at children do a
great deal more real but frustrated thinking about school work than
most teachers realize.

Other examples of

thoughtful questions are

those that Joe asked men be thought he saw a queen bumble bee gatheT
ing honey in the fall (see page 92) and wondering h� the peddler wou.ld
.find the Kuaks ( see page 139).
are clarified in this way.

Otten blurred or inaccurate concepts

One d(W in the fall the noise in the l.unch

room and need tor cooperation in this area were being discU3sed.
was pointed ou� that

!£ the

It

teacher had to get up six or seven times
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during a rooal to remind children to keep reasonably quiet that indiges
tion for the whole afternoon would result from hurrying through the
meal.

Atter using the word indigestion several. times and not at all

aware that there was aeything wrong, Y;l8l7' raisea her hand and said,
"Mrs. Merritt, do you mind telling us what indigestion is?"
Because nany t&achers have never helped children realize that
they have a responsibility of expressing their thoughts, man,y splendid
opportunities for providing for children' s need8 are newr reaJ.ized.
c.

Children sh0t1ld reg� coqperative thinkinG as one means of

testing and evaluating individual thinking.
Julius Boraas says that one of the great advantages of group
opinion is that it gives the individual an opportunity to compare hie
own with the group and that comparison of individual judgments stimu
lates vigor-0u.s thinking and discussion. 6
This is certainly true and since both thinking and social expres
sion are aims of the social studies it appears that all t,he time spent
in class discussion was educationally justifiable.
The experience of the North Carolina "men.stern story is an

example 0£ group thinking, superior in this case to individual thinking
by those who were inelined to believe the story.
While pupil picture

lectures were considered an activity con

dueted by an individual., if the lecturer was slow and unobservant the
6aoraae, Julius, Teaching to Think (New York,
Company� 1942), P• 72,.

.Macmillan
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lecture was apt to turn int.o a group activity mere the brighter stu
dents gave the benefit of their thinking to the slower pupils.
It is said that the tru:13 educated person is modified by the
group and at the s ame time seeks to modify the group. 7
true of the brighter pupils.

This was also

They, through tleir suggestions, raised

the entire level of thinking for tbe group.
An example of testing the individual' s ideas is cited when tbe
children were try-lng to decide which country to stuct, next.
wanted to stud.Y South .American countries.
wanted to study India and China.

James

Many of the other children

Everyone had an opportunity of saying

why they thought it uould be best to study the cowitry of their chaos..
ing.

Class thinld.ng developed the ideas that South .American countries

would be studied again in the sixth grade w.ereas India would not, and

being so near to Egypt would cause similarities that would make the
stud,y easier now.

James readily saw these reasons that he had over

looked before and changed his mind.

The saroe thing often happened 'When a chairman was being elected
for frieze work or opening exercises.

A child would nomine:te someone.

Another child would nominate someone better fitted for the position.
Though their qualifications were not ueually discussed, it sometimes
happened that the child l-ID& nominated did not vote for his nominee,
after a few moments thought.
class chairman.

One time someone nominated Jul.ia for

She quickly suggested that it might be better to elect

7witty, Paul, Rea
and the Educative Process (Bostont
?.8
and Company, 19.39), P • l •

Ginn

someone who did not have as many responsibilities as she did at the
moment.

The child who nominated her withdrew his nomination.
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Several

months later Julia was el.eoted at. a time when she did not have so many
things to cb.

As stated before, this class worked together exceptional.]¥ well
and there was rarezy- any evidence of hurt feel ings because of' differing
points of viet,.

To avoid this the class was constant� reminded of the

necessity 0£ stating their opinions care!'� and attenpting to be un
b1.ased 1n their viewpoint.

I f it appeared that a child was .feeling a

little alone in a discussion the teacher made a point o f saying som
thing in behalf of the child' s idea and then pointed out that pe rhaps
there was still a better idea to be suggested yet.

One of the few occa

sions when this happened was when Pan was reading her report.
a very erroneous statement .

She made

The class in on effort to set her right

were a little less tactful than usual..

Several children pointed out

that the statement was beyond all reason.

Tears welled in PanI s eyes

for a moment, so the teacher drew the attention from Pan and tbe

erroneous statement by commenting on the excellent way she had begun
her report. Several. other children made comments and in a matter of
minutes Pm was smiling and volunteering that the statement that me
had made was j ust a guess and not a very good one at. that .

These are

the pitfalls children are apt to stumble on and it takes a watchful eye

to guide group thinking around such episodes.
It is concluded that group discussion is invaluable.

Not least

oi' the benefits are that a bright child can amend group or individual
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thinking at times bettet- tllal. the t eacher can because of the kinship in
vi ewpoint of children.
d.

The child' s personality must be preserved an d devel.oped.

(1) He must learn to subordinate his own ideas to others onJ.y after
careful consideration.
Of the pl.ace of studying in personality Linda B. Earhart says,

In stutzyi.ng, it is an important consid eration to preserve
and d evelop one 1 s personality, to exercise initiative, and
not to subordinate one• s own ideas to those of others with..
out due consideration; otherwiae one becomes a nonentity; a
•pas sive recipient• and the whole proces-s of study los es its
valu e as a means of t raining and as a means of arriving at
truth.8
Whenever a rule had to be made, it was discussed with the chil
dren to make rure that it was not teacher imposed upon Wlthinking

individuals or upon resentful th.inking individuals.
to use suggestions -whenever made by children.

The teacher tried

However, if they c ould

not be used, th e reason was explai ned to the child and if possible
worded in Slleh a way that the child made the decision of rej ection.

As

example, when J. D. wanted to mak e two friezes, both he and the class
decided that it was a fau1V suggestion.
Sometimes it is not possible to go into detail before directions
are given a group but if cn e expects children to think and arrive at
val i d conclusions, it is wise to explai n at the first opportunity.
the middle of winter a new t eacher was added to our school.

In

Through an

error she was not assigned a gym period, so that her class arrived in

8Earhart, Linda B., Teaching Children t o Stu?l (New York:
Hough.ton Mii'fiin Compaey-, 190§), P• 54.

the gymnasium at al.most the san.e time that the wtiter I a ro()ill did.
teacbers conferred far a few minutes.
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The

This fourth grade played for

fifteen minutes and then were directed to qui� leave the gymnasium
so that the other group would have ti.me to play.

Indignation ran high

and all the Wf!¥ up the hall the teacher could hear, "It isn't fairl
Why should we give up our plq periodl l 11 On arriving in the room it
was explained that the other group bad not been in the gymnasium for
two weeks and that most days had been too bad to pl.w- on the playground.
Frowns turned to smil.es and everyone was agreeable.
There are ti.mes ,-nen children I!Dlst be told \tlat to do.

Fourth

grade is a transition gt·ade where children are losing many of their
baby ways and taking on more mature ones.
kna, just how nm.ch freedom to give a child.

It is not an easy thing to
It is not easy to know

just. when to give freedom and just wten to withdraw it.

In most cases

the children who had the most trouble were those from autocratic homes
or homes wmre they were rare'.cy' expected to do anything other than plq.
A discussion of preserving and developing children' s personali..
ties would not be complete w1 thout a description of" t110 outstanding
cases fr0?:1 this classroom.

How these children' e personalities t1ere

developed will now be presented.
Panay was nine years, one month old in September.
normal, ninety-nine.
level.

Her parents were of lower .middle class social.

Her father worked at a laundry.

and clean.

Her I.Q. was

Their home was shabby but neat,

It was in a less desirable part of town.

Pansy and her two

older sisters were carefully supervised as to their associates.

The
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t.wo older sisters were well, bright, attractive girls and were well
thought of by their teachers and classmates.
Pansy•s health, on the other hand, was a problem.

She had b een

in the writ.er' s third t,rr-ade the preceding year and ht;ld missed many days,
due to colds and childhood diseases.
face was often wh it13 and whose hair

She was a tall, thin child, vhosa

was

either lank

or

friz.zy by turn.

When she spoke, which was a little as possible, mr voice was so lCli it
could scarcely be heard.

She seldom smiled,

Up until early spring ot

last yee:r, whe n the teacher would qu estion Pansy about any- school uork,
she would give a standard rep�, nr don't know. 11
smooth but expressionless.

Writte n work was fair.

part in opening exercises although she was asked ,.

Her oral reading was
She refused to tale
The teacher did not.

insist, for the third grade were outnumbered two to one by the fourth
grade, and it was f elt that this might add

w Pansy's

timidity.

The teacher urged every activity that required any movement at
all upon Pansy.

After a time she adjusted so that she would take part

i n the art activities provided it did not. require that she speak to the
class as a lil'lQle or to the teacher.

The t eacher ccmmended a:ny effort

that she shol·ied but was only rewarded with a wan smile.

It was a year

that presented man y problema aid though the t ea.oher never forgot Pansy
sbe did almost lose sight or her at times .

By spring Pansy would

attempt to a nswer questions most of the time but usually the answers

were vague or lnaecurate.
By last September Pansy would talk, but still could ecarce'.cy be
heard.

She had formed several close friendships, it was noted ui.th

pleasure.
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Her work was of rather poor quality; although she answered

questions, the answers vere still VEl{,'Ue.

If the question required a

subjective answer, she would sa:, "that she didn' t know. One roeans to be
certain of failure was to ask her 'Wh at sb.e thought about something.

She would regi ster confusion im:iediate� and any sm did not know.

All the ti.me her :friendship 'tdth several little girls was grcx,,irg a
The sociometric test shows she received three choices., but she was often
chosen by these children to study or help in room dut.1.es.

She would

never ask to dust or water nawers but some other child would ask for
her.

After a time the teacher -.:ould smil.e ruid sa;y, "Pansy may dust if

she '.Will ask me . "
The £irst two repcn-t cards of Pansy' s showed c • s and D•s.
of the C ' s were listed out of consideration for Pansy.
definitely belcs-, average.

Her work was

A.t the second card Pansy• s 111.0ther wrote a

repzy to tbe teacher' s note on the card.

'l'he teacher had commented

that Pansy was a sweet, well.behaved child.
was glad to hear it.

Some

The mother wrote that she

She had been concerned over Pansy• e low grades;

she reEJl.ly studied harder than her two sisters wo made good grades.
'l"ne teacher' s repq seemed to nark a milestone in Pansy• s career ..

The

parent was tol.d that it was understood that Pansy studied and t.hat
giving Pansy low grades really hurt the teacher.
partial. cause of her shyness.

Pansy' s health w-a:s a

When the teacher had been a child both

ill health and shyness were experienced.

It was believe d if' Pan£V

could overcome her shyness she would be a very good student .
Pansy held up her hand t o answer some questions.

Next day

She smiled after this

and although she still spoke too 1ow, she at least. spoke.
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Things improved for e. llh.ile but men the teacher returned after

an absence Pansy had slipped back into her old reticence again. The
substitute te;.cher had commented on the child being sweet, but had made

no reference as to her work. By the time ehe seemed to ilr{>rove a
little the regular teacher was absent again.

On

muoh thought nnd effort were centera d on Pansy.

tbe t.eacher1 s return
She called on her for

everything., to do things, to say things, to get things. Pansy began to
pull

slold.y

silent.

out

of

She seemed. happy al.though still too

the doldrums.

When she ttas one of the f irst to learn the multiplication

tables the teacher mda meh of

it. An

opportunity to eommend

Pansy

was never OV'erlooked. She was sent on e1Tands.
She raised her report card grades even though most of t.he work

was

still

poor-

At

the end

or

schoo.l she was doing all C work except A

in arithmetic .. She oould never meter the higher thought processes,
but she seemed genuinely happy. She m.led and laughed and even talked
to

the

teacher occasionalq.
The crowning glory came when Pansy was elected to

openi ng exercises the last month of

school.

preside

at.

This she di.d efficiently.

She never forgot to make plans ahead, and in the event that someone was
absent the morning they were to report she hurried about and got someone
else to take their place. A week before school closed she brought a
oamera to
film was
board.

school and had her

picture

taken with the teacher .

developed she proudly pos'ted

With her happiness

took o:n a

glow and

Pansy• s

the

the

picture on the bullo'tin

looks seemed to improve.

her hair seem.ed. to be more

the close of school £ounc. .Pansy a

When

ruly.

happy little girl.

Her skin

It appeared that
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The second case is Freda.

She also was a shy child but. she was

little and she was young--aeven years, six months in September.
vas an oncy child.
level.

She

Her people were oi the upper middle class social

Her father worked tor the Tennessee Valley Authorlty and her

mother ·wrote articles for magazines and was attending the University at

the

time

Freda was

in the

.fourth grade ..

Freda• s health pnisented no problems but she vas very shy.

had entered public school the preceding y-ear.

'l'he third

eh�

grade taaoher

said that her work had been good but that she rarely spoke or took part
in classroom actiViti.es.

Once she had consented to plq the piano f-or

the class but sbe never "HOuld hold up her art work or mzy- other for the
class to see..

Freda's

I.Q-

was

1.39 by

the Otis Self-Administering Test

Mental Ability which was administered in the fall.

of

At the time she had

entered public school an achievement test had been ae!Uinistered to her
in the Education office.

She bad rated Fourth Grade level but had been

put in third grade in order to help her adjust socially.
were never a problem.

Her lessons

She averaged A work.

In the first few days of school the teacher tried to draw her
out in conversation but she remained reticent.

Whenever it was possible

the teacher identified herself With the ehi1d, referring to interest$
and .friends they had in Cot1l!lon.
the other ehildrenchildren.

She rare'.cy left. her seat. or spoke to

On tne playground she st.ood and watched the other

Ii' it WQs suggested that she join them she etiook her head.

The teacher then tried having some child ask her 'to play w1 th them
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alone.

This she did "thOUgh it was a long time before me joined the

group.

Three little girls whom tm teacher bad taught the preceding

year seemed to realize what the teacher was trying to do.
sf13,

11

There is Freda al.one again.

They wou1d

I guess I*ll go get her. 0

In October when the childron were mald.ng jack-o-lanterns 0£
papier-mache over balloons too teacher suggested that Freda bring a
ball.con.

She seid she didn't want to.

Another child saici sb-e t-:ould be

glad to give her cne but Freda maintained she did not want to make a
jack-o-lsntern.

The teacher brushed her protests aside, took her hand

and led her to the work table. llere she was shown h� to do the work
and lei't alone.

In a f'ew minutes Freda said som&thing to a child

sitting nearby.

This child sais, 11Freda says it, more

run than

she

thought it would be," and Freda. giggled happily. After this Freda
eng�ed in many art activities provided the material was furnished by
the school or some other child.
Each cl.ass shares a piano with two other classes so 'that the
piano was in each room every third week.

The first time it was in the

fourth grade room many of the children were anxious to play for their
classmates.

Freda was asked to p� but she re.fused.

The next time

the piano was in the room again Freda was asked to plav.
didn't have her !l.lUSic.
the next morning.

She said she

The teacher suggested that she bring her music

Freda said that she couldn' t but the teacher again

brushed her pretests aside and said they would plan to hear Freda play
at opening exerci.ses.

Later Freda' s mother told the teacher that Freda

had had difficulty going to sl.eep the night be..fore she pl�ed, and had

risen early to pract.ice a piece that. she already knew perfectly..
she played for the class, they broke into applause.
always clapped when Freda pl.eyed.
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When

Thereafter they

It was as though they all wanted her

to overcome her timidity.
When Freda read he r first repGl" t., it was excellent.

The teacher

suggested that she go to the .fifth grade md read it, but Freda ref'uaed.
The next report the arum suggestion uas mads.

Again she refused, so no

more was said until ell. the children had reported.
dren were sent to report t,o tlJe fifth grade.
She went but a

ror a rew minutes

Then several chil

Fred& was among them..

it seemed as though she might. turn

back before she had reached too door.

Several reports later, Freda was

again askec. to read her report for the fifth grade.

Here the teacher

gave he r a gentle push toward the door and said., "Of co-urse you are

going." Freda gave a broad grin, hesitated, started to the door,
turned and spoke to Elizabeth.
t.iJnid.

Let me go w..i. th her.

the two went to

tm

Elizabeth said, "Mrs. Herritt, Freda • s

I' tn timid too; It 11 be good for he r. t1

So

fifth grade,.

Ai'ter this Freda seemed to be more at ease.

She nnd.e a few

friends, smiled more and addressed the teacher more orten.
She read the Bible at opening exercises and though she still

spoke too so.rtz y she did very well.
One day when the at.her children were asld.ng t.o pl� the piano
Freda rsised h e:- hand.

The teacher £elt tids was a milestone far her.

After that she us� p-layed at some time that the p iano was �vail.able.
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As she be� more at ease her sense 0£ humor beeem.e apparent.

She laue..hed -over f'uney things in books and made pertinent suggestions
about them. One day in reading class when the ehi.ldren were reading
about Australia, she said quite ooriously, 11Mrs. Merritt, whet was the
biggest island in the world before Australia was discoverect?n The
teacher said that sne dion•t know when Australia was discovered. It
might

b e Greenland. Then Freda, her eyes dancing With merriment said,.

f'Wby Australia, of eourse t n The class jouwd in laughing at the teacher
and the teacher breathed a sigh of relief.
When

the teacher was confined to her home With the injury pre

viousl3 spoken of, Freda ., her mother and her father cmoo to see her.
It was surprising how nuent]3 Freda talked in the compQl\Y of adults.
She played several pieces on the piano and seemed quite at ease.
One dq in the lunch room, after the teacher had returned to
school, she was surprised to look up and see Freda pl¢ng tag around
the tables; moh to the surprise of the teacher, since it was a thing
strictly forbidden in the lunch room. The teacher walke d back to the
table and said, "You girls eOJE see me this afternoon. a When the chil
dren were lining up to go home someone asked incredulously did Freda
have to stay in. The teacher replied in a matter of fact rnanner that
she did. I n the conference that followed Freda said that the other
litt1.e girl bad made her run. She was reminded that every person is
responsible for their ovn behavior in the fourth grade. It was some
time before the teacher had an opportunity- to talk to Freda ' s mother.
Freda's mother wa.s told that whereas keeping children in had al:wqs
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been dreaded it l-14s great pleasure that Freda had felt free enough to
Jni.sbehave.

Her mother said that sbe had been so pleased that she had

called her sister en the telephone t o toll her that her child had r.d.s•
behaved a t school.

Freda's mother was aie 0£ the teacher's staunchest supporters
and did many nice things £or the class :ui the course of the year.

It

was she who arranged for Ur. Kamel, the exchange student, to visit the
s-Chool.
By early spring Freda was plqing on the pleyground, happy and
rowdy.

She volunteered for marcy- responsibilities and was a respected

member of the group.

She even had a spat or t-wo 'With one or two of the

children ,.
;/hen t.be class made puppets she brought several
&ehool to convert into puppet heads.

em�

shells to

Her rAOther said she had :made

several at home while tho work 1,ns under way..

The last week of school one of the children gave a eless party
at his ho.:ne.
them.

The teacher took several children in her car, Fred.a ar.iong

When the children

lJere

taken home, !!'reda was the last .

As they

arrived at Freda. t s home she said, "W'on • t you c ome in and speak to m\"

mother?" When it was explained that the teacher must go home Freda
said, f'We11, then do cOJOO: in and see nw playhousel rt

So of course the

teacher did.
Freda' s mother told the teacher that Freda began bringing

friends home from school about Christmas, oonething soo had not done
before.
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Freda was elected

'to

preside at opening exercises the month be

fore Pansy waa. She did very well and even spoke quite el.early aid
loud enough.
Freda's case is one of the most pleasant to deal with. It is
believed that neither of these children would ha-ve made the adjustJOOnt
in an autocratic environment.
There is great need £or research in this particular phase ot
teaching e.t this grade level. Much is written about the junior high
level, which is recognized as a transition level, but very very little
about this grade level was found.
e.

Children must know when it is best to engage

in

physical

activity and when it is best to refrain from such., md act according'.cy.
With some groups classroom managenmt is more difficult because
liberty

is so:mtimes mistaken for license.

once the

rule that

interest

had

Hmrever,

o� four could congregate at

been explained and accept ed

of trouble followed.

Sometimes

when

by

the

With

any

this group.,

one center

group,

o£

not. a great deal

several worked on Qne project such

as the peep shows things got pretty noisy but at a�h t�s arrangeioonts
were made to have no stud;ying going on. Most hand activities like
frieze, finger painting, and papier-mache were coo.ducted while some
children were studying end the teacher was working with a small group.
Most of tho children learned to go quietly about suoh activities as,
housekeeping, map discussion, and bulletin board observations. Often,
so.me child \tho had volunteered to quiz the group or give a picture
lecture would

ask

to sit

in the

without disturbing anyone.

hall where he could

talk to

a corqpanion
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John Michaelis says,
In t.he social s tudies, the teacher guides children in be•
coming more self--directive as they en_gage in construct-:i,on,
dramatic pla;y., research activities., planning., discussion., and
the JJW.ny other situations that arise. 'fhe acoeptanee an d
discharge of reSQonsibility i f an essential element in OOD10cratic behavior.9
An attempt was nade to help children undorSctand that moVing

quietl;y about the room was not something imposed simply- because trthis
is school., 11 but that i t was j ust a form of consideration tor othe rs who
are working.

Most of the children understood this.

were cooperative.

Robert was the great exception.

In the main they
He not only refused

to cooperate With class rules o.f moving abo1,1t quietly and not doing
"the ext.ra things" (as the children call �oat physical activities)
until assignments had been completed.

He resented to the extent of

name cal.ling, being told to d o anything or refrai n 1'rom doing anything.
This antagonism became apparent around January and steadily got worse
ti ll a few weeks before school was out.

If democratic procedure helped

him, it is terrible to think what autocratic procedure would have done
for him.

Pupil con ference, child-pa.rent conference and teacher-parent

conference were arranged to determine the causo of tbis anti.social
behavior.

Some conclusicne were reached as to the probable cause of

his antagonism but the situation was ne ver quite adequately handle d.
Thia is not to imply democratic p:-oeedure is considered a
fai lure.

Handling this part,icular child was not a succesE; but it is

concluded that this cooperati on of the group as a whole speaks well for
9-ttchaelis, Jolm u• ., Social studies for Children in a Democracy
(New Yorki Prentice-Hall, Irie., 1950), P• 39.
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democ.ratic procedure since free activity i s often a problem in some
school rooms.

:r.

Work should be a. r r9,e4 according to the individual' s

ability.
This part of the subhypothesis related to democratic procedure ,
i s closely related to the last two parts just discus sed.
Taking care of 1 ndividua1 differences goes a long wey- taw-S?"d
enlist:i.ng a chi ld' s cooperation and the development o£ init.iat.ive.
Mary Kelty says,
Some system of combined group md individual pr ogress i s
needed, built a round e. central topic ., theme or movement., in
orde-r to secure a degree of unity. This principle 1 n itself
seta a limitation upon the central theme ; there ie obviously
no advantage in choosing a t� for which a large section of
tho group is completely unready. Each unit of' work chosen
rm.ist b e capable of being malyzed into several degrees of
ma:turi ty ot thought processes involved., so that ever;y pupil,
whether in the fourth grade or eighth, can begin at the level
of adjustment of which he 1$ capable., and can advance in his
method of treating the topic as fast and as tar as hi s
abilit;y and. his rate of naturing permi. t. 10
She says that in providin13 the Wide range of ability.,
• • • even wide reading td.U not stretch their abi li-ty
sufficient�. They are ready to exercise the so.called
• higher• thoutht processes of judgment and reasoning about
the unit movanent 'Wlder coneiderati.on. They are ready to
cor.iparG and c ontrast, to draw inference, to analyze., anti
synthesize, to formulate an d apply generalizations, and even
to comprehend so me of the simple r processes of historical.
evidence.
10xelty, Mar.r, UAdjustment or the Materials of the Social
Sciences to General Mental Development of Children in tbe Middl.e
Grades," Educational Method XVI {New York: Bureau of Publication....
Teache r• s· college, December 1936) ., p. U6.

She lists means for c.aring for individual differences as (1)
visual aids, (2) guiding reading of better pupils with s'tudy guide
questions-, (3) teach poor readers and louer ability how to reed func
tional materials through ( a) conversational. periods :in which parallsls
to present problems ean be draffll and prev1ous experiences recalled-..
gives background., (b) read story o-rally before child tacldes it,
(c} exprescional activity, (d) setting the first. standard or at.tairu:lent
at an attainable goal has helped, (e) discussion of reading helps deter..
mine misconception, (f) vocabulary study. ll
All of these means of providing for individual abilities were
used.

Arra."lgir'.g 'W'Qrk according to the individual1 s ability is one of

the �st difficult feats of teaching .,

In this respect, too writer did

a poor job in teaching children to select the main idea. Evidence of
this failure i s the fact that none of. the chil.dren in the last reading
group and sore of the children in the middle reading group saerood to
make little progress in the accuracy of their selection.

It w;w be

that this was an activity that should not have been required of them.
On the otl1er hand, it � be that simpler material should have been
used With these chil.dre:n.

It is a matter for f'urthar experimentation.

It, is cooclucled that the i;&ans of JnP.king reports is one excel
lent way to consider the ability of all,

Poor readers had the choice

of easy reading nm.torial, their ability was taken into consideration 1n
"'"'bat was expected of them. Far an ex.ample of a contrast between mat
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is e.lq?eeted <£ child ren of lmer ability am higher ab ility, see Appen
dices EE and G or P.

Picture lactures gave them an opportunity to con

tribute to the group.

When grades wre discussed it was always empha.•

sized that Reading Class Three should not be expected to re ad as much
as Class One.

.At the same time it wae usually arran ged t.hat Class

Three had more time to prepare an assignment 1n the content subjects
than the other two classes.
It is concluded that democratic procedures are the only means of
really taking care of' individual differences.
Interest i n the Problem or 1-(.aterial
tobe Handled i s Neeess8!1
Every ef'fort was made to see thnt. material. was always presented
in

tm

most interesting manne r.

Several parents commented on the back

of the questionnaire that t.heir children were more interested in their
work than they bed ever been, due they felt, to tbe manner in which it
was presented.

Assignments were varied and interspersed with movine

pictures, fUm strips, and picture leet.ures .

The work was usually en

hanced m d t1ade more in'heresting by a great deal of art work.
Appendix D for children' s responses to the questionnaire. )

(See

i'he chil

dren, both in this class and those who passed the door seemed to feel
that maki ng maps, 'both relief m d flat, were very interesting.

It was

noticed that children from other rooms lilted to come in and browse
around at recess snd after school.
prett.y."

Or,

11You

They would sa:y, "Your room is so

do so many inte:resting things .. "

That intangible

t.erm ttatmosphe re" seemed to enter into the interest of the g roup.

The

l.91.
problem approach and reference work doubtle ss made things more inter
esting.

One mother wrote, 1tyou make things so interesting.

your room is just like taking a trip to a .foreign land. 11

A unit in

This is an

exaggerated statement, but it does sha, that the parent appreciated the
effort that was exerted to create interest.

One parent writing of her

child.' s improvement af'ter a 1.ag and her joy- because 0£ it said,
He is all pepped up again. You make things so interesting
for them I don't !mow imy his interest would ever lag • • • •
I tried to get over the £act that it wasn•t bis grades 1 was
pri.ma.J'Uy concerned with; it was his failur e to grasp and to
take advantage of these new md interesting ideas that Will
help him � and prepare him for fifth and sixth grades.
Interest, it appears; like criti.cal thinld.ng is contagious.

Since the

t each-er was vital� interested in the work and the ehil.dren, sotte of it
was bound to rub

arr

on the more responsive children.

Several parents

commented. that the news items, reports, and the time to show thinge of
interest in the morning, added so much to the �, s ·work.

ot.her.s

thought the vocabulary study wes something to create interest.
Oeroldino • s mother sllid in a note that sh e thought allowing children to
do 11the extratt things when their assignment was complet e had kept her
child interested.

Gene• s mother ea.id thnt this is the first time he

has ever even mentioned school happenings.

11H e

tells me ju.st about

everything you sey, · even the comments you make on the movies you show. n
A mothe.r wrote, 111 notice you are not alw�s telling children � to
learn, but � to

learn."

This parent was not of this year• s group,

but many 0£ the activities that were carried en this year were b eing
tried out last year.,

Indeed, it was this cemment that started the

writer on 'the quest for better teachinf rtethods £or study skills.
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At all times children were urged to improve their past record
and it was evident that many children did just this. Sometimes after a
report had been given a child would come to the teacher ' s desk and say,
ttfhis was better than last time, waen• t it?" At class evaluation chil
dren would often comment, ltYou did much better than last time. 11 Or,
"Last time you made a terrible mess. This is good." At such times the
remarks were not resented.
While the writer strove ·to malte the presentation of material in
teresting, Bessie Stilllnan1 a advioe was also followed :
There are many atiiitudee besides suspension of judgment,
initiative, perseverance to which reference has continually
been made, which it is the teacher's duty to develop in the
child. But greater still is her obligation to train her
pupils to foster these in themselves. Repeatedly do child
students need to be reminded of the possibility of
themselves interested in required mater-lal which may at ir.st
seem
and of their responsibility for doing so. 12

makinf

rn,

The vocabulary stud¥ is an example of this.

Some children found it

dull at first and saw no reason for it. Later they admit,ted that it
:ro.ade things much more interesting.
An account of things that ma.k.e for interest would not be complete
without taking into eccol.lllt the pupil-teacher relationship.

The teacher

can truthfully say that, as exasperated as situations become at times,
every child in the room. was truly loved. Also it is sincere'.cy believed
every child in the room returned that love--even Robert ·who one day, in
a fit of rage, ouled the teacher a "bald beaded old ape." Actually, he

Tra.ininf

12st.illman, Bessie W.,
Children to Stucv; (New York:
D. C. Heath and Compan;v, 1928) ., P• 2.3 •
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seemed to like her most or the time.
At. this age level man;y- boys think it beneath their dienity t o
show affection.

One dc\Y tha teacher was surprlsed and quite touched at

the simplicity and a f.feei;ion that

J. c.

evinced.

J.

c.

was a child who

f'ound it very difficult to take arey- responsibility about his wrk.
came to the fourth grade unprepared and immature.

Shy by nature, he

rarely addressed the teache r until several months had passed.
then the teacher had never been sure how she stood i n J.
ti.on.

He

c.•s

Even
estima...

Because or his irresponsibility and the necessity of prod.ding

him oi'ten.J the writer at times wondered i f she seemed like a nagging
old

11 school

marm" to him..

flhort:q after one of the name calling epi

sodes, Robert practica.1.ly fell over several chm.rs in his haste to sit
by the teacher i n the reading circle.
ing'.cy said, 1'Well,. imagine thatl

She emiline and. somewhat teas

Robert wants to sit by the teacher.

I thought you didn't like met n Robert g:1.ggled as did most of the chil
dren.
poi nt.

J • C . , however, was quite eeriol.W end apparentl y missed the
He leaned back in his chair and quite clearly addressed noboczy

in particular, "I love Mrs. Merritt."

Not a child la.ughe<i and several

nodded their heads quite seriously.
John Dewe;r says, •'Everything the teacher does as \fell as the
manner in which he does it incites the child t o respond i n some wey or
other, and each response tends to set tl.e child' s attitude in so me way
or other. n l3

13newey, John, How to Think (New York:
193.3 ) ., p . 47 .

D.

c. Heath and Company-,
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The feeling connected 'With interest seemed to be a. compogite
thing, not just any one element.

It. is probably best stated by sue.

She said ona dif/1, as the t eacher was helping her mke a papier-mache
rabbit, "How do you think o� so many nice things for us to do?1' The
writer said, "What things, sue. 11

She answered .,

I don't know.

11

Just

eveqthingl "
The writer concludes fran obs ervation, he r diary, and parents•
comments that he r echool progran was a success to the extent that it
aroused and mai ntained interest i. n her pupils by methods describea. in
these pages.
VigQrous AEflicati,on of Enerq
Vigorous application of one• s energies are neeesaary for maximum

developmnt of study skills.
Frank Thomas lists vigorous and sustained effort as one of the
most necessary conditions for stuey. 14 From observation 0£ years it
se ems tha't it is one of the outstanding causes of poor wo rk .

Like 1n..

terest it is somet.hing with which the chilJ:i must take some initiative.
The children were told often that it was very import.ant to begin
prompt,� and stay with it till th e job was done.

.Another sloge:n that

was coined by the class was ''Well begun is hall' done. H A perent wrote
of her child, "'I'llere is still roo1:1 for itiprovoment but ho has surely
though sJ.GW-)3 learned that procrastination does not pay. n

Thie was of

a child who simply did not turn in a required w ritten report.

The .fact

J.4..rhoma.s, Frank w., Tra:i.ning £or Effective Stuey (New York:
Houp)lton !ti. fflin Cornpat\1, 1922), p. io.
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had been reported to his mother. The next report had brought favorable
comment by a note to his mother. This col3llcnt had been her reply.
Bessie Stillman lists perseverance as one or the attitudes nec

essary for study. JS SOllle of the slower students were inclined at first
to be satisfied w.i.th one reference book if an.other was not immediate�
available.

Children were allowed to take library books home for one

night at a time. This was a. rule because it enabled

a:u

children to

use the material in this way. If a child found that he could not eover
the mater-l al in a book in one evening he could return t,he boolc on enter

ing the room and place 11R 11 after bis nar.ie, signifying that he was re
serving the book for the follwing evening. In this way other children
had the use of the book during the dq. HaweVGr, he could not reserve
the book more than once succaesive:q. Aleo children were not allowed
It

t o keep books 0£ this kind in t heir desk l1hen not actual'.cy in use.

is 'believed that these rules foster the necessary attitudes of con
sideration of others.
On several occasions children showed ingenuity in sharing books.
Sometimes a child would ask the teacher to arrange her reading classes
in a certain order so that several. people who all wanted the same book
might have a chance to use it. At other times they asked for the order
of conmttees reporting be reversed in order to use some book that

was

particularly gOOQ. for two or more committees. As the year progressed
it was observed that the group as a whole was learning patie nce and
perseverance in the joint uee of reference material.

25

lSstil.lman, Bessie., Tr i ine Children to Study (New York : D.
Hea'th and Co.mpeny, 1928 ) , P• J •

c.
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The children were reminded that it is not enough j ust to begi n.
One must work at a thing with determination to accomplish an:, worth
·while goal.

Particula r ef'fo-rt 1ras made to see that a child who had

tried hard .felt rewarded for his o:f'fort even though the result might
not be of the sane quality of brighter pupils.

This was done by- favor

able comments both to the child and to his parents.

If' a child had

worked hard al'J.d a test grade had been low, tr..e teacher made a point of
comme nting on the paper that

me

knew th e child had tried and the:t it

was not th.c grade that really counts.

Nevertheless, when a bright

pupil ws inclined to coast through on the stre ngth of his superior
alali:ty., sh e did not he sitate to cl.so comme nt to the child and his
parents that he was not living up to his ability.

People often say

that al l children should be treated alike in order that none will be
considered f'a votites o! tho teacher.
e;q>erience proves this.

This is a fallacy.

The writer• s

Children should be treated according to their

own particular personality.

The writer has always tried to do this and

very very rarely bas it been rrd.sunderstood.

In i;be report to parents (see Appendix B ., itero. 4} this item

aroused a great many coim'llents.

One parent said that her child1 s atten

tion span had grOlffl tremendously•

She said that until sh e had had th.is

report she had never reaJ.ized how poor was his power of conoentrat.ion.
She had been working at h0l'IJ3 too with him and that she f elt very great
ful f'or this observation on the i:a rt, of the teacher.

She also felt

that interest had been one of the contributing factors in his growth.
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The writer concludes tbat there are many ways of .fostering vig
orous applieati.011 of energy.

Most outstandin&; and obvious are adjust,..

ing th e program to individual differences and resultJ. ng interest.
Interest in its turn is fostered by adj ustment ot the program and other
methods discussed under the subhypotbe sis related to interest.
Sources of Information as a Means to an End

Children must regard textbooks and all other sources of informa
tion as a mans to an end.
It was the aim of the teacher to emphasize this consideration,
by example of her own attitude.

To begin with the text was not used in

the social studies until one large unit had been completed.

In none ot

the other fields was the order of the book folla\'red except the spelling
text.

The fact that no one boolt gave a complete answer to their ques..

tions also emphasized the point. For instance, the children set out to
£ind hou climate and location affects food, clothing, and shelter in

India. The purpose of the text writer and the purpose of the children
uere not the same .,
The writer of the

The children were interested in India as a t.lhole.

text

p:rese-ntec.i life in only an isolated rural area.

Some :reference material discussed one part of India, some another.
Some nagazines gave both pietures and written material o n sections ot
the Himal�a Mountai ns.
By use of all possible sources of information, interviews, books,

pictures, and movies, and the problem approach., the desired attitude was
engendered in the class ., it is concluded.
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•tajor end Minor lmportance of Books
Children must regard books as being made up of major and min0r
importance.
Over and over the children were told that they were not expected

to leam everything in any book. Through discussion the idea was

brought out that since one ean•t learn everything, it. is sensible to
learn the important things. It was al.so
learned the

"little

ones" usually are

mown h.C1<1

if 11big ideas11

8l'8

remembered l-tithout effort. For

axar:iple if ale learns what conservation is and its purpose, om just
naturally remmbe:rs some of the means or conservation. Also ii' the
fact that erosion is the wearing away of the soil is lea:-ned it is an
easy matter to remermler the two main agents of er-0sion, wind and water•
.As stated before, selecting the main idea is a di.fficul.t skill for
immature children.

HoweYer, by the end of the year all children had

learned that bold face print and

pictures

us� portray the main

ideas of a book.

That main ideas exist was comm.on knowledge; se1eoting them was
another matter.
Author' s fpecif:lc Viewpoint in Writing a Book
I

Children m.ust regard the author of a book as having a specific
pc>int- of View, a personal bias, and subject to error.

T. L. Kelley and A. c. Krey in their book, Tests ano Measurements

in the Social Studies, state that all information is relative. Children

DtUSt learn that the reporter is an important as the report .. 16

1�elley, T. L., and Krey, A. C., Tests and Measurements in the
Social Studies (Mew York, Scribner, 1934} ., p. 62.
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Claude Crawf0-rd states that. in the better way of teaching "a
thing is no longer true imrely because the book or teacher says so.
There are and should be different opini.ons. nl7
Joe found this true ·wheu be found the book that told that the
yellO"'• warbler could distinguiro their e�e from eggs of the co� bird.
1'he children £ound it true men they found two books differed in
the nwnber of religions in India.
Linda B. Earhart chose the sixth grade to test l, 100 children in
an experiment related to the teaching of geography.

She found that

they were unable to exercise doubt about the accuracy of subject mat
ter . 18

The children of this i'ourth grade uere only able to refer to

the publication date to evaluate many statements where time would have
effected the accuracy of the statement.

'l'hey realized that sons books

such as .Nation.al GeowaPhic and encyclopedias were usuall3 dependable
and that comic books could not be depended upon.

This was about the

extent of tlleir judgment ability.
When Geroldine was reading her report on re.l.igions she said, "My
encyclopedia says there are five religions of India but Julia found a
book that said there are sewnty-five. tt

The child was told that in

goneral, recently edited encyclopedias were more reliable than many
books.

However, the encyclopedia had probably meant that there were

five main religions and that both books could be right.

l7crawford, Clauie c • ., Teachi
ng the Social Studios (Los Angeh}s,
California: University of Southern Callforii!a., 1932), p. 146.
18Ea.rh.art, Linda B., Tee.c� Children to
Houghton Mifflin, 1909), P• I27.

stoo:z

{!IC'.'..r York:.
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It appears that this attitude can be engendered i n children but

that research should be done in determining what eriterla for evalua
tion could be given children of this age level.
Critical. Attitudee Toward One• s Self
Children must have a criticaJ. attitude toward themselves as well
as others.
Julius Boraas said, "Children must learn to question their own

j'Udgment. We mu.st do this in life before someone else does .19

With children th.ere is the problem of their being either over or

under critical of themselves . Experience and maturity seem to be the

answer to the problem., but children of this afle level have not much of
either of those benefits ..
As mentioned before, the better students tended i;o be more
accurate in thei.r evaluation of their work. This attitude is closely

related to the hypothesis concerned uith evaluation.

It was found that discussion of this attitude tended to make the
conscientious child o verly critical of himself and did not phase the
children £or whollt it was intended. The situation was remedied by help
ing those children who were over-critical of themselves to appreciate
som of their own good points. Sometil!es comments were ma<ie on these
points to the child himself and sometinBs to his claesmates.
By class eriticisn 0£ reports, by sell-evaluation sheets, and

teacher-pupil conference, an attempt was made to engender in the pupils,

the attitudes of self criticism to a desirable degree.

l.%oraas, Julius, Teaching to Think (New York; Macmillan
Company, 1922}, p. }'6.
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It is evident that a child who learns to be critical of hirnae-lf

must learn to face both his strengths and weaknesses . Therein lies the
proper balance.

Bath exper-lenee and nnturity are required for rnrudmum

d evelopment of this attitude and the su r face can only be scratched in

the lower grades.
t�ans o-f 'l'ra ·
and A Criteria

S.ldlls

'fhe teacher must regard subject matter of instruction as a means
of training for wark in study skills.
The teache r must regard what the cbildre n are doing in class as
a criteria £or good teaching.

These two h3Potheses will be discussed at the same time.
P. J. Zimm.era i n his study of school :methods gave as bases for
j ud ging classroom instruction °(1) provision for developing initi.rt.ive,

independence and self-activity i n pupils, (2) irnportent things is not

what the teacher i s doing but "1h at the children are doing. n20

It was found t hat initiative could be developed through pupil

activity. 'l'o this end the item "Asks for help only when he needs it"
was included as one of the points of evalnation.

(See Appendix B, item

seven. ) '!'he pupil leQtures, pupil planned activities, and morning exer
cises were also methods used to this end.

All subj ect matter was re

garded as e. vehicle to .forward study sld.lls .,

However, an attempt. was

made to proper],¥ balance skills and swj ect matt er i n the ou rrlculum,
and t o thio end many subject matter tests were given.
20zimmers ., P. J . , Teaching !3gys and Girls Ho"lf to Stu& (Madiso n,
Wisconsin: Parke r Educationai7fompaey, l917), P • 16..
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It appears tbat the reason a teacher must center her concern on
what children are doing as a criteria for classroom per.formance, is
that in so doing she is recognizing the dignity end worth of the indi

vidual.. The individual is worthy of aolf government.. Therefore, he
m"USt have experience in self government and initiative as a mans of

training. It has often been said, "We learn to do, by doing. " That is,
by doing in reference to a goal or a standard.

That goal, in this oase,

is democracy. · '11his does not mean that the teacher has no important part
to play.

She is important, and she has a contribution to make to the

group, as a participating member of the group. The teacher should sup
plement the child' s initiative and independence with her maturity and
experience.

She is not the source of all knowledge ., p-ower and judgment,

but she is a source of knowledge, p0"11er and jud�ent.

She is there to

train for i..-idependence ., initiative, end self direct.ion, but when a.

child through i.n!lnaturl:t,y or lack of experience mid training shows a
lack of these qualities, ehe nmst take over until such time as the
child may show evidence of these qu.al.i:ties in varying degreecs.
Good Physical Conditions
Good phy-sical conditions of the room are necessary for maximwn
development of stuey skills, such a.a heat, ventilation, lighting.

needs little discussion other than to say ventilation was the
problem of this classroom..

This

01'-,,:cy real

This was taken care of as best as cou1d be

:managed with the structure of the room.

Seats were arranged informal.ly.

Children xnoved them to suit their purposes.

Tables and chairs were in
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use so that several children could pum thoir tables together if need

tor more work space was evident. In most cases they were of the right
heieht. Hm,ever., among the larger children this worked a hardship.
Since seating equipment has been a probl<n With the school, no larger
seats were avail.able . The situation was remedied as far as possible by
allowing .free movenent in the room,.

In the case of a tall child., he

moved his table to the side of the roam where his legs could stretch
out at \-Jill without bumping the child opposite hiI:l or tripping a child
passing..

smension of Jud ont as a Neceesaq
:i
P_ of E£#eetive�u§
John Dewey says,
Renective thinking is always more or less troublesome be
cause it involves overcoming the inertia that inclines one to
accept suggestione �t their face value; it involves a willing
ness to endure a. condition of m
. ental unrest and disturbance.
Renective thinking, in short ., 11Bans judgment suspended during
further inquiry; and suspense is likely to be somewhat painful.
As we shall see later, the most important factor in tbe train
ing of good .mental habits consists in acquiring the at.titude
0£ suspended conclusions and in mastering the various methods
of searching for new materials to corroborate or to refute the
first suggestions that. occur. To maintain the state of doubt
and to carry on systematic and protracted inquiry--these are
the essentials of t,hinking�21
The children of this stucy were urged to never "jump to conclu
sions" in any of their work until they had consulted all sources of
information ..

The issue did not pose itself as a great problem, possi

b� £rem faul.ty -percepticn of the teacher.
21Dew�y., Jobn, ijow to Think {liew Yorki D. c. Heath and Company
.,
1933), P• 13.
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Roy c. Bryan gives one caution to those who would suepend j udg•
ment.

He says, "An ope n mind is a rare virtue so long as it cbes not

prevent us fram acting With our own best judgment when events demand

action. 11 22

lt was discussed with the children that where they had no means
of verifying their opinions they sh ould decide what was p robabll so.
Such was the case in the Horth Carolina "monstern sto-ry.

I n this case

the problem was resolved in a short time.
The mos t natural situations which arose that required suspension
of

jucigJD.ent were pupil-pupil relationships and teacher-pup.11 relation

ships.

Little fusses wel'e apt to occur such as when by mistake someone

took a book th.at had been reserved by someone else, or sor.1eone got hurt
unintentionally.

At such times t-a, teacher intervened a nd qldeted every

one till the true intent could be brought to light.

The same thing wae

true of the teacher, On occasions pupils were misjudged from lack ot
adequate inQJliry.

It must be added that on sueb occasions amends were

quickly made.

It appears that failing to suspend judgment is a human frailty
and that training toward that end is the responsibility of both parent

and teacher.
Effective Use of Time

The child nrust, use study time effectively.
a.

meet stuc\Y obligations promptly

22eryan, Roy c . ,

Se'Ven Rules for Clear Thi� (Ann Ar'bor,

Michigan: Edwards Bros . ,

Inc., 1§47),

p.

22.
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time;
l♦
2.
J.

L..
S.

b.

CfJZry

work through to completion

c.

ask £or help oncy men he can help himself no longer.

E. R. Smith and Ralph w. Tyler list as effective use o£ stuczyHabit of using large blocks of free time effectively.
Habit o£ budgeting his time .
Habit of sustained application rather than working
sporadicaJ.�.
Habit of meting promptly etuey obligations.
Habit of carrying work through to completion. 23
All these phases of using st,udy tilne effective� are consistent

with democratic principl.es.

They- e.re the kind of behavior one expects

as a result or democratic procedure.
Every eftort. was made to help the children through discussion to
see that there were means for them to become independent. Time tras
taken to impress upon the!!l that this was a responsibility that they
should aasumc and not wait tor thai.r pa.rents to prod them.
Pa:renta 1 help was enlisted through reporting to them the
strengths and weaknesses of their childron in wise use of study time.
Som of the other methods used to bring this about have been diooussea
in this ehapt,er.
In Chapter III it was pointed out that ItlaJly parents reported to
the teacher that their child..."'el'l were improvi...ng in this r4:1 spect.
It appears that this wise use of stuey time is prerequisite to
development ot many of the other stucy sld.lls.
2.3smith., E. R . , and Tyler, Ralph w. , ApP,re.isinf! and Recording
Student Progress (New Yorki Harper Brothers), pp. :31-33.

Specific attitudes and c onditions have been listed and illus
trated to show that they are necessary for maxi.mum d�elopmant of desir
able study skills.

The ccndf..tiono are relaxed atmosphere, democratic

procedure, good physical conditions, and meeting atuqr obligations

effectiveJ..y. The attitudes are interest. and application, suspension
of judgment, and critical thinking toward books, authors, and self.

Extent and Speed of Study Skills Development
All children HiJ.l not develop study skills at the same speed or
to the same extent.
Mary Kelty says,

11It

i s evident that :pupil progress will be un•

even and that result s Will vary in excellence, for growth takes place
diffe.rantzy- Br.long dii'ferent indj:lfiduals, even among those who are ready
to attach such problems at al.l. 11 �
This is ccnsistent 1dth democratic principles . Each individual

has a contribution to 1.tB.ke, but each contribution varies in quality and
quantity according to ability.
John Michaelis gives characteristics of children in the
intennediate gre.des and says that among the implications of these

�elty, Mary, "Adjustment of the Material.s of the Social Sci
ences to Gene,ra.1 Mental Development of Children in the Middle Grades,''
Educntiona1 Method XVI (Net1 York; Published by Bureau of Publication-
'leacher� s College, December 1936), P• ll8.
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characterist ics, "provision should be made for an increasing range of
ind ividual differences in all p-hases of the program. u 2.S

This hypothesis is so related t o the next that a diseussion oi'
the two together will follow restatement of that hypothesis.

Progress in Study Skills

All children will show some progress in soma skills.
This b;ypothesis is also consistent with democratic principles
and values.

Group act ivity benefits both the group and the individual.

The steck total test scores as presented in Table III indicate a
range of gain from one to thirty-eight points.

It shows that cn e child

made no progress. Howver, this test does not cover all the attitudes
and skills, discussed in this study.

It so happens that this particular

child' s mother ha d a. long parent-teacher oonferenee, in which she veri
fied b y illustrat ions that the child had progressed in man;y respects.

The Iowa test is not so convincing, however. Here too, no attitudes
were tested and many skills were not tested. Indeed, no tests for
attitudes were found an the lower grade level.

The range of gain is

.from a loss of seven months t o a gain of three grades, seven months.

This test. has been questioned as to reliability, because of its incon
sistency with results of the Steck and

!'V Week).y Reader

test. The gain

accordl.ng t.o My Weekly Reader, which tests only four reading skills,
baa a range of .from four months to one grade cne manth.

Thia test only

25Michaelis, John u., Social Studies for Children 1n a Democracy
{New York ; Pre.nt ice-IIall Inc., 1950), P•

15.
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rates a child through the sixth grade so that it is possible that the

range of gain is even higher. A review of parents' responses to ques..
tionnaires shows that all parents felt that their children had profited
in some respect from the intensive work on study skills.

It is con

cluded that all children made soma progress in varying amounts, in
attituoos md skills described in this atuey.
Summary

Evidence that all elrl.ldren have progressed in some study skills
and the accompanying attitudes, in varyine amounts, has been presented.
This evidence is S��k Te.st of Stugy Skills, Iowa Every•l'upil Work..
study Skills, and !\Y; Wee!:9:l Reader test. Pa.rents • opinion and teacher
opinion have btilen given as evidence. 'l'hough some of this evidence is
not cmelueive (the Iowa test) the writer concludes from the consis
tency of the other etldences that all dlildren have made progress under
methods described in this stud;y.

Grade Placement of Study Skills
The teaching

of

s&me skills should be postponed to higher grades

due to the lack of need for those skills in the f'ourth g;rade and to t.he

imrnaturity of children at that age level.
The writer has t.aught the fourth grade for a tot.al of six years.
In that length of ti.me it bas been found that a large percentage of
children fino. pronouncing worda from the dictionary a very difficu1t

.,,
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task. It is possible that readiness activities such as placing the ac..
eent mark on known wards and others should

the concern of the fot.U"th

be

grade with a little indivldual instruction for th e gifted children.

The seeming inability of the cllildren to (l) identify assump
tions, ( 2) identify statements that play on emotional bi&:1, ( 3) id.e n-

tify appeal. to authority, (4) suspension of judgmerrt, may have been due

to inef'fectuel methods used by the teacher.

Thus it cannot be posi

tively said these things should be postponed to a later grade but it
appears that the se 'things
learning.

oo

not press th.emsolves upon thi s level of

In most cases it seems that an artil'icial. si.-tuaticn would

have to be set up to utilize these techniques.
It is

re1.:0gnized

that lack of experience and training in teach

ing these skills m ntioned abo-ire �uld tend to make it appear that they
&N

too di.fficult .for the children., ,,men the fault lies within faulty

teachi ng rath9r than in the skill.

It saems necessary; therefore, to amend the hypothesis in s�g
that major emphasis for some skills should be

postponed to

later grades.

For oome children this should also be applied to s electing main ideas .
For all children rr.ajor emphasis on graph reaoing should be postponed to

a higher grade .
Summary

It is concluded that major emphasis on graph reading should be
postponed to a later grade.

For some children, selecting the mai n idea

should Possibly be postponed.

It is concluded that judgment should be

suspended until further e_xperimentatd.on on where four skills have been
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executed.

These sk.il1s are identifying assumption., identifying state

ments that play on emotional bias, identifying appeal to authority and
suspension of judgment.

This chapter has dealt w:i:th some attitudes and conditions that
are necessary to effective s tudy.

The conditions and attitudes are

(1) democratic -procedure, (2) interest and vigorous application of the
mind,, (.3) critical regard for authors, books, and self, (4) teachers
hav.i.Jl€ the proper criteria for evaluating classroom procedure, (5) good

ph;ysical classroom conditions; (6) suspension of judgment, (7 ) effective
use 0£ time.

The conditions and behavior, consistent with democratic

valoos are:

the child must feel free to ask thoughtful questions ; he

must regard cooperative thinking as a means to evaluate his own think
ing; he must learn to amend bis ideas after due ccnsideration of otber • s
ideas ; he must show ccnside:ration for others by using judgment as t o
when to engage in physical. activity; probl.ems should grow out of the
child's needs ; the child I s personal!ty should be preserved and

developed.
Materials and evidence ta ve been presented to show that these
things are true.

Materials and evidence are drawn from related studies,

parents• comments, and the teacher' s diary and observation. Two brief
case studies were presented.
h'Vidence has been presented to show that all children will make
progress, b ut not a t the sazoo speed or amount and that some skills

2ll
should probab]¥ not have maj o r emphasis until later grades.

limitations
related

to

in

training and experience

of the

grade placement have been r.mde.

Because of

teacher, sorre reservations

CH.AFTEP. VI

CONCLUSIONS .AND IMPLICATIONS
Introdu..ction
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a variety
o f net.hods ror teaching study- skills in the social studies with a
f'ourth grade g roup.

The writer has attempted to evaluate tb.e hifpothe

nes set forth in Chapter I.

An attempt, was made to verify these

hypotheses with evidence drawn from pe rsonal observation., diary records,
anecdotal records, standard tests, comments .from parents, both voluntary
and in anBW'er to a questi onna ire, and other related studies and books.

Limitations of This Study
, There are many limitations placed upon this study. The most

outstanding is the na rro1w scope of administration.

Experimentation was

done with only thirty-one children who were atypicel from the stand
point of home background, average social level and development, and the

entire group hai a stable economic st.atus. Som conclusions .formulated
from this st� could not possibly be applied to other groups, who did
not onjoy the same advantages with which these children were surrounded.
1'he conc1usions that fit into thi.s category are those that are related
to the quality of work which should b e expected.
grade placeioont is anong these., also.

P ossfb'.cy emphasis for

The chief conclusions, those re

lated to teaching methods, should probably be val.id for any group.
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The fa.et that the teaching mthcxis tested were evaJ.uated on a
noncomparat-1.ve basis caistitutea somewhat of an unresolved problem.
Because there are so

iriany

skills t'or which there are no adequate teats,

a comparison 0£ a group mi.ch had :received instruction emphasizing
skills, could not be made with cne whic h had r.ad little or no emphasis

on skills.
Standard tests were found somewhat inad equate because of the

differences in the purposes of the test authors and those of the writer.
These 'tests were also inadequate i n the fact that they covered su c h a
lim1ted n"Wltber of Stills nnc: too wide a grade range.

No tests at all

were found concerning atti tudes at this grade level.

The refore, muc h

of the materiel presented as proof was of necessi.ty the opinion o! the
uriter.

An effort was made to keep an l.Ulbiased outlook.

Nevertheless.,

because of the frailty of the human emotions some bias is unavoidable .,
It is hardly possib.le to work at a study for a year 1ti.th vigor and

interest without developing a personal bias.
A school year is a short time in which to cmduct a stucw tmich
is as important as this one.

This period was then abbreviated to

approx:ilnately six months, due to the time · whic h elapsed before the
first tests lo."'ere given, and to the teacher's absence.

The last tests

were e.aninistered approximately three weeks before school closed.
teacher ' s absence was in parts
and part of February.

or

The

!fovembsr and December and in January

This middle part of the school year is gene rally

considered aa the ttme llhen teaching is most effective, due t o the .fact
that teachers have had time to get acquainted with their pupils and pre
vacation excitement has not yet begun.
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The writer' s lack of training and experience in teaching for
certain skills is a decided hindrance in evaluating methods used to
Where a weakness m1J:¥ appear to be in the method,

teach those skills.

it may well be in the teacher .

Applied by a more skillful person the

method might be entirely adequate.

This study then has undergone maey handicaps which have a££ected
its validity.

Hypotheses for This study'
Many of

the hypotheses of this etu� have subbypotheees and

these in turn have leaser hypotheses.
be given.

The major hypotheses will here

For the subhypotheses and the more detailed aspects of these,

see pages .34-41.
A.

Specific teaching for stuey skills w.ill result in improve•

ioont in the use of these skills.

B.

Testing those skills that can be adequately tested Will

reveal strengths and
C.

weaknesses in teaching.

Stud;y skills can be developed as wholes, rather than in

isolated -parts ., used in the normal development of class procedure

rather than in artificial situations.
D.

ProbJ.cm solving technique s llill facilitate the acquisition

of study skills.
E.

There are some stucv skills that are common to social

studies and other subjects.
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F. Methods £or teaching stud_y skills lmich are better then some
others are concerned with understanding printed materials, defining the
problem, hypothecation, collecting data, evaluating data, organizing
data, drawing conclueions, verification, and social expression.
G. Some specific attitudes and conditions are necessary for
maximum development of desirable study skills. These conditiom are
relaxed atmosphere, democratic procedure, good pbysieal classroom con
ditions., effective use of study time and adequate criteria for evaluat
ing classroom procedure. The attitudes which are necessary are willing
ness to suspend judgment, regarding subject mat.ter as a 1113ans to an end,
regaraing all authors as subject to bias and error, willingness or
a'billty to work independent.� with vigorous and sustained application
0£ the mind, and recognition of the dignity and worth of the individual.
H. All child.rm. will not develop study skills at the same speed
or to the same extent.
I. ill children will shov s01'18 progress in some skills.
J. The teaching of aome skills should be postponed to higher
grades due to the lack of need for those skills in the fourth grade and
to the iror:laturity of children at that age level .
Conclusions
All conclusiotl3 and implications of this study are colored by
the 11.mitations described above.
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The vriter concludes :
l. Stuey skills in the social studies, as defined in Chapter I,
are

the concem of the fourth grade teacher. However, the range of

these skill.a is too wide to attempt in one study to adequately evaluate
met,hods tor teaching all the skills . Further researoh needs to 'be cione.
Evidence to support this con:::lusi.on is this manuscript itself.
2. Specific teaching for study skills will result in improvement
in the use of these skills. Evidence presented to support this conclu.
sion are observation

by the teacher of children actually using these

skills, summary of questionnaires sent to parents (see pages 67•70),
summary of children's responses to questionnaire (see Appendix D),

results

of standard teats (see pages 63 and 66), revie1-1 of children' s

folders, anecdotal records, and check lists.

The Steck test showed an

';l'he Iova test showed an average gain

average gain of eighteen points.

of six months, and My Weekly Reader test showed an average gain of
eight :months. Parents' and children' s questionru:dre summaries were
overwhelmingzy- in favor of gain.
3. Testing those sldlls, for which there are adequ.ate tests.,
will reveal ., to a limited extent, st.rengthe and weaknesses of teaching.
The hypothesis from which this conclusion was taken did not include the
clause, 1tto a limited extent. » The amendment was made because it was
f'ound that in two

or the tests the test author ' s purposes varied some

what from those of the writer.

It was found that

were unreliable, the grade range

the lova subtests

of the Steck teat was too great., and

progress in individual skills could not

be

determined. The standard
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tests used were Steck Test of Stuc\Y: Sld.11.s., Iowa Every-Pup11 Work•S�
Skills Test ., and 1-!Y; Weekl3 Reader Diagnostic Reading Test ,

4.

Study skills can be developed as wholes, rather than in

isolated parts, used in the normal development. of class procedure
.rather than in artificial situations .
Pages from the teacher's diary and excerpts from related printed

material have been presented to show that functional use of skills was
intricately connected with purpose. One example has been given of how
skills of alphabetization, use of dictionary, use of index., and use of
reference were all utilized in writing a report.

Chapter V has shown

how attitmes dei'ined in Chapter I functioned 1n not on� this activity
but maey otbers.

5.

Teaching problem solving techniques w.i.U facilitate the

acquisition of stu(\Y skills.
Mat.erial from tm teacher's diary and exeerpt.s from related
printed mterial furnished the basis of this conclusion.

The study of

Knox.ville was used as illustration of hov problem solving techniques
required the use of stu� skills.

It requires critical tbinking and

pa..rer of organization to define and solve a problem.

Use of external

skills is necessary to select and organize material. In giving a
report ani resolving a. problem both written and oral social expression
are required.
6.

There are some stuey skills that are common to social

studies an:i other subjects.
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One related study., a page from the teacher's diary, and several.
anecdotal records substantiated this conclusion.

It was shown how

problem solving techniques, use of book: cues, selecting the rosin idea,

and critical thinking can be utilized in science units a s well as in
social studies units. The bee frie�e (see pages 105-107 ) was used as
an e:xample and. several illustrations of children application of
critical. thinking to the problem were
7.

given.

Solll3 methods of 'teaching are better than others.

These

methods concerned \ti.th improving skill in (a.) understanding printed
materllll.s, (b) defining the problelll., (c) b;;ypotbecation, (d) collecting
data, (e) evaluating data, (f) organizing data., {g} drawing conclusions,
(h) verificat1on, (i) and social expression seem best for teaching
critical thinking.
E'7i.dence presented to support this conclusion are dravn frorri

standard tests, observation, review of cbildren 1 s work, and tea.cher• s
diary., and rel.at.ad material.
The writer ha s presented illustrations of students picture lec
ture, givinc captions to pictures on bulletin board, use of movies.,
pupil made line and. bar graphs., pupil made m,aps--relief, line, products,
end illU.$trated, vocabulary stucy selected from text and reference
reading, selection of important ideae .from text, and use of
Reader in learning sld.lla
paper reading.

or word

?g Weekly

attack, vocabulary sta(\y., and news

These are key evidence to support the conclusion

related to understanding printed materials.
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Evidence has been presented to support the conclusion related to

defini!i& the problem, illustrations of classroom discussion as means of
determining the authors purpose, and defining the problem :for large

unitrh

Ohil.dren' s reports have been presented to illustrate how ques...

tions, fo:nnulated be.fare reference work is done and before reportG are

vritten., determine the main body of information given.

(See Appendices

G, P, and DD. )
Samples of children's wark•...both individual and group--have been
presented as key evidence to support the conclusion related to !1lJ2othe
cation.

(See Appendices

o, s,

and W., )

Ch1ldren'1S work, teacher made tests and guides, anecdotal.
records, and diary records of class discussions have been presented to
illustrate how skill in collecting data is increased by use of news
items, book cues, reference work, field trips, interviews, deductive,
inductive, and cooperative thinking.

(See Appendices O, K, L, R, and

V. )

Evidence to support the conclusion rel.at.ad to evaluat� data is
ane-c<iotal records, notes from diary records, an account of material in
corporated in peep shows, illustrated maps, and copies of ebildren• a
work, and a rating sheet.

(See Appendices B and X . )

Evidence to support the conclUBion regarding organizing data has
been presented in descriptions o.f class planning for a frieze, comparing
countries, outlining and hypothecation• .Bulletin board displ.ays, graph
and map making, science table displays, and individual booklets were
described.

Children• s work--committee quiz questions. summary,
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committee reports, check lists; and teacher made study aids are pre..

sented

in

Appendices

Key

o,

P,

z,

AA.,

evidence presented to

BB., and CC.
support. the conclusion concerning

drawing conclusions is a description of class discussion involving in
ductive reasoning, and both class and individual summaries presented in

Appendices

o

and P.

Classroom discussions are presented as evidence to support the
conclusion concerning verification.
Descriptions of cl.ass discussion and planning, mape, graphs,

drawings,

peep

shows,

table

scenes, taken from her diary, and

pupil

reports presented in .Appendices G, P, and DD have been presented as
evidence to support the conclusicn regarding s,ocial expression.

8.

Sone specific attitudes am conditions are necessary for the

maximwn development of desirable study skills.

Some of these conditions

are relaxed atmosphere, democratic procedure, good physical c1assroom
conditions,

effective

classroom eval.uation.

use of stuey time, and adeqw:ite criteria tor
Some of these attitudes are interest and

vigorous applicati on 0£ the mind to the problem, regardine author as
subject. t.o error and bias, suspension of judgment, and critical regard
of books, others ana self ..

Evidence presented

to

support this conclusion are

accounts of

personal. observa-t.ion, classroom procedures, two case studies; parents•

comments, parent, report card, anecdotal records, and related books.
Key evidence presented to support the conclusion concerning
democratic pr<>cedure and relaxed atmosphere are two case studies {see
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pages 177-186) show-lng how personalities were preserved and deve loped,

accounts from diary records describing situations mowing holf experi
ence grew out of the children• s neede, how children were encou,raged to

aek thoughtful questions and direct their own activities, and how work
was adjusted to individual abilities.

A score card was presented to show how proper use of

stuey

time

was encouraged ( see Appendix B ) .
Excerpts from related books were presented to verify the conclu
sion regaruing criteria tor classroom evaluation.

An

account of personal. observatt on is

presented to support the

conclusion concerning good p�sical classroom conditions.
Evidence supporting the conclusion related to specific attitudes

necessary for maximum development of study skille are accounts from the
tcaeher• s diary.

9. All children will not. develop study skills at the same speed
or to

too

same extent.

Key evidence presented to suppor� this conclusion are resu1ts of

standard tests.

(See Table III, page 63 , and Table IV, page 66.)

St.eek test sh�s a range o:f gain of eighteen points.
shaJs a range of

gain

of six months.

range of gain of eight

The

Iowa

'l'he

test

My Weekl.y Reader test shows a

months .

10. All children will show som progress in some skills.
Key

evidence

to

support this eoncJ.usioo are result s of standard

tests (see Table III, page 63, and Table IV1 page 66), personal observa
tion, and acco1mte from the teacher' s diary.
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ll.

Major emphasis

<11

some skills should be postponed to higher

grades . For solll? children selecting ths main idea is one of these
For all children graph reading is one.

skilb.

Propaganda analysis

may possibly' be one .
Evidence presented to substantiate this hypothesis are accounts
from diary record of children' s reaction to certain sld..lls training.

Implicati.one or This Study-

The aforesaid conclusions have been reached through ccnsidera•
tion of related stmies (which are indeed meager in number ) and books
and from thi.a one study.
1.

There.t'ore thio stud3" implies tar other fourth Rfrade teachers

M:d for the writer;
A.

Much more research as to content needs to be dc:ne to deter

mine (1) wbat skills and attitudes should receive major emphasis at

this grade level ., (2) what progress can reasonably be expected of the
so-called
B.

11average"

fourth grade child.

Much mor-e research as to method needs to be done to deter

mine {l) what l!Bthods should be used to help children make the transi
tion from primary to intermediate level easier, (2) vilat .further methods
can be developed to ·better care for individual dl.tf'erences in ability
to carry on the "higher thought processes, n

(3) methods for teaching

various phases of propaganda analysis., (4) methods fQr recognizing
situations where these skills (propagand.e analysis) will function

naturaJ.:q at this grade level..
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Other implicatioos o£ this stud;y concerning nsthods are:
(l) Problem solving techniques imply the need of a different
kind of procedure from that used in many sebools••demooratic procedure.
(2)

mooratic procedure implies that teachers be aware of the

kind of behavior to expect--that which is consistent with democratic
value;
{ )
(b)
(c)
( d)
{e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

social adjustment
cooperation
participation
self direct/ on
responsim.lity
open-mindedness
creativeness
concern for others
(i) group actionl
(.3) A more closely integrated program is implied so that t-rain

ing far transfer of proble solving techniques and critical thinking
may b

effective.

c.

Bett.er materials for teaching oocial studies study :skil.ls at

this level need to be developed:
(l.) A wider raJlge of material is need d to take care of indi
vidual difference , (a) ore books that present functional information
on a wide range of ability levels, (b) books that are better organi�ed
with study processes in mind, (c) exercises

d activit1-es graded as to

diffieulty for teaching the various sld.11... •

These e:xeroises should not

be used indiscriminatel;y l:>ut as a guide to suggest further exercises,
(d) more books that i.neorperate democratic values in thek content�
lffi.ehaelis, John u • ., Social Studies for Children in a Denocr!2:
(New York: Prentiee Hall, Inc., 1950}, PP• 37...&2.
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( 2) More and better functional material should be developed

such as maps, Visual aids_. particularfy film strips and movies, pic
tures and charts.
(3)

Better and more comprehensive tests and measurements far

study skills need to be constructed so that teachers can evaluate
growth reliab:cy £or each separate skill.

If a teacMr 1 s purposes difi'er

from tbat of the test writer, some provision should be :ma.de to allow tor
that.

Adequately constructed subteets would probably do this.

are no attitude scales for thi6 level.

There

Some need to be developed for

those attitlldes that are necessary for maxiJm.ml. development of stuq
skills.
2.

tary

Findings of this st.uqv- have certain implications for elemen

social studies teachers.
A.

These implications are:

Since power to studjy' is slov in maturing, a readiness

program for study skills in the sod.al studies, should be established
throughout the entire elernenta17 grades.

Teachers should be aware of

what study skills are and recognize the various levels of maturity in
each skill.
B.

Continuity of experience should be planned.
Research at other grade levels needs to be done as to

(l) major emphasis, and ( 2)
C.

minimum

requiremente.

Parents' interest and cooperation at this grade level. iq)ly

that some parents are aware of the benefits of a stud;y' sld.lls program
and t.1.11 doubtless expect a continuity of these experiences in other

grades and Will be willing to help there too,

D.
teaching

Research needs be done to determine better methods for

tm

"hie)ler t.hought proce-eses" and external skills appropriate

to each grade level.
E.

Problem solving techniques and democratic procedures are

appropriate for this grade level for teaching stud;y skills.

'l'herefore,

it implies they will el.so be appropriate for other grade levels and the
same behavior traits on a more mature or lees mature level {depending
on the grade level) should be expected.
F.

Problem solving techniques and critical thinking are oppli

eable to other subject matter.

Ther&fora, i.f teachers will teach for

transfer 1md integrat.ion the entire level of !.earning will be raised for
each grade l.evel.
G.

That the fourth grade needs better materials, a wider range

and mare funct.ionaJ.. ., better and more comprebensive tests and measure

ments for skills and a.ttit.u:ies, implies that lower grades also need
these an each indi. vidual level and that upper grades would also profit

to some extent
3 ..

by

these .

The findings of this study have certain implications fcr the

general. education program.

A. Teacher training programs need to be redefined:
(1)

Future teachers need to ana�ze the various aspects o!

critical thinking.
(2)

They need to be given guidance so that they recognize

varying degrees of maturity in critical thinking and other study skills.
(3)

Emphasis �ould be pl.G,ced on stud;y skills not only in

social studies but in other subject matter fields.

Methoda coursee

should center around thi s implication,.
(h)

Classes in Test aid Measurements and Evaluation should give

ample attention

to stuqr skills.

(5 ) Democratic procedures and problem solving techniques should
be malyzed as they apply to all subjects so that t.eacher' s may plan
for continuity of experience.
(6)

Pitf'alls and difficulties teachers Will encounter need be

pointed out and Sllg gestiros far modifying the program need emphasis.

This is important.
B.

This etu.qy has been made, limited as far as

tm

specific

group is concerned, p� by a short testing period and the lack of
trajning and experience on the part of the teacher in teaching specifi

cally for stuey skiUs 1n the social studies. It is concluded that the
class has made excellent progress both in use of study skills and in
behavlor consistent with democratic values.
support:. this conclusion.

Evidenee has been given to

This last illl'911cation will be valid to the

extent that this evidence is valid. If this group of chiJ.dren can pro
gress in uoe of skills md appropriate behavior, through specific

teaching for study skills ., all grades can make progress appropriate to
each grade level.

This progress will be to a greater or lesser degree

de-pending on the limitations of eaoh group which in turn affects the
quality of democratic citizenship our

school will produce.
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General Menta l Development of Children of the •li.ddle Grades, 11
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McGui.rt3, Edna, ttSocial. studies Skills in the Ele mentary School," Social
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UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL
Andrerra, Mary Frances, 11A Sociolll3 try Study or Some oi the Social Condi
tions in Urban Fourth Ora.de Groups." Unpublished 11. s. thesis, 'l.'he
University of Tennesaee, 1949.
Looney, Hora, 11A Progrmn £or Developing study Skills in the S ixth Orade, st
Unpublished M. S. thesis, The University of T en11es see, 1940.
Unpublished Report of Tennessee Plennin{; Comm ttee, Nam ville, 1951.

FILMS
Farmers of India.
12 m!mites.

United Fi�, Inc., Jlew York.

How to Read a Dook. Coronet, Chica.go, Illinois.
SOlllld, 10 minutes.

Black an d white, sound,
Black and llhito,
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APPENDIX A
HEAL'.IB
Doctor - Sam

Monday

Tuesdev

Wednesday

Thursday

Fridey

Dan

He

a

a

a

He

Joe

a

a

a

He

a

DilJ.ard

a

a

a

a

a

Sam

a

N

a

a

a

Ben

a

a

a

a

a

Robert.

a

a

a

a

a

Bart.m.

ab

ab

HcH

a

James

a

a

He

a

a

a

Gene

a

a

a

He

a

B<zyd

a

a

a

a

a

Reece

a

a

He

a

a

J. D.

N

M

N

M

N

Ladd

a

.0.

a

a

a

B. W.

a

a

a

8

He

J.

a

a

a

a

a

ab

a

a

a

a

J.

c.
T.

1i .. Hands

Ho - Hanky

T - Teeth

H - Nails

ab - Absent

(

APPENDIX B
SCORE CAP.D OF STUDY HABITS
This sheet is worked out, not on the taeis of perfection but on 'What can
reasonably be expected of a child 1n the fourth grade.
Key; l most of the 'time

� never

+

3 occasionall3

2 same of the time
improving over last report

Please put your signature on the baok of this sheet.
'lakes directions

l.

orally

l

2.

2

1

writ.ten

2

2

1

3

2

l

.3

2

1

3

2

6. Does not dey- dream

2

1

1

l

7. Clnl,¥' asks for help when can•t help
himself'

2

2

2

Contributes to class discussion

2

9. Gives reasonable attention in class

2

1

2

1

l

2

2

3. Goes to work promptly

4. Works Vigorousq till finished

5. Does not let talk interfere with work

s.

10. Asks intelligent quest.ions (not for

added directions)

11. Greatest weakness is

No. 3

&

Nov.

No. 7

4
Jan.

Mar.

Hay
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APPENDIX 0
Report to Parents
Dear Parents,

Below you will find the results of standardized tests that have
bem given Ulis year. The result is not entirely accurate as me.ny
things enter into the work a child does from d<'il,Y to day. However in
®st c.as-es the scare is an indication of the progress a cluld. has lllade.
Reading test put out b;v My Weekly Reader (is pretty rigid)
(sept) Highest scOTe of first test
(April) Ii:l.gbeet score of second test
Your childts score on t� first test
Your child's score en the second test

---------

Stu� Sk:llls 'Jest {Steck Co. )
No norms given. Posm.ble score 102
Te-st written for Grades 4 through 9
Highest score on test giwn in Oct.
Lowest score Cll test given in Oct.
Highest score on test given in May
Lowest score an test given in Mc\Y
Your child's sco:re on Oct .. test
Your child's score oo Mo:;- test

-------------

Iowa Study Skills Test--Gradee 3, 4, 5.
Highest total score on Oct. test-I.west total score m Oct. test

Your ch:ild•s total score
Map Reading,_
Use of Referen
_ce
__
--Use of' Index
Use or Dictionary--Alphabetization
Highest tot.al seox-a ?or � test
Laiest total score for Mey- test--Your child•s total score
Map Reading

---

---

--Alphabetization---

Use 0£ Refe_
re
_
nce
__..
Use or Ili.ctiona:cy--Use of Index

APPEiHlIX D
QUEST;rONS ASKED CLASS AND
S00'..ARY OF AUS-1ERS
1.

Do you think t'J£king a relief map reall,y helps you understand?
l not me but does others
29 yes

2.

Does a vocabulary lis't make a unit more interesting?
30 yes

J.

Do y-ou
l
2
26
l

4.

think you learn more tr-om a pupil made map o r e. bought one?

same

bought
pupil made
snsw&r not clear

Do you learn from a tr.ieze or is it just interesting?
.3 both
3 interesting
24 learn

S..

Do you
you do
1
1
28

6.

You

enjoy units uhere you do hand work better than those that
no hand work?
not clear
no
hand work

rf� units better when I gues you questions or where you hwt

for the main idea?
1 no arumer
7 answer not clear
6 main idea
16 quest:lons

7.

Does indexing your notebook ttfood, ol.othins� shelter," he_lp yw
learn?
l no answer
2 no
27 yes

B.

Do you really learn from the QPaque projector or is it just
interesting?
2 no answer
4 both
S interesting
19 yea
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APPENDIX E
PARENTS' Q'lJ�T!OlfflAIRE
Dear Parents.,

Again I would like to express my sincere appreciat.ion for your fine
cooperation. I oan truly say that I have never had a group of parents
who were more int.erested in their children' s progresc; or more co opera•
tive wi:th the teacher• o efforts.
Please, at your earliest convonicnce fill out this questionnaire
and return to oo. I'ti is one means of evaluating my i-1ork of the year.
Ple�se no napple sauce. " Constructive criticism gives 'both the. good
and the bad. Uo teacher ean reach all tho children one hundred P3rcent,
so I don• t e�ct to £ind that I did. I know I did"1·1 t . Ir you would
like to comment or elaborate on your •tyes or no" answer on say- or all
items, ple�e number thom o..,i the back or this paper. Specific instances
cited help me ,.
l.

Do you £eel that your child has adjusted to the group and to me and
been happy most r£ the yea:,:?

2.

fias your child given you evidence o:C intereet in his llQt"k, that you
feel might oo the result of methods used in this classroom?

3.

Has he seened t<> progress in his ability t.o concentrate on his work?

4.

Has he given evidence of kn<Ming hew to go about studying?

$.

Has he been more proi� a.bout getting to his school work Without
prodding .fro:.n you? (Where no home work has been done some of you
'Will not be able ·to anmter this.)

6.

Does his work habits sean to slip over 1n other f'ields of endeavor
s�eh as piano practice, taking responsibility about the home in
tasks set for him?

7•

Do you think the assienments I usually make are too hard or "over
your child's mad" coroplete:cy-?

8.

Is there any speciol method wed in th:i:, classroom that you dis like or disapprove of?

9.

Is there any special thing we do that. you parti�Jle.rly liko or are
interested in?

10.

oo you feel ihat work skills and habits acquired in this room will
he.1.p your child in the £utut-e even if eons are not given ll'lUch
attention by future teachers?

2.37
APPEUDIX F

March 2$, 1953 - Dictionar.r Drill
shaft 564 shape
shapeless 565 3heath
shoatre

566 shell

shellac 567 shingle
shingle 568 shock
shock $69 short
shortage 570 show

From these guide words find the page number for the vords below:
1. shire ... 568
2. shone .. 569
3. shaker ... 56h
4. shears - 56$
$ ._ shines ... 567
6. shir·t- - 568
7. sheba - 566
8. abook - 569
9. ship - 568
10. sbaVing - 565
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APPENDIX G
April 13 ., 1953

Molly

My Report on
India1 s T ramportatdon

This report. will. t-ry to anewe.r these questions.
1.

What transpartation does India have?

2.

Does climate and location m'feet transportation in India,
if' so h<ffl'?

Report
You irouldn' t think India had so l!IBllY means of transportation as
it does, wou1d you?

Of course ii' India sits on the Bey-

ot Bengal

and the .Arabian Sea

an d many other little rivers «i d st�ams., the re would n aturally be
boats, ships, and stealllers.
They have cities just as we do, so they have automobile s, rlck
shaws , bicycles, bullock carts, plll.anquins, howdahs, secum chairs,
oxcarts, camels pulling carriages, donkeys, ponies, and the most
imposing animal of al l is the elephant,.
"Db.oolies are square boxes, rather like sedan chairs, in which
native ladies sometimes travel, and the ruth is a palanquin on wheels. tt (l)
They also have airplanes to cany passengers on.
In some parts of India you will find railr oads, much mean that
they have trains.
I guess you knOW' that India has some desert land which means
that

too camel cones in hamt, again.
There are also some camel carava ns.

roon and women in India. 11

"Camels are ridden by both

ArPENDIX G (Continued)
"Farmers use bullocks as ntrucks 11 to carry crops tc city

markets. 11 ( 2)

"Bulloek carts with wooden -.meels a.re seen everywhere. 0 {3)

90 people out of 100 ride bullock carts an dusty roads.
"In Ajmere the bullock carts have awnings supported by 4 poles,

and in Calcutta there are elaborate)¥ decorated carr1ages. " (4)

Other means r:£ tJ-ansportation a.re by he.ckeries, ekkas ., and
raiklas., the yak is used up in the B:huala.;ya.s.
Summary
India • s transportation is walking, boats, e.utornobiles., rickshaws .,
bicycles, bullock certs, -palanquins., howdaks, sedan chairs., oxcarts.,
camels, donkeys, ponies ., elephants, dhoolies, ruths, hackries, ekka.s,
raiklas, yaks, airplanes ., and trains,
Climate and location does effect transportation in India, it
makes it so that en desert land the camls and camel care.vans are used,
and in the city the aut-omobil.e etc. are used.
Footnotes
l. Travel Book of Transportation P • P• 39

2. Tra,,.el Book or Transportation P•P • 39

3. India p.p. 16

4.

India P • P•

25

S. Travel Book of Transportation P•P • 35
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APPENDIX G (Continued)
Book list
2. ?ravel Book of Transportation.
Book � .3.

How the Pr$sent came from the Past.

h.

A Childs Geography o� the World.

5.

India.

APPENDIX B
OEOORA.PHI
PUilPOSE OF STU.DI
We study Geograpey to learn how people around the world provide
themse1ves vith food, clothing and shelter.

\ve learn how climate

affects these three things, transportation, a:>mmwrl.cation, occupation
and r.wn him.self'.

Also through underst.a.nding tmee tl'dngs we leam to

understand other people who live differently from us, and aee how all
people depend upon each other.

PURPOSE OF STUDY OF KNOXVILLE
We want to find out how people in Knoxville provide themselves
with food, clothing and shelter.

We want to find out what e.tfect

Kno:tv:Ul.e•s location and climate has on occupation, transportation ,
cQIIDm.Ulication, racreation, .food, clothing, and shelt er.

APPElIDIX I
COMMiffiE GUIDE QUESTIONS
SHELTER COMMii'TEE must answer these questions :
1.
2.

How does climate and location effect melter in Knoxville?
Where does the mterials our homes are made of co� from?

!22,! COMMITTEE must answer the•se questions:
l.
2.

liOti does location and climate affect our i'ood?
Where does om- food come fran?

CLOI'HING COMMITTEE must answer these qmstionss
l.
2.

How cioes climate and location affect our clothes?
Where do our clotbos oome i'rom?

OCCUPATION COMMITTEE must answer these q�stions :
l.
2.

At what kind of occupations do people in Knoxv.Ule we>rk?
H� does eli.Jnate and location a!'feet occupations?

_____ - ----------- ----------

COM!filNICATION ANO ffiA?fSPORTATION
_.......,
l.
2.
).

COMMITTEE mu-st answer these questions s

What transportation does Knoxvil.16 have ?
What communication does Knoxville have?
Does climate and location affect these and if' so how does it

affect them?

RECREATION COMMITTEE must answer these questions :
1.
2.
3.

What kind of recreation does KnoxvlUe hav&?
H<m does climate and location aff'oct recreation?
What has recreation to do With man?
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APPENDIX J
Picture Captions

1. Mahaj a1 Mahout end Elephant
2.

Zebu Grinding Sugar Cane

).

The Street. of Copper Ware

4.
5.

Temple Dancer
HarveGting Jute

6. Zebu at Work

7. Ind:La-.-Old and UeH
8. Ganges Delta

APPENDIX K
Ap . 6.

Test on Film on India

1.

What is another name for the Ganges?

2.

What were the 2 foods eaten in the film?

J.

What were the .3 crops mentioned?

4.
S.

Hou many- people :in India are farmers?
Where was the scene of the pioture laid?

6.

Of 'What was the house built?

7.

Hew were crops watered?

8..,

Wbat are ghats?

9.

How m.sny people out. o£ 100 are educated?

10.

How big is India?
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APPEliD!X L

Graph Test Sample
( teaclier made)

1.

On what d� was the temperature highest?

2.

On

what dey was it the lowest?

J.

On

mat � l1a5 it next highest?

4. on what � was it next lowest?
5. On what. day of the month was the �mperature 600?
6.

On

tihat. � of the month was it $20?

7.

On

what week did the class ma.lre the most perfect scores?

8.

On what week did they mnke the least perfect scores?

9. What was the smallest number of perfect scores?
10. What was the greatest number of perf'ect scores?
Questions 1-6 were derived from a temperature graph.
Questions 7-10 were derived .fran a spelling graph.. This graph was
made to record perfect, scores for each Friday spelling test,.

.APPENDIX M
Vocabulary for Egypt

or

1.

Bedouin - a tribe

2.

desert .. big sandy dry piece of land

,3.

oasis - a spot in a desert mere there is water

4.

delta - fan shaped

5.

irrigation - watering land by a series of ditches

6.

canal - diteh

?.

norag ,.. seed like machine used for threbing

8.

shaduf - a machine used for watering the field

9.

siclde - a carved knife used for cutting

10.

nomads

dune - a hill of: sand that blows from one place to another

11. tomb - a place to bury the dead
12. pyramid - a tomb for Egyptians• kings
13.

Sphinx - a huge statue e;uards one of the pyramids

14.

JIIUlllDV - a bod;y preserved in a special wey

1.5. Aswan .. a dam in the Nile

or writing

16.

cuni.form - 3n ear]¥ form

17.

archeologist - a person who studies old remains

18.,

Gaza - a place in Egypt where the pyranids are

19.

Pharoah - a name for the ancient kings of Egypt

20.

Papyrus - a plant from whieh paper was ra.ade

21.

fertile - rieh soil

or

tombs
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APPE.NDI.X N

India Vocabulary Test
Give definitions i n your own �ords
1. Beneres

2. Kara.chi

J. Hindu

h.

Himalqa

5.

Ganges

1.

Nehru.

6. Gandhi

a.

dekki

9 . winnowing

10. Mt. Everest

u.

zebu

12. Maharaja

13. New Del.bi
14. .Agere
1.5.

Indus

16. Bengal

17. Calcutta
18.

relief cap

19. sari
20.

ghaut

or the l!'ordo

below.
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APPENDIX 0
Big Guesses about India
We will keep the se things in mind as we stuey fr«.n day t.o da;y- and see
if our guesses are right.
1.

Climate--hat and wet

2. People•s looks--oork skin
dark eyes
dark hair

3. Clothing..-turbane
aandl.es

cotton clothes

light clothes

4.

Shelt�r--slsnted roofs
wood

etones
bamboo
matting

5.

Food-•raise rice--wheat--tea-highly spiced foods

6. 'J!ranspartation--elephants
eanels
boata

oxen
horses
7 . Religion-•Hindus
Fire worshipers
Christians
Moalems

APPENDIX P
May l.s 195.3

Freda

Report on China's Food

1.

What m:-e their f'oods?

2.

What effect does climate and location have on China's food?

3.

�1

l1 .

Do they bey or raise their .food?

do the people in China provide themselves with food?

Rq,ort
The most ifflportant food in China is rice.
rice.

Not all people eat

Many Chinese children have never tasted milk.

T9a is their main

ch•ink.
Chinese feasts have as many as 30 courses.

Meals like this are

served in eating houses or homes. When tbe meal is over the people

tell the cook if' tho meal is good o:r bad..
more business.

Chinese people have strange food.

If it is good he Wl.ll have

They have onails, seaweed,

octopus feelers, sea slugs, bird nest soup, shark fins, weeds, or

watermelon seeds.

The most usod seasonings are garlic, onions, gingerroot, soy

sauce, vinegar, brown

suear,

salt, red pepper, and herbs.

In other parts of China they have boiled rice, chicken, fish .,

pork, noddles, tea and vegetables .

They also eat dried i'ish, sugar

came, sueet potatoes, bananas, pineapples, and soy beans.

2SO
PeoPle i n Tibet drink buttered tea.
day.

They- drink 30 or IC cups a

They make tea and put butter in it and it is churned into thick

tea.
Chinese people use bowls to eat in.

They eat with sticks 10

i nches long called chopsticks.
Chinese people drink tea ins-taad of w ater.

They have to boil

water to malm it clean so they put tea in it to taste good.
Ment shops in China sell horse., donkey., camel, and water buffalo
meat.

When floods cone, thoy eat cats, dogs, rats, mice., and nmd.
The most common foods raised arG rice., tea., barley., wheat and

vegetable s.
In southern China they eat rice, beans, greens, and vegetable s
oi l.

In northern China they eat little rice .

sweet potatoes

They eat barl.ey, wheat.,

are grami f'or food.

China' s foods are barley., wheat , vegetables., '\<egetable oil,
mreet potatoes., seasonings., meat., fish., sugar, candy, nuts, fruit., mud,
strange f'oods and the moat important, rice and tea.

The climate i s

mild, warm and wet so they can grou our foods and so me o f India' s.
Their location is near India so they can r-;row India' s foods and L, the

middle of' China the climate is mild to grow our food. They ra:i,.se and
buy thei r food they provide themselves with it.
their food.

They buy and raise

2.51
Book List
1.

Let• s Read About China

2, What the World Eats

3. Our Neighbors Near and Far

4. Home Lite in Far Awq Lands
5. Picture Map Geography of China

6. China

APPEN.DDC Q
Julia

March 16
Geography
Stucy Skills
l.

I read the bold face let-tere.

2.

Next I looked for the words in italics.

3.

Then ! read under the pictures.

4.

Then I read over the lesson quickly.

$.

Then I read all the wq through .

6.

I looked at the maps .

Questions I used.
1.

Why don• t the Egyptians have more space for fanaing?

2.

Why can the Egyptians raise cotton and other t,hings when the land
is dry?

3•

What ie a delta?

4.

\� do they eal.1 the Nile , Father Nile?

5.

Why do they argue over "1hat they buy?

6.

What do they eat most of the time?
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APPENDIX R
A '!'est on the Film How to Read a Boole
To know if a book is reliable we look for the ___________,

______________, and --------------•

We find the authors purpose in the

_____•
_______

Also

we find the scope of tbe work..

We find c-ertain topics in the

----------

--------

0f a book_

To find if a book b.as the material you need first you. look in the
__________ and ------------•
read

------------

Then you

•

When you find what you want you read

------------------

•

APPENDIX S
Ladd

May 1, 19.53
Hypotheses Related to
the Oreat Wall of China
Geogi-aph;r
It is made out of stone and earth.

It runs all over China.
It :ts real Wide.
It was built about two thousand years ago.
It was used to keep the mean tribes to the north out..
It bas tCMers about every hundred yards.

APPENDIX T

Geroldine

April 17, 19.53
Writing a Report
Title
Questions
Body of Information

With footnotes
Footnotes
Book List
l.

Begin work ear!l•

2.

Read eve� you ean find on the s�jeet.

3.

Keep notes..

4.

Be sure yo-u have good big questions.

5.

.Do not use words you cannot llllderstand and pronounce.

6.

Never copy anything you do not understand.

7.

Never copy from a book unless you enclose it in quotation marks
and put ihe book and page numbers in the i'ootnote.s.

8.

Make your report. as interesting as possible .

9.

Try to put things in your report you think no one Will already
know.

10.

Read your report to someone in your family and see if they under
stand what you have written.

11.

Go over ever:, one of these items one by one and oe sure you have
done each one with your report.
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APPENDIX U

Ladd
Mar. 9, 1953
Quasti.ons to Ask Mr. Kamel
1.

Do they have

big

bighffl\YS?

2. Oo they worship like ve do?
J. If' they have schools? Are they like ours?

2$7
.APPENDIX V

Joe

Mar. 10
Mr. Kamel•s Visit
These are the things I learned when Mr. Kamel visited us.

I

learned that maiy of the E1JYPtian people are named £or people o:f tm
Bible. Also that many or the babie-s born this year 'Will be nained for
the new ruler of Egypt-.
I found that Egypt is .farther along than I thought. For
example I had no idea that they hi.red people to design or make their
houses. Nor did I know that trains were so connn0n.

I knew that they

had schools, but I didn't think there wer-0 near as maey. I was also
surprised lihen he said there were so many trains., Neither did I know
theJ'e were so many buses.
It surprised me to knCIT that there were almost as many white
eoller workers as farmers. For I thought that farmirlg was t.he main

occupation by far. I also thought that all the people wore robes .,
and not pants., shirts, and dresses.

APPENDIX. W

(Hypotheses arrived at Through todical Deductions)

Mey 1, 1953

Geography

Big Guesses About China•s Religions
l.

They have Priests.

2.

They have temples.

3. Idols in places of worship.

4.

H�be some are Christians.

5. They have sone religions like ours.
6.- They

don't believe

in

our

God ,.

Geroldine

APPENnIX X
Joe and Barbara

Review Questj_ans
l.

HON' long is the cold season?
3 months

2.

In lthat Hemisphere is China?

East and West
,3.

What is the longest river in China?
The Yonat�e

4•

What is the climate of China?
Mild sid wet.

$.

What effect does climate and location have on ".food, cl.at.bing,
shelter, oeeupationu?
Makes it so they have it the w� it is.
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APPFNDIX Y
S'UllllW"Y for .Knoxville Stu�

The materials our homes are made of co1!8 ft'Om states round about
and some of it comes from Knoxville. Our climate is mild. So we have
our houses built so we can be cool in summer and wann in winter. Ours
need not b� built as well as those farther north, but 'they need to be
built better than those south o£ us.

FOOD
Our food OO!lles fran far away places and some o:f it come,S fro.�
rigbt here. We do not have the right kind of climate for all foods.
Theretare we have to ship in many .foods.

CLOTHES
Our climate makes us ve'ry uncomfortable if we wear clothes heavy
as those up north or as light as those in the south. In summer we wear
oool clothes and warm elothee in wlnter. Our clothes come from fa:r and
near.

OCCuPATIOlS
People in Knru..-ville �rk at occupations that provide food,
clothing, and soolter., al.so at T. V.A. , at tran....�ortation, communica
tion, recreation, lillld many other things.
The location of Knoxville makes it possi.bl.e to work at T. V .A�
The climate and location make it possible for U$ to have the kind of
tranepor,taticn and comraunicati.on we have.

.APPENDIX Y (Continued)
TRANSPORTATION .AND COMMUNICATION

Our transportation is boats, cars, buses, trucks, airplanes,
trains, and feet.
We use telephones, talking, mail by planes, buses and trains,
telegraph, radio, nawspuper, magazines, teleViaion and movies.
Our location makes it possible to have all the zooans of
't,ransportation and communicatd.on that we have.

SUMMARY
How do people 1n Knoxville provide themselves with food,
clothing, and shelter and all their other wants and needs.
They earn their money and PE.\Y" for fQod, clothing, and shelter
and theu- wants and needs. They- sbant their work and produets 4
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APPENDIX Z
Stucy- Aid
Use one page in your notebook to put each of the headings below-.
When you find a fact in your book or in any book you are reading put it
wider the rieht heading.

l. Food
2. Clothing

3. Shelter
4. Transportation

,.

Climate &. Location

6. Religion

1. Occupation
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APPENDIX AA
Ernestine

Mar. 25

Geograp�
India
1.

Food

thick soup id th peas & beans

vegetables
fish

spices
papayas

mangoes
2 ..

Banana

Clot�

rice

coton clothe s they wash

.3. Shelter
five huts
two
one
one
one

for
for
for
for

bedrooms
the kitchen
store house
dining room

4.

Location & Cl.imate
Near the hot belt
hat and w-et

5.

People• s looks
Brown skin
Brown hair
dark eyes

6. TranspQrtation
boats

red pepper

APPENDIX BB

GEOGRAPHY
REVIEW QUESTIONS FOR ALL COUNTRIES

------

l.

How do people in

2..

What are their foods?

provide themselves with food?

J. What effect does climate and location have on food?
h.

Haw do people in ______ provide themselves with clothing?

5.

What do their clothes look like?

6.. What effect does climate and location have on clothes?
7.

How do people in

------

provide themselves with shelter?

a.

What ef.f'ect, does elilllate aid location have on smlter?

9.

What does their shelter look like and of what is it made?

10.

What is the main oceupatioo?

11.

What kind of transportation and cOilllllllnications do they have?

12. What do the people in _______ look like?
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APPIDIDII CC
Check List ot Class Repor�e
1. sticks to subJeat
2. Works independent,J.y
,. Speaks clearly &
loud enough

4.. Organizes material

5. Gathers out.side
material.

6. Follows good Eng1i.sh
rules

7. Told or written in
interesting style
1st
report

2nd
report

,3rd
report

4th
report

5th
report
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APPENDIX DD
Joe

Transportation Report on China
I n this report I will t ry to answer the .foUowing quest ions.
1.

What kind of transportation do they have?

2.

What effect does climate and locat ion have on transportation?

tt,' Report
China does not have much good transportat ion.

Of course that

makes it hard to get fran place to place so they can•t get with other
people easily. Since they ea.n•t get vit:h other people ., each village
gets its own dialect.

.Different dialects have a lot to do with China

not catching up With modern neans of transportation.

Dialects are not

the only rea.soo China does not have modern means of t ransportation.
The other reason is ancester worship.

Ancester worsh ip is worsh ipping

people older than you because they worship old people that follow the
best but only way·s they know and their children .follow those ways so
there is tb:9 other reason that transportation is not bette r in China.

But like all countries we have studied,, in big cities it is
hard to tell you are not in New York for everything 1s so modern.
In China ll'lat\Y boats are not used for transportation they are
houses, house boat.

Bot boats are used for transportation a lot.

One

thing China is known for is it.s canoes, Ji nrikisha.s are one th:i.ng that

APPENDIX DD (Continued)
can be aeen even in big cities.

seen

in

most

al.l

This two wheel coolie pullied cart is

China.

China is far behind in the world but is catching up fast.

Summary
l.

Their transportati.an is mostly man driven carte with few machines.

2.

Climate mal:ms it so they are not in a sled peddled 'by dogs but

things that suit them best.

Book List
l. The story Book of Wheels
2.

Peoples md Countries

J. People and Places

4.
5.

Peoples of Other Lands

Our Neighbors Near and Far

6. Text

\\
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APPENDIX EE

Food in Egypt
Pan

March 17.
M.y Question
l.

What 1d.nd o! .food do they eat?

2.

What ki..nd of vegetables do they eat?

3.

Where do they get their milk?

!,nr Report.
The people in Egypt eat a lot like ours.
o£ their food from animals.
there.

The people get sorne

Wheat., sugar cane, and onions are

grown

In certain pl.aces they grow oranges., peaches., olives, figs,

grapes and dates, lllilk, vegetables, corn, rlce., are plentiful.
harvest their crops three times a year.

No

summary

or book list was given.

They

